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Chapter I
Introduction
A. Use of Educational Films Is on the Increase
The acceptance of the educational, motion picture as a means of
instruction is noted by the following facts:
1. The increased number of motion picture projectors owned by-
schools. In nineteen hundred and thirty-six the National Visual
Education Directory^ reported 6,074 sixteen mm, silent motion picture
projectors and 458 sixteen mm. sound motion picture projectors in the
elementary and secondary schools of the United States, In January
nineteen hundred and forty a survey of motion picture equipment in
colleges and high schools in the United States^ lists the number of
available projectors as: silent projectors, 6,037j sound projectors,
6,374. ^liTien the survey of the number of projectors in the elementary
schools is completed, the total niomber of available projectors in the
United States will be materially increased,
2. Other signs of the increased use of educational motion
pictures are: increased number of producers of educational filnis;
the ever^grovfing number of motion pictures suitable for school pur-
poses; the increased number of educational motion picture fO-m lib-
raries; the increased number of courses in Visual and Auditory Aids
to prepare teachers for the use of motion pictures and other sensory
^Kline M. Coon and Allen Vif. Noble, National Visual Education
Directory (Washington, D, C: United States Office of Education,
19361
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Nathan D. Golden, Survey of Motion Picture Equipment m Goll.eges
and High Schools in the Unites States and Territories (VJ'ashington, D. G.
Motion Picture Division, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Depart
ment of Commerce, January, 1941)

aids and for administration of Departments of Teaching Aids in school
systems. The numerous research studies summarized on pages to
proving the value of the use of the educational motion picture have con-
tributed materially to the increased use of the educational film. All of
these are significant sign posts of the increased interest in the use of
the educational motion picture as a teaching tool.
B. Previous Studies
This section presents a number of outstanding studies in the use of
educational motion pictures in teaching. In the following pages, a brief
summary is presented of the studies of Rul.on, Arnspiger, IVood and Freeman,
Knowlton and Tilton, T'/estfall, Riimmel and V/ise.
Each summary contains the following: instructional procedure, purpose,
scope, summary and conclusions.

TOOD AND FREEf{A:i»S STUDY
I. INSTRUCTIONAL MEIHOD
The films were uged as a regular and integral part of classroom
work for a period of twenty-foijr weeks, divided into two twelve week
courses. Study guides v/ere prepared for each of the ten units for
Geography and General Science and given to all the pupils in both the
control and experimental groups. The form of the study guides was
uniform. The control groups were instructed by use of ell manner of
maps, charts, pictures, diagrams, lantern slides, but were not
allowed to see the m:otion pictures. Teachers were urged to carry on
the normal classroom attitude.
The practice was to show the whole fiL"i first, then to re-show
the film units in the order in which they occur , after a period of
discussion on the film from key questions or statements on the study
guide sheets, vrfiich relate to the film content. The discussion after
the showing of the ?/hole film was brief and only observr^ticns were re-
ported. Jni-t before each re -showing of a film unit, directions are
given to the pupils for viewing it,
II. SCOPS
Nearly 11,000 children in more than three hundred Geography and
General Science classes, taught by nearly two hundred teachers, in
"^V/ood and Freeman, I"Iotion Pictures in the Classroom ; Boston, Mass.,
Houghton-Miflin Company, 1929.
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grades four to nine inclusive, and distributed in twelve cities, partici-
pated in this experiment. The experiment began about the first week of
February ^nd lasted until the .middle of May. The grade areas of learn-
ing included ten topics in General Science and ten topics in Geography.
III. PURPOSE
I. To learn the contributions of tvienty teaching films when
used as a regular and integral part of classroom work,
II. Are the motion pictures produced for this experiment adapted
to classroom instruction?
III. liVhat are the values and influences of these films?
IV. Yi/h^it are the objections to using films in teaching?
V. Does the value of fiLras justify their inclusion into the
course of study?
VI. Does the film develop self-activity and voluntary reading
on the part of pupils?
IV. TS^TS t
Comprehensive objective tests were given at the beginning and end
of the experiment, and Topical Written Tests were given every two
weeks throu^out the course of the expeHjnent. The two series of tests
were entirely independent of one another. The initial tests contained
200 questions, 100 of the true-false type and 100 of the multiple-choice
type. The final tests contained kO to 60 true-false questions and from
37 to 66 tvfo-answer questions. The initial and final tests were not
identical. Special representatives received, administered and shipped
the tests to the authors. None of the teachers involved scored the

tests. Thirty minutes were allowed for each part of the test,
RESULTS
I. At the beginning of the experiment the experimental group was
inferior to the control group. At the end of the experiment the ex-
perimental group had gained 1,76 score points more on a part of the
General Science test, or 14,5 per cent of a standard deviation,
II, At the "beginning of the study the experimental group was in-
ferior, "but at the end it gained 3,8 score points more than the con-
trol group, or 33 l/3 per cent of a standard deviation.
Ill, On the topical tests the experimental group was 1,99 points
higher than the control groi^, or 23,3 per cent of a standard deviation,
in General Science,
I"V'. In Geography the experimental group led the control group by
2,37 points, or 29,3 per cent of a standard deviation.
V. The coniprehens ive and topical tests agree in the total com-
parison in favor of the experimental group,
VI, Teachers using the films favored their use in instruction to
arouse interest, increase reading and project activity, and writing,
EVALUATION OF THIS SXPERDJaJT
1, Trroups were not eqmted as adnitted by the authors,
2, Rivalry may have influenced the results unduly.
3. Bteachers were not equated.
4. Experi/nent was too broad involving too many teachers and
pupils for proper controls and check-up by experimenters.

6KNCV/LTOIJ Am TILTCN'S STUDY^
Instructional procedure :
All photoplays were projected in the regvilar social studies classrooms.
As the pictures were projected, the titles were read by the teacher. The
films were usually shown in the middle or toward the end of the instructional
unit, but were shown only one time . The experLnent was conducted under good
experimental conditions. The teaching was supervised, but teachers were not
restricted in their use of pictures and maps at their command. Tests de-
vised for the experLnent were administered before and after the instructional
period. The films were used to enrich the regular classroom instructinnal
unit or units. The work of the regular classroom was not organized around
the films. The films were fitted into the regular units in history at such
times as the schedules indicated. The film and non-film group were equal
as to amount of time spent on subject matter. No home work was assigned.
Pur£ose:
The purpose of this experiment was to messiire the contribution of the
photoplays to enrichment, retention, and the creation of interest.
Scope ;
The experiment was carried out in the seventh grade of the Troup Junior
High School, of New Haven, Connecticut. The grade was composed of 521 pupils,
divided into fifteen sections. Six history teachers participated in the ex-
periment. The experiment lasted from. November 1, 1927, to the end of the
school year in June, 1928.
1
Daniel C. Knowlton and J, iJarren Tilton, Llotion Pictures in History
Teaching (Mev; Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1929) pp. 182

Summary and conclusions :
"The cci^clusions of varying significance which may be drawn respecting
the contributions of the photoplays are as follows:
1. The ten photoplays made a l^.rge contribution to the teaching of an
enriched course of study, increasing the pupils' learning by about 19 per
cent
,
2. This contribution was of such a magnitude that average children
with the aid of the photoplays learned as much as bright children did vdth-
out them.
3» The photoplays, while providing this enrichment, made a sin?11 con-
tribution to completing the minimum essentials in less time. Tlie estimated
saving in a forty-week year was one and one-half weeks.
4. The photoplays were most effective in teaching a knowledge of inter-
relationships involving the interaction of events and of forces. They in-
creased the pupils' learnjjag of this sort 35 per cent, or about twice as
much as they increased the gaining of all kinds of historic knowledge.
5. The next largest contribution was to the teaching of historical
personages. The increase of learning of +his sort attributable to the
photoplays was 23 per cent.
6. The contribution to the teaching of historical geography was 19 per
cent.
7. The photoplays interfered with the teaching of time relationships.
They decreased by 10 per cent the learning of such relationships.
8. The photoplays effectively taught a worth-while know^ledqe of the
interaction cf events v^hich is not frequently possessed by history teachers,
9. In the pert of the e-^qDeriraent in which there was no review between
teaching and retest for retention, the contribution to retention was greater
than, or at least equal to, the contribution to learning. This was the con-
tribT-tion of four photoplays to the teaching of the Revolution. The pn.pils
learned ?5 per cent more by the use of the photoplays ''nd re^enibered 27 per
cent more rs.fter three months.
10. In general, the contribution of the photoplays was not as great to
retention as to learning. The pupils .learned about 19 per cent more with
the aid of the photoplays but retained only about 12 per cent more,
11. This was due chiefly to the fpct that the photoplays interfered
with the retention of time knowledge to about twice the extent thut they
interfered with gaining it. 3y seeing the photoplays, pupils gained 10 per
cent less of time knowledge and retained 20 per cent less.

612. The contribution of the photoplays to the remembering of
historical geography was smaller than their contribution to learning
it. Pupils learned 19 per cent more and remembered 14 per cent more.
13. The contribution to the retention of l<nowledge of persons was
also less than the contribution to the gaining of it. iVith the aid of
the photoplays pupils learned 23 per cent more and remembered 21 per
cent more.
14. The contribution to the retention of loiowledge of historical
relationships other than those of time was greater than the contribution
to gaining this knowledge. Of such relationships, pupils learned 35 per
cent more, and remembered 43 per cent more.
15. The effect of the photoplays uixin pupil participation in clr^ss-
room discussion was in detail as follows:
(a) more recitations were m^de .-^t the request of the teacher;
(b) a larger percentage of the class recited;
(c) those reciting did so more often;
(d) on these occasions more hands were raised;
(e) more remarks were volunteered by the pupils not directly as
a result of a teacher's question, i. e,, upon those
occasions when their ovm desire to participate more
evidently prompted them;
(f ) a larger percentage of the group so volunteered;
(g) those volxmteering did so more often;
(h) on these occasions more hands were raised for permission to
participate;
(i) more questions were asked;
(j) a larger percentage of the group asked questions;
(k) those vfho asked questions did so more often;
(1) fewer contributions c&me in as a result of outside interest;
(m) a larger percentage of the group made such contributions;
(n) those contributing did so less often.
16. The increase in the total number of pupil participstions attributable
to the use of the photoplays was 10 per cent. This increase is equivalent to
forty-six more participc-itions in a year by each pupil, or about 1,600 more in
a thirty-five-pupil section.

17. Seeing the photoplcys did not cause the pupils to rank history
appreciebly hi^er among six other subjects studied.
18. It did not cause pupils to read raore history in the school libr<'ry
during the school library periods, judging from the school librrrian'
s
record kept during the experiment.
19. It did not cause them to read more history outside of school,
during the experimciital period, judging from their own lists, iiiade from
memory at the end of the experiment.
20. It did cause them to read voluntarily more supplementary history
material under controlled classroom conditions:
(a) 40 per cent more reading v«as done;
(b) a larger percentage of the group chose to read;
(c) the average axnount, for those reading, vvas larger.
The outstanding findings of the experiment are, in the opinion of the
writers:
(1.) that the photoplays contributed materially to the gaining and re-
tention of worth-while knoiwledge, particularly of knowledge of
interrelationships, other than time;
(2.) that they produced iiiore pupil participation in classroom dis-
cussion; and
(3.) that they c.-.used the pupils who savo them to read voluntarily
more supplementary history reading ras.terial under controlled
classroom conditions,"
II
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RULON'S STUDYI
Instructional procedure ;
The experijTient consisted in presenting Creneral Science instructional
material to ninth-grade students in two different ways and conipriring the
amount of learning resulting therefrom. The instructional material was
presented by means of a textbook and a series of talking motion pictures.
The films were produced to parallel the text presentation. Both the films
and text v;ere specially produced for the purpose of this particular experi-
ment. Two groups of pupils studied the e^erimental material as a part of
their regulyr school v/ork. One of these groups used only the textbook; the
other used both the text snd films. A third group did not study the experi-
mental instructional m&terial. Their scores on the tests indic3te the result
of zero instructions. The experimental instructional period occurred during
the letter psrt of the school year, and was broken into three parts—the pre-
instructional period, the exoeririiantal instruction period, c-.u"id the retention
period. Tests viere administered irnmedi?.:tely at the end of the instructiona.1
period and again at the end of the retention period.
The experimental instructional period began in Jrnuary, 1932. The number
of days devoted to instruction and revieiA* was the sarae in all schools. The
review was follovjed immediately by the tests, which lasted two school periods,
A lapse of three and a half months preceded the giving of the retention tests.
Through tryoiit experimoit it was decided to shovi each reel of films
three times , with no more than two showings on a single day. Hov/ever, all
units of films except the eighth were shown to the fiL-a group four times ;
^Phillip Justin Rulon, The Sound :'.lotion Picture in Science Teachj.ng
(Cambridge, Massachusetts : Harvard University Press, 1933), pp. 236.
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three times during the instnictional period, and again lor the review et the
end of the instructional period.
Study guides were supplied to the teachers. All ptrts of this e>:peri-
ment were most carefull,y controlled, so that any large difference in achieve-
ment of the two instructional groups coul.d not be due to any instructional
factors of the experiment.
Scope :
A total of 2,860 children participated in this study, nearly all from
the ninth grade enrollrxient of the public schools of three cities in Massachu-
setts. The three groups of children xvere balanced as to mental ability,
previous general science achievement and chronological age, any advantage
being to the advantage of the central and zero groups, iiiight reels of sound
motion pictures were presented, each reel representing a unit of v<ork. The
scenarios for the eight reels and the detailed outline for the textbook were
written to conform with the basic outlines of the eir^ht units.
Tests :
Tests built for the purpose of this experiment were used both for the
immediate tests and for the retention tests. These tests were carefully
validated by statistical procedures and checked for reliability. It is not
likely that any differences in learning between the two groups were due to
any error in the tests administered.
Summary and conclusions :
"In view of these relc.tionships it must be reiterated that our findings
do not indic'te that the notion-picture presentation, when accompanied by
good classroom procedures, tends in any vray to cause the child to remember
at the expense of stimulr^tion of thought. The results of this experiment
can be interpreted in their entirety only as they apply to situ&tions
similar to thst in which our films v^rere employed. That is, our results may
be generalized only as they apply to good and genuinely supplementary sound
i
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motion pictures employed S7/stematically in connection vdth the usual
textbook and modern teaching procedures in the teaching of a school
subject iftihich has for its educational objective the permanent acquisi-
tion of information concerning, and the lasting understanding of rela-
tionships among, directly observable facts, objects, and events. Subject
to these conditions, vye may drc^i three conclasions.
The first concerns the children's attainment in terms of the subject
ra2.tter generally: that presented by the text, class discussions, film, or
teacher. In this large region the pupil-achievement increase ascribable to
the use of the film may be e^q^ected to exceed 20 per cent.
The second conclusion concerns a smaller region: those facts and rela-
tionships specifically dealt "with in the fiLm used, Measured in acquisition
and understanding of this material, the film-caused increase in pupil
achievement my be expected to exceed 35 per cent.
The third conclusion is that neither of the above two gains may be ex-
pected to be made at the expense of more important but less definable educa-
tional values, such as good habits of thinlcing,"
Ii
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ARNSPIOER'S STUDY-^
INSTRUCTIONAL MSTHOD
The experimental-control technique utilizing the equated-teacher
method was followed throughout the experiment. The pupils in the con-
trol groups were tau^t by the ordinary classroom methods without the
aid of educational talking pictures. The pupils in the experimental
groups were presented with three showings of each picture during the
regular class periods. This type of procedure was intended to elimin-
ate any transfer of teaching method suggested by the films themselves
from experimental to control groups through the teachers.
Teachers of the control groups were free to use any instructional
device available with the exception of motion pictures. Experimental
teachers agreed to meet, view, and make notes on all sound pictures
used, at least one week before beginning their instruction on the
subject of the picture. None of the teachers were allowed to leam
about the nature of any of the tests until the experiment was con-
cluded.
All teachers were provided with copies of the units of instruction
and schedules pertaining to their particular subjects and groups.
Schedules were made as complete as possible to provide for xmiform
periods of time elapsing between teaching periods.
"^Amspiger, Varney C. "Measuring the Sffectivenss of Sound Pictures
as Teaching Aids". Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York City, 1933. 156 pages.
II
The class teaching of each of the four units in both natural
science and music began two weeks after the administration of the
initial tests.
Each science unit extended over a period of I50 minutes of in-
struction, divided into five thirty-mijiute periods for both experi-
mental and control groups. At the end of each unit a final test was
given covering the unit. The experimental groups had three ten-
minute picture showings, scheduled for the first, third, and fifth
periods of each unit. Thus, their actual teaching time was reduced
to 120 minutes. The showings were preceded or followed by discussion
of the picture aims and content.
The time alloted each music unit was also I50 minutes of instruc-
tion, divided into three forty-five minute periods with a concluding
fifteen-minute instructional period. The experimental groups had a
ten-minute showing during each of the first, second, and last periods,
reducing their teaching time to 120 minutes.
PT1PP03E OF THE STUDY
1. To determine by experimentation the relative effectiveness
of
(a) Teaching with the aid of certain educational talk-
ing pictures in the fields of natural science and
music in grades 5 and 7, respectively
(b) To make an analysis of the composition elements of
certain scenes of the talking pictures used in the
experiment, this analysis being treated in such a
manner as to serve as an introduction to the study
(
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of the relative effectiveness of these elements of
composition.
SCOPS
Approximately 950 fifth grade pupils in 32 classes, 1,425
seventh grade pupils in the same number of classes, auid 64 teachers
participated.
PRELIMINARY TESTING
Eight tests were constructed from the \mits, each consisting of
about 150 items in various forms, true-false, two choice, multiple
choice, one-word completion and essay completion. The tests in
natural science were administered to 350 pupils in the fifth grade;
the music tests to more than 250 pupils in the seventh grade. The
purpose of this preliminary testing was to devise initial tests to
be given prior to the e^cpe rimental instruction.
The preliminary tests were repeated after the pupils had studied
each lanit. The results of this testing served as a basis for the con-
struction of the final tests. The final tests consisted of about one
hundred items, greater than the nuinber on the initial tests. The re-
call tests were indentical with the initial tests,
RESULTS OF INITIAL TESTS
These results indicate that there was a difference in scores
favoring the control groups in both the natural science and music tests.
RESULTS OF FINAL TESTS
The Final Tests contained more items than the initial tests. About
65 per cent of the items of the four initial tests in natural science
ft
I
were matched in thfl final tests with other items on the basis of the
percentage of pupils answering the items correctly on the prelimijiary
test. Hence, a large part of the finaJ tests was equivalent to the
total initial tests.
RESULTS
For the total tests in natural science, the difference in gains
is about 37 points, indicating a superiority of experimental over con-
trol groups of about 26 per cent. The critical ratio for this
difference is 9»55«
CONCLUSIONS
I, The results indicate that the talking pictures used in this
ejqjeriment made distinct contributions to learning in both natural
science and music. In every case the differences favored the experi-
mental groups with critical ratios which were statistically signifi-
cant in every unit in both natural science and music.
II, The difference in mean gains of both the high and low
ability groups were statistically significant and a3ways in the
direction of the experimental groups,
III. The superiority in mean gains of the experimental groups
seems to be greater in the case of the low intelligence level, but
this superiority is too small for any statistical significance.
Hence, it appears that these educational sound films make a distinct
contribution to the learning of pupils of both low and high intelli-
gence levels,
IV. The talking picture made a lasting contribution to learning
in both natural science and music. These statistically significant

differences in mean recall test gains of the experimental groups appear
not to have been made at the expense of other learnings,
V. The most important elements of composition involved in produc-
ing an effective sound film seem to be, the proper integration of
audio-visual elements, a generous use of "close-up" focal length,
excellent lighting of scenes, and a judicious use of repetition.
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WESTF/iLL'S Si'JDY^
Instructional procedure ;
iis no initial tests were given before the experiment,
care was taken to select films with subject matter so
specific that one class would not likely have an advantage
over the others. Teachers were asked to determine if the
class had previously given any study to the subjects films.
The twenty-five classes were shown the six films in
rotation with respect to both explanations and films. The
films were shown one week apart, at the same hour each week
for a period of six weeks. Films were shown in classrooms
and auditoriums as was the custom for each group. Ko study
guide questions on the film content were allowed before the
film showing. Films were shown but one time , after which a
test was given on the film content, but without any comment
or discussion by the teacher.
Scope :
Experiment included 25 classes of fifth grade students
of average ability, or a total of 347 pupils. It dealt with
oral and written and mechanical accompaniments of films. Three
one-reel silent and three one-reel sound films were used.
Methods of film explanation ;
0. No explanation
1. Average length titles
2. Long titles
3. Average length titles plus teacher comment
4. Teacher lecture
"^Leon H. Westfall, A Study of Verbal Accompaniments -
-20
Educational Motion Pic tures--Columbla University, Kew York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 1934), 68 pp.

5. Talking picture
6, Teacher-prepared explanation
Tests
:
The tests were constructed after a careful preview of
each film, vc^uestions included both multiple choice and
true-false types and took from 15 to 20 minutes of the
pupils' time to complete. The tests were validated on the
basis of the pupils' responses to each question-- that is--
If any question was answered or missed by more than 90 per
cent of the class, the question was omitted or revised. If
any question was answered correctly by any la.rge number of
the class that had not seen the film, that question was
revised or omitted.
Results: Silent Sound
^ 4. / 3 Z
BT 1. Mean Scores Made by Groups of Pupils Seeing
Silent Films by Six Methods
LEGEno -- i High /}e/L/ry /^i/f/iJ.
Tor/fL Gieouf
S 4 ^
Chart 2. Mean Scores Made by Groups of Pupils Seeing
Sound Films by Five Methods
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Conclusions !
"Some of the more important conclusions to v/hich the work
of this study leads can be stated as follows:
1. For films of the science or expository type
originally constructed v/ith the usual captions for
silent projection:
xi, ^ explanation which the teacher pre-
pares from materials furnished v\rith the film,
a lecture furnished with the film and read by
the teacher, and the usual captions were about
equal as an aid to uiiderstanding the contents
of the film.
B. These three forms of verbal accompani-
ment v/ere superior to long captions by a statis-
tically significant difference and superior to
the regular captions supplemented by teacher ex-
planation, by a difference that is nearly signi-
ficant statistically.
C. For each of the three films, v/hen the
regular captions were materially lengthened to
increase the amount of explanation, they not only
failed to increase the understanding of the pic-
ture, but actually lowered it.
2. For films of the science or expository type
originally constructed for use with sound accompaniment:
XX » xi mechanically produced lecture was
significantly superior to any other form of verbal
accompaniment used in the experiment.
B. jx lecture that is furnished with the film
and read by the teacher was significantly superior
to "Che same material printed on the film or to an
explanation which tne teacher prepared from mater-
ials furnished with the film.
C. iin explanation which the teacher prepared
from material fumisned with the film was slightly
but not significantly superior to long captions
printed on the film.
3. Oral forms of verbal accompaniment v/ere especially
helpful to low ability pupils. Vi/hen oral explanations
were offered, low ability pupils caine nearer to keeping up
YiTith the average of the class in \inderstanding than when
I
the reading of titles was required.
4. Pupils expressed a five-to-one preference for
talking pictures over any other form of verbal accom-
paniment •
5. iiS measured by the interest questions on the
tests there was a large amount of difference in
interest aroused by the different films buit almost no
difference in the amount of interest aroused by the
several forms of verbal accompaniment."

Y/ISS'S STlDYl
INSTRUCTIONAL I-IETHOD
The films were shown at a time selected by the teachers as the
most opportune and logical for their individual classes. They were
previewed by the teachers before each showing. The instructors were
free to use the film either as an introduction to the topic, or as a
summary of the lesson, though they were required to use the same plan
for each photoplay. They could comment on the fi,lras as they were be-
ing shown, or the\'- could stop the film for discussion. The films were
shown but one time and that within the forty-five minute class period.
Tests constructed were used both as initial and final tests.
PURPOSE
(a) To determine some of the contributions of motion pictures
when they were used to supplement the regular classroom
teaching in senior high school American History classes
without rewriting the course of study or making any major
changes in the usual classroom procedure.
(b) To study the cumulative effects of the films when used
over a considerable period of time.
(c) To evaluate ?='tatistically the educational effectiveness
of the motion picture vdien used as an integral and regular
part of classroom instruction.
lY/ise, Harry Arthur, '"'otion Pictures as an Aid in Teaching American
History". Yale University Press, New Haven, Connecticut, 1939. 185
.pages.
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SCOPE
Nearly lODO eleventh ^^ade childr-en in 28 American History classes
taught by nine teachers .?nd distributed from five to-wris pprticipated in
using 15 of the Tale photoplays,
TESTS
Six comprehensive objective tests v/ere constructed, each test
coverino; one division of A,T.srlcan History'-. The six tests covered these
units_, (1) Old World to New, (2) Sng:iish Colonization, (3) Period of
Revolt, (A-) Period of Construction, (5) Federal Union, and (6)
Jsffersonian Republiconian
RESULTS OF EXPSRII^IENT
TABLE I
Showing the Mean Scor*='S and Gains of the Experimental and Control
Groups on all the Comprehensive Objective Tests.
Experimental Control
Mean G-ains 17.59 U.^l
.356 .356
Sigma 7.62 7.82
Diff . in Means 2.78
PE (diff) .26
Critical Ratio 10. 69
The superior gain of 2.78 ^ 0.26, made by the experimental groups is
statistically significant and indicates a distinct contribution of
the motion pidu res as measured bj this set of tests.

2k
SEXES
Boys - 100 cases
E xperimental Control
Mean Gains 16.75 13.36
PEjj .506 .416
SisT^ 7.5 7.24
Diff . in Ileaas 3*39
PZ (diff.) .39
Critical Ratio 8.70
Girls - 112 23.p.es
Experimental
18.42
.426
8.07
Control
16.29
.518
8.35
2.13
.34
6,26
The critical ratios for both boys and girls are well above 4.00,
which indicates statistical certainty that there is a true difference
between the gains made by the expsriciental boys over ths control boys
and by the experimental girls over the control girls.
ABILITY LE^/ELS
High-63 cases Middle-123 cases Low-32 cases
Mean Gains
Sigma
Diff. in Means
Pn (diff.)
Critical Ratio
Exp.
20.18
.610
7.19
Control
18.39
.533
6.28
1.79
.50
3.58
Exp.
17.89
.502
8.27
Control
15.92
.505
8.32
1.97
.37
5.33
Exp.
14.70
.874
7.34
Control
10.11
.736
6.15
.81
5.69
Sm^Pm OF THi: THREE ABILITY Ll^/ELS
(1) The difference in mean gains for the low ability group ex-

ceeded that of the Middle Group by e differance 2.64
_| .SO with a
critical ratio of 3.30.
(2) The difference in mean gains for the low ability f-roup ex-
ceeded that cf the high ability by a difference of 2.82 ^ ,8 with a
critical ratio of 3.53.
(3) The difference in mean gains for the middle ability group
exceeded that of the hif^hest ability group by a difference of
.18 + .6 with a critical ratio of .30
(4) The critical ratios of the first tv/c differences indicate
that there are 99 chances out of 100 that these differences are com-
pletely reliable. The critical ratios of the third difference in-
dicates that there are 58 chances in 100 that a true difference ex-
ists in this instance.
The students of low ability derived the most benefit from the
films, while the students of the highest ability received the least
aid from their use.
SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS
I. The superior scdn made by the experimental group on the
tests constrnctp.d for the purposes of this study is statistically
significant and indicates a distinct value of the photoplays as
measured by these tests.
II. The greatest difference in gain between the two groups
was made on part III of these tests which deals with historical
characters. The results indicate that the photoplays contributed
most to those phases of history which are concerned with people,
casual relationships, and social and economic relations, and least

'to dates and chronological order.
III. From the results of the topicaJ. tests we may conclude that
the films are very valuable in the introduction of detail, atmosphere,
and background, and in the stinmlation of the students' ijragination,
IV. The essay type tfist gave, on the whole, a significant
measurement of the educational effectiveness of the photoplays.
V. The photoplays awakened an interest in American History in
the experimental group which the usual mode of lesson presentation
failed to arouse in the control group,
VI. The results of the standardized tests verify those of the
comprehensive objective tests, confirm the findings of the topical
test, and conform with the three checks of interest.
VII. The photoplays v/ere of more benefit to boys than to girls.
VII. We may conclude that the films are of particular value to
the students of lowest ability level in gaining information and to
the highest ability level in acquiring spirit or atmosphere.
IX. The results of the study tend to indicate that the use of
motion pictures as an aid in history teaching can and does definitely
increase the fund of infonnation.
X. The findings of the different parts of the study support the
general results of the whole experiment.
XI. On the vidiole the results of the tests and checks employed
in this experiment indicate that the technique using the photoplays
was more effective from the instructional standpoint than the usual
mode of lesson presentation.
V/ithin the scope of this experiment, motion pictiires have a high

relative value when used as a supplement to the usual instructional
procedure.
(i
I
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RIM/EL »S STUDY
THE INSTRUCTIONAL MWOD
There was no rewriting or change in the regular course of study and
no attenipt was made to fit any one film into the definite unit of work
being studied at any one time. No teacher knew the name of the film nor
the content of the objective test constructed for the study, A film test
and showing was scheduled for some class period during each week from
November through March for each class. On the day for the schediiled
film shofdng the pre-tests were handed to the teacher for distribution
to her class. Not over twenty minutes were allowed for teiking either
the pre-tests or post tests. Immediately after the pre-test the
children saw one showing of the film without any comment by the teaser
or classroom discussion. The film showing took about ten minutes.
Immediately following the film showing the same test as the pre-test
was administered without any teacher or dass comment. After twenty
minutes at most, the test papers were collected by the teacher and
handed to the experimenter. The total time consumed for any one film
was about forty-five mimites for each class.
Before the experiment was begun the groxxpa or grades were given
a test of mental ability to insure that the grades were equated
mentally as well as educationally and socially,
^Ruramel, Paul Z. "Theories of Grade Placement of Motion Picture Film
Material." Unpublished Thesis, Ph.D., Boston University, 1940. 285
pages.
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PURPOSE
This study is concerned with the problem of the Grade placement of
film materials. It seeks to determine the ^rade and intelli;2:ence levels
where certain soimd motion pictures produce opt?jn\im factual learning.
As by-products the study attempts to answer such questions as:
(1) Is there any justification for assuming that certain motion
pictures can be used effectively through all the grades of the school?
(2) Do oupils of low, normal, or high intelligence acquire more
information from certain film materials''
(3) VJhat do pupils learn or read from films when the film must
make its own contribution to learning without any comment or discussion
from the teacher cr class?
(4) Does the theatrical short film, rated as having educational
value, contribute significantly to factual learning?
SCOPE
Approxims.tely twenty-one hundred pupils dra"""n from grades three
through twelve inclusive participated in this experiment. One com-
plete school system was used from .3rades three through twelve. About
one hundred and fifty teachers participated in giving the tests. Each
teacher gave the tests to his or her ovfln group in the regular class-
rooia. Ten sound films from Film Custodians, Mevj York City, were
shown.
TESTS
A factual information test was constru<^ted for each fiLm and \ms
used as a pre-test and also as a post test after the film lesson.
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Kach test vifus objective, inaltiple-choice type, and contained
forty test questions. These were the preliminary tests to be given to
successive grade level pupils who were not included in the experiment.
In order to have a valid test no question was included in the final
test on which there was no increase in correct responses from grade
three throu^ grade ei^t. The final tests on each film averaged
about twenty-eight test questions, and were used both as pre-tests
and also as post tests. The tests thus constructed were found to be
reliable by computing the coefficient of relis.bility. All results
of this stuc^'- are based upon the comparative results of the various
grade and intelligence groups on the factual film tests thus con-
structed.
Each grade level was compared with each other grade level. Each
pupil was placed in one of three intelligence levels, the low, the
middle^ or the high ability level. Each of these groups were com-
pared with the other groups vdth respect to their mean gains between
the pre-tests and the post tests on each film.
RESULTS (CONCLISIONS)
I. There are certain grade levels where certain sound films pro-
duce optimum factual learning. The following table presents the
grade placement of the f ilms used in this study:

TABLE
GRADES
rJarne ol rilm -J 1 5 o ( ao Q7 T OJ.U T 1XJ. 1 0
MUUjliiKN UJULLCi A A Y YA A
MiTT.'T '71? ft T A^m A V YA YA
A T\TV T''AV P CT 'TU'Ti''D'i?AMI s.Ai iU L-^iLi inilirtili YA A j-^ A
biiitvArJl Uf iniij rJijLrLJi A YA YA
3IBET X X X ••7 X X X
!5EXICAN MURALS X X X
EGYPT X X
BOSTON TEA PARTY X X X
TPIE PSRFEGT TRIBUTE X X X X X X X
BRITISH GUIANA X X X X X X
According to the above picture the motion picture has a wider
grade area of suitability than most of the tool subject material.
II. There are differences in the results of the three ability-
levels with respect to their mean gains between the pre-test and the
post tests, but these differences with respect to their amounts and
directions depend upon the filin content or material. In several
in?=?tances the achievement differences were too small for any
statistical significance. In only one case has the difference in
means of the lovi group exceeded the difference in means of the two
higher groups, but in this one case the amount is too small for
statistical significance. In three cases there was no significant
statistical difference between the mean gains of the three ability
groups. The hi^ ability group led in four instances with statisti-
cal significance. In three instances the high and mj-ddle were about
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equal in their gains but led the low group with statistical significance.
III. Sound motion pictures increase factual information with all
grade and ability levels with statistical significance. The sound
motion picture has a high relative value when used as a device of in-
struction.
TJ, The theatrical short, rated as having education value, con-
tributed substantially to factual learning at all grade and ability
levels. The findings seem to warrant the suggestion that the motion
picture industry be encouraged to make these short subjects available
to schools.
V. As a rule, the higher grade and intelligence levels made
the higher mean scores on both the pre-tests and on the post tests.
In all cases the high ability level led the other groups with
statistical significance.
VI. The objective tests constructed for this study seemed to be
fairly representative of the film content and seemed to be reliable
measurements of the factual learn from motion pictures used in this
study.
GENERAL CONCLIBIONS
I. The procedure selected in this study to determine the grade
level of films seems one step toward increasing the educational
effectiveness of films.
II, Motion pictures have a rather wide grade area of suitability
but are most suitable to certain blocks of the school such as primary,
upper elementary, junior high school, or senior high school levels.

r/. In terms of the time utilized, sound motion pictures have a
very high relative value as a teaching aid or device,
v. Schools should use available theatrical shorts rated as having
educational value as these are made available by the motion picture
industry.

C, G-eneral Suggestions for the Use of Educational kiotion Pictures
The production and making available of an educational fiJju to a
teacher requires considerable investment and involves the work of ma.ny
people from the time the subject is created, the research work accomplished,
the scenario written, the notion picture photographed, the f ilna sold, the
catalogue published, the requisition made for its rental or purchase, the
film filed, inspected, and distributed, until it is received by the
teacher who is to use this film in some manner or other. The worthwhile-
ness of all that takes place previously to the film's use in the classroom
may truly be measured by the efficiency of the iaethod used in teaching vdth
the film. This chapter offers general suggestions for the use of educational
motion pictures.
1*. Types of Available Educational Films
In considering the subject of hovj to use educational films, we must
differentiate betv/een the available tj^pes of educational films, v^e have
the documentary films, travelogues, March of Time newsreels, so-called
theatre educationaJ. shorts, teaching films, feature pictures, condensed
versions of feature pictures like the Human Relations films, industrial
subjects, and others. Generally speaking there are two major types of
films into which each of the above mentioned types may be classified. One
is the story-book type, the film that has a story or a plotj a film that
appeals to the emotions. It is generally a film based upon a novel. As
opposed to this, there is the text book type film which might Vv'ell be com-
pared vdth a text book because it contains a series of facts and an ex-
planation of these facts. There is no sharp differentiation between these
two types of films. Very frequently a story type film contc ins many facts
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and a predominantly text type film may have a slight story running
through it. Most classroom films are of the texthook variety. All of
the films used in these experiments belong to this group with the
possible exception of the story that is part of the motion picture
"Carbon Monoxide^—The Unseen Danger." There must be taken into con-
sideration the differences in distinguishing between these two varieties
of educational motion pictures because the method to be used with each
type may be different. The story-type film is made to tell its own
story in int e3cplanation»—its plot, the number of facts presented in a
given time, its method of treatment, and other factors in production axe
so made as to do its own instructing. With this type of film, frequently
liberties are taken in the production so that one is not always certain
that the content is scientifically accurate.
In the production of the textbook type film, we are dealing with a
very accurately prepared explanation of a series of facts. This type of
film usually contains a great many facts in a given reel. Great care
needs to be taken that the class has a basic understanding of the subject
matter with which the film deals. It is as impossible to get all of the
facts in a text-type film by merely showing the film as it would be im-
possible to get all of the facts in a text book by reading the text as one
would read a novel. Since teachers are using primarily a different type
of film than is being used in the theatre, the theatre method of running a
continuous show cannot be adopted with a textbook type film. Teachers who
use the film without preparation may feel that there is some magic in the
film medium which results in teaching just by showing the motion picture.
These same teachers may prepare their lessons when they use textbooks and
other teaching aids—the question is raised why not a similar preparation
with the use of films. There are some teachers who still order films by
the length of time they take to operate rather than the time they take to

teach efficiently, A teacher does well to use a one-reel film in a
single classroom period of from forty-five to sixty minutes, although
the film Itself only takes ten minutes to show if it is a sound motion
picture and fifteen minutes to show if it is a silent motion picture.
The producers of educational films and research studies testing the
value of films have never made a claim that the efficiency of educa^-
tional films is such that learning takes place by the mere push of an
electric switch plus the importance of the consideration of specific
methods for using educational films effectively.
2, Some Beasons Why Teachers Use Educational Pilms Without
Preparation Or In The Audi tor itun
The following are some reasons \iby the prevailing practice in
using edacational films today is to use the films without prepso'ation.
There are too many films that are not made specifically to be used
with a given subject at a definite grade level. The teachers find it
a great deal of work to adapt some of the films to their specific
uses. This very fact should make teachers realize the amount of work
that is necessary to prepare their classes for the use of the film.
This situation will gradually be changed as more edacational films are
produced. We see too frequently in the description of a film that this
film is equally suitable for elementary, junior hi^, senior high, and
university grades, A second reason which we may give for the use of
films without preparation is that the films are not adequately
evaluated. Too frequently the task is left to the individual teacher to
select the films appropriate for her subject. Too frequently the only

means for making the selection may he a mere title of the film or a
few lines of description. If the distribution of films takes on a
more meaningful purpose^ then producers will fall in line with the
demands in the field and will produce films specifically for certain
grades and specific subjects. The films should have accompanying
teacher's guides which should not only give the details of the films
with a complete description of the content of the films, btit should
also offer su^eetions for the method of using the films in an effi-
cient manner. iChis shotild include either a series of questions for
discussion or a list of directing questions, or a series of desirable
projects, or a bibliography of supplementary reading matter on the
subject matter of the fila. ?nir4l3r. films are not avaiXabla to
teachers at the time they are studying the subject matter with which
the film deals. This is one of the most serious problems confronting
all who are engaged in this field. The cost of films at the present
time is such that each school system cannot afford to own its own
library. Sven if a fair-sized school system did have its own library,
it would even then meet with the same problem of not being able to
furnish the teachers of the school system with the use of the films at
the time the teacher is teaching the subject matter of the film. Most
film libraries today may have one copy of a given film. Since films
are expensive and there is a need for making the rental of films at
least a self-supporting enterprise in most film libraries, the effort
of the librarian is to get as many rentals of the films during the year
as is possible to help defray the cost of maintenance and upkeep of the
film. In the long run, if a library has ample capital it would be better
I
to hare many copies of the desira^ble film subjects and have them last
over a longer period of time, therehy paying for their support, then
to have single copies of many films. This problem of having a film
when you want it will not "be entirely solved until the cost of motion
pictures is such that each department in a school can afford to have
films on their shelves very much like they now have globes, maps,
chemicals, reference hooks, apparatus, etc. Another reason for
teachers not using films as carefully as they use other teaching
lessons is the fact that films are not allowed to remain with the
teacher long enough to permit her to prepare herself and the class for
the best use of the film. Films are being made available on a rental,
basis at so much per day, Frequently, a teacher's schedule is scatter-
ed through the week. The hurrying of the teacher frequently results in
having the teacher just show the film or encourages the teacher to call
many classes together in the auditorium or in a large special room for
the mere showing of the film. The fourth reason for the frequent poor
use of an educational film is in the fact that too many school buildings
do not have the proper facilities in the classroom for the teacher to
use educational films, Frequently, classrooms cannot be darkened and
have no electric outlet for the necessary connections. These two
factors are minimum essentials for every classroom where educational
films should be shown, A fifth reason contributing to the inefficient
use of educational films is what we may call the circuit plan of distribu-
ting films, -under which plan a film arrives at a certain building by
schedule and the film must be sent to another school system that same day*

The educational process cannot be hurried in this manner if it is to
"be efficient. Teacher-training is another reason \diy we do not have
a more widespread good use of educational films. Teachers need preparer-
tion in the technique for properly using educational motion pictures.
They need to "be acquainted with the possibility of using educational
motion pictures, possible techniques and methods, and with the manipu-
lation of the equipment and machinery essentia.1 for the use of the films.
Another reason for the lack of the efficient use of educational films
is the lack of studies dealing with methods of using educational films
efficiently. In the same way that research studies have shown us the
possible values in the use of educational films, so it is hoped that
specific studies in methodology %dll show the way for efficient use,
3. General Suggestions from Writers in the Field of Visual
Education and Methods of Teaching
Heiss, Oboum and Hoffman^ offer the following suggestions as
general guides for the use of visual materials:
1. "Exposure of pupils to visual aids will not in itself
guarantee successful teaching.
2. Visual aids are not meant to be a substitute for oral
and written methods in gaining knowledge.
3, Visual instruction in the classroom should not be con-
fused with entertainment.
4, Visual aids vary in their effectiveness in direct pro-
portion to the degree of reality."
These suggestions point to the need of using educational motion
pictures as an Integral part of the regular teaching program, and not as
a substitute for good teaching,
^Helss, Obourn and Hoffman, Modern Methods and Materials for
Teaching Science (Boston, Massachusetts: MacMillan Company, 1940),
p. 148-149,

William H, Hartley^ offers the following suggestions as a
generally accepted procedure for using films in teaching the Social
Studies
:
1. "Preview the film.
2. Plan for the proper use of the film.
3. Set the stage.
4. Show the film.
5. Discuss the film.
6. Show the film again."
Teachers who follow such a procedure axe making good use of
educational motion pictures,
McKown and Roberts2 in their discussion of teaching with the
motion pictures offer the following suggestions when using an educational
film:
1. "(The establishment of specific ohjectives.
2. Grade placement of films.
3. The lesson placement of films.
4. !Dhe student's preparation.
5. Presenting the film only after previewing the film.
6. Pollow-\2p activities,
7. Evaluation in terms of pupil growth,**
McKown and Soberts, in the final paragraph of the chapter on the
use of motion pictures, sun yxp the values possible from the use of
films, in a statement: "It is safe to assxune that the \iltimate value of
the film is in direct proportion to the planning of the teacher and the
preparation of the pupils,"
William H, Hartley, Selected Films for American History and Problems
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, 1940), p. 56-61.
%I<^own and Soberts, Audio-visual Aids to Instruction (New York:
McGraw, Hill Book Company, 1940), p, 173-177.

Alexsinder J, Stoddard, in the foreword of the "book "by Dr. M. B,
Brunstetterl, says;
"It is one problem to provide the right kind of
educational talking pictures. It is another
problem, and one which is equally important, to
provide for their proper utilization In the edf
ucational process."
BrunstetterS says:
"But merely observing a film does not constitute
or provide the entire learning which is to be ex-
pected. The most frequent source of error in the
use or rather misuse of films has been occasioned
by the failure to recognize this fact
this means that not only should the showing of the
film be introduced from a challenging angle, but
that subsequent learning activities tied up with
the film should be initiated. It is precisely this
most important step - that of placing the film in a
dynamic learning situation - that has so often been
overlooked.
"
In discussing purposes for vdiich the sound film may be used,
Bruns tetter lists some of the following:
1. To initiate a tmit of instruction.
2. To present the facts and concepts of a unit of introduction.
3. To enrich or extend a tinit.
4. To offer a rapid survey or general background.
5. To summarize or review.
M. E. Brunstetter, Eo^ji to Use the Educational Sound Him
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1937), foreword.
2
Ib3,<^. . p. 5,

The following outline summarizes the important points of
Brans tetter's discussion of the techniques of teaching with sound
films
:
A, Frequency of showing
1, Sepeated showings are worthwhile where each showing is
made purposeftU. in terms of the child's interests.
2. Single showings may be sufficient when the film is
used solely for appreciation or enjoyment purposes,
or when the pictiire is only indirectly related to
the topic under consideration.
B, Techniques for adapting a film to the current interests and
capacities of a class
1. Fitting the film to the grade level.
2. Utilizing the environment.
3. delating the film to other school experiences.
C, Introducing the use of the film in the day's lesson
1. Leading questions on film content.
2* Advance assignments based on the film.
3. Preparatory teaching of specific film elements.
4. Dramatization leading into the film showing*
5. Use of other visual-sensory aids.
D, Techniques of manipulating the film showing
1. Interz*upted showings.
2* Questions and answers during the showing.
It
(
3. Using the sound film as a silent subject with
teacher comments,
4. Using the sottnd film as a silent subject with
pupil comments.
5. Showing only a few sound film sequences at a time.
E, Techniques of teaching following the film showing
1. Discussing the film.
2. Completing activities started before the film
showing.
3. Organizing activities from the film showing.
P. Some errors in film teaching
1. Hot having the films available at the desirable
time.
2. Showing too many films.
3* Showing several unrelated films.
4. Failure to use the film as a stimulating learning
activity.
5. Aimless general discussion following a film*
Dale, Dunn, Hoban, and Schneider^ review the literature on teaching
with motion pictures by summarizing the combined judgment of the writers
with the following suggestions for using educational films in school:
"A, With respect to selection and the purposes to be served:
1, The teacher must have a clear idea of the contribution of
the film in relation to the unit as a whole.
^Dale, Dunn, Hoban, and Schneider, Motion Pictures in Education—
A
Summary (Kew York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1937), p. 132-133.

2. There must provision for previovring "by the teacher,
A teacher's guide is no substitute for the preview, "but
should be used as an aid in planning the film lesson*
3» Films are very effective as an orientation of a unit,
since they contain the concrete ideas basic to any
organized thinking or reflection,
4. Projected pictures should be used only when recourse to
the actual object or identical experience is impracticable,
5* Teachers should use visual materials in accordance with
their philosophy of education,
6, Souad in motion pictures should only be used when it is
necessary to the concept to be conveyed. Interpolated
music is often unnecessary,
7, Teachers should have an established set of criteria from
which to select films and other materials,
8, The use of visual sensory aids need not wait upon the ex-
penditure of much money, if any. By developing keen pow-
ers of observation in the pupils many experiences may be
gained at little cost.
9, The use of visual aids is not an isolated teaching method.
With respect to methodology:
1, Pictures are not a substitute for language, and verbal
expression should be encouraged wherever possible,
2, Picture lessons should be followed by activities of
various types, such as reading, manual activity,
sketching, writing, dramatization, and so on. If a
film is worth showing at all, it is worth following up,
3, The routine of presenting a film should be such as to
eliminate completely any distractions,
4, Comments during the showing of a film will vary greatly
depending on the film, on the class, and on the objectives
to be achieved.
5, The teacher should express verbally to her pupils the pur-
pose of the film showing.
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6, ?ilms may "be shovna in their entirety or in part,
depending tipon the ohjectlves of the lesson, and
upon the pupils* "background.
7, The teacher should vary his technique in using
visual materials, and avoid routine procedure.
8, Tne questions presAavea in the informal di seas sion
period following a film showing should he as con-
crete and as pertinent as possible.
C, With respect to the preparation of the teacher:
1. Teachers desiring to improve their technique in
using visual aids must he willing to give
serious thought and ample time to planning, evaluat-
ing, and reporting their experiences.
2. It is very desirahle for teachers to undertake the
production of a simple educational film which will
conform to accepted psychological and pedagogical
standards. Suc^ an activity will better enable
teachers to evaluate existing films, and to clarify
their own criteria for selecting edacational films."
%f Suggestions from Papils for the Use of Educational Pllms
Students were given an opportunity to discuss how teachers should
use edacational films, so that the students would benefit the most
from the use of films. They offered the following suggestions:
1. Explain the meaning of the words used.
2. Explain the difficult parts of the film,
3. Show the film slowly.
4. Take different parts of the film, stop the machine,
and explain the part shown.
5. Show the film more than once.
6. We should discuss the film more.
7. I cotildnH remember all I heard.

8. Let us take notes vdiile we see the film,
9. Draw a few diagrams on the board to illustrate some
of the things,
10, Tell the pupils what to look for,
11, A pupil should "be given a chance to ask questions
about the film.
12, The amount of talking in the assembly hall disturbs
other pupils.
13* A st\ident hesitates to ask questions in the assembly
hall.
5# Summary of Principles Relating to the Use of Educational
Motion Pictures
Reviewing the summary of suggestions offered by various writers
for the improved use of educational films, and analyzing the present
existing shortcomings in this direction, the one outstanding need is
the preparation of the class by the teacher for the use of the film.
To use the film properly requires a great deal of work on the part of
the teacher as well as others involved in the services connected with
supplying these films to the teachers. It is unlikely that teachers
generally will devote the number of hours necessary for the previewing
of a film in the careful preparation of a lesson. While nothing that
can be recommended would replace this personal previewing of the film
by the teacher to evaluate the film for her teaching purposes, and to
select the portions of the film vdiich she wishes to stress in her work,
the best practical substitute at present is supplying the teacher with
a carefully prepared Teacher's Guide^
. Excellent saaiples of Teacher's
^
Teacher's Guide—an excellent sample of a Teacher's Guide is the one
produced with the motion picttire. The Plow That Broke the Plains or
The River
, made available by the Federal Reclamation Bureau, Washington
D, C.

Gixldee are those produced with the motion pictures, The Plov That
Broke the Plains and The River , made available "by the Federal Beclama-
tion Bureau, Washington, D, C,
A Teacher's Guide, to "be useful to the teacher, should offer the
following helpful information:
1. Details as to the name, size, length, cost, availaMlity
of the film.
2» The Teadier's Guide should give a very conrplete detailed
description of the content of the film, giving the scenes
and titles or commentary.
3. The rest of the Teacher's Guide might well be devoted to
helpful suggestions as to methods of using the film. This
may take the form of problems for discussion with the use
of the film, or directing questions, directing the stu-
dent's study of the film, or suggested projects related to
the content of the film, a bibliography giving suggested
readings on the subject matter, and finally a test to help
the teacher determine if the class obtained the amount of
learning she hoped that they might obtain from the use of
the film and other procedures.
The above suggestions are basic for the production of a good
Teacher's Guide. They incorporate not only subject matter but method-
ology. There is no compulsion for a teacher to use these suggestions,
but they are there for her convenience and help. Another suggestion for
the improvement in the use of educational motion pictures is the possi-
bility that the helpful suggestions on method might be incorporated in
the production of each motion picture. This suggestion is not likely to
be accepted because at the present time many motion pictures are being
used over a wide area of grade levels. Suggestions are apt to be too
specific to be accepted by the many different users of the film. Por
purposes of teacher-training, it might be better to prepare special
films showing the good procedures that are being followed by many
teachers with the use of specific films.

An example of such a film is: iPeaching With Sound Films , "by the
Srpi Conipany,

D. Justification of the Problem
Most of the previous research studies have proven the value of
the use of educational motion pictures when compared with the usual
teaching of the same subject matter, With the value of motion pio-
tures in education proven, it is now desirable to study the relative
efficiency of using educational motion pictures by different methods.
Secondly, every teacher who uses motion pictures, iises them by
some method. Teachers have a right to know the relative efficiency of
using motion pictures by various methods.
Thirdly, the two most common methods employed in the use of educa-
tional films today are:
1, The method without preparation
2. The auditorium method
Because of the prevalence of these two specific methods of using
educational motion pictures, this study proposes to learn their relative
efficiency by comparing
1, The method without preparation with the method with
preparation
2. The auditorium plan with the classroom plan when using
the intermittent method
The need for utilizing further study methods for the utilizing of
the Educational Motion Picture is made evident by many research records,
Arnspigerl in his discussion on Problems for Futxire Hesearch raises the
questions: "Should certain types of talking pictures be shown once or
^Vamey C, Amspiger, Measuring the Effectiveness of Sound Pictures
As Teaching Aids (Hew York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1933), p. 93.

twice and others even more often? What are the optimum procedures
to "be followed in administering the talking picture on the various
levels of education?"
The further need for research studies in the methods of using
motion pictures is emphasized by Hohan, Hoban and Zismar.l, in the
chapter on methodology with films, say:
"Through the theatrical motion picture, pupils have "been
accustomed to view films in the light of entertainment. A
nev; approach must he made with instructional films to induce
an approach of curiosity of inherent interest or desire to
learn, not merely to "be entertained. This is possible in the
hands of a competent teacher. One method is to raise in the
minds of pupils questions that ceji be answered by a study of
the film The essential point is to develop in the
minds of pupils an eagerness to know the content of the film,
an awareness of its significant aspect, a knowledge of its
organization, and an understanding of its content. Pupils
must know what to look for. There are literally thousands
of things to be seen in a film, only relatively few of which
it is possible to observe. Provision must be made to insure
the observation of the significant viev/ by the pupils. Little
difficulty is encountered in stimulating interest in a film;
much is encountered in engendering proper observation of
essential elements. The key lies in preparing pupils for the
significant observation. The particular method of preparation
fflust be worked out by the teacher
The directing questions guiding the pupil's study of the films.
Plant Boots and The House Jly , answer this need. Hoban, Hoban and
Zisman further say:
"An initial projection of the whole film will arouse
interest in pupils, provoke discussion, reveal deficiencies of
learning and develop a desire to know more. To merely show the
film once without further discussion, comment and additional
study, the teacher loses the real motivating advantage that the
film has to offer."
Hoban, Hoban and Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum (New York:
Cordin Company, 1937), p. 133.

The two showings of the films. The House Fly and Plant Roots ,
attempt to show the comparative results obtained from two showings and
from the preparation method*
Quoting Hohan, Hoban and Zlsman'- further:
"As most instructional films can he readily divided into
units, it is possible to give more detailed attention to these
parts through a separate projection of each of the units with
frequent pauses to raise or answer questions, to bring out
relationships, to prepare for an important sequence."
In the intermittent method in the experiment, testing large
groups as against small groups, an attempt is made to use this method
of breaking up a film into its parts to provide an opportunity for the
student to take the necessary notes in the study of the content of a
film.
Billet^ says, in a paragraph on the Misuse of Auditory and Visual
Aids:
"The two other dangers inherent in the use of Auditory
and Visual Aids should be given passing mention: one is the
danger that Auditory and Visiial Aids may be used to help
pupils pass pleasant, repetitive, vicarious experiences vdiich
produce little or nothing by way of educative growth. The other
is the danger that Auditory and Visual Aids may be used to spread
\mtrath, half-truth, prejudice, propaganda, and indoctrination in
general for which they are instruments par excellence. These
and other dangers are easily avoided if the teacher first selects
Auditory and Visual Aids after the tmit has been stated and de-
limited, and secondly, includes well planned questions and prob-
lems in the study and activity guides which will keep the pupil
critically active, not supinely passive in the presence of such
aids."
^Hoban, Hoban and Zisman, o£. cit » , p. 133.
^Hoy 0. Billet, IHindamentals of Secondary School Teaching (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940), p. 593,
iI
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Teachers who are meeting with discipline problems when the room
is darkened daring the showing of a film are making the mistake in
not keeping the class active in the process of learning while the
film is being shown. If the members of a class are being held
responsible for the content of a film; if they are required to take
some notes with the use of a film, their active participation in the
learning process will eliminate the restlessness that goes with a
passive attitude.
W, M, Gregory! in the chapter on Modern Aids for Bbcperiences in
Learning, states:
"For a class to witness the showing of a film without
comment or follox*-up discussion is a lost opportunity.
Sometimes it is better to show a portion and let the class
discuss it, then reshow it to verify and clarify some points
of discussion."
The above writers have made plain the need for objective investi-
gations of the comparative values in different methods of using educa-
tional motion pictures. The investigation, reported in the following
pages, is an attempt to show objectively the coinparative values of two
different methods.
W, M. G-regory, Materials of Instruction, National Education
Association, 8th Yearbook, Department of Supervisors and !Plreetor8
of Instruction ClJew York: Boreaa of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1935), p. 102.

E. A Statanent of the Problem
The problem of this stucjr is a critical analysis of the vse of
educational motion pictures by two methods.
The first method compares the relative efficien<gr in the use of
films by the method without preparation with the use of films by the
method with preparation.
The second part of this study compares the relative efficiency
in the use of educational films in the aiiditoriiim with the use of
films in the classroom, by the intermittent method.
In the study comparing the method with preparation against the
method without preparation, the following questions are raised:
1. How much do the pupiJ.s know about the subject matter
of the motion pictures before seeing the film?
2. What is the amount of learning resulting from the
mere showing of the films without preparation?
3. ?Jhat is the amount of learning resulting from the
showing of the film a second time after preparing the class?
4. How does the resulting learning vary with different
ability groups?
All of the films used in this stuciy are of the factual type.
This studtS^ d5es not propose to test learning that results from the
story type film but limits its work to testing learning from the use
of the test type film. All of the films used in this study are of the
16 millimeter size. All of the films are sirgle reel subjects
except "First Aid—Control of Bleeding" which is one half reel.

The films used in the oompiarison of the large group with the small
group are all silent fiLns and have all been made purposefully for
sdiool use by the Eastman Classroom Film Company, with the exception
of one film. Carbon Monoxide , which is a product of the United States
Bureau of Mines, The films used in the Preparation versus Non-Prepara-
tion Method are Plant Roots and The House Fly made by the Erpi Con^iany
for teaching purposes.
The large group experiment versus small groups compares eighth
grade pupils of one school year with eighth grade pupils of another
year. The experiment without preparation and with preparation com-
pares the same pupils of the ninth grade science class,
F. The Delimitation of the Problem
There are many possible variations in the use of educational films.
The method may vary with the place where the film is to be showi, such
as in the individual classroom, a special room, or in the auditorium*
A second variation m.ay be with the size group tau^t with the film,
varying from the individual class group to possibly those idao are
studying a similar s^iDject or to an entire grade at a time or to the
entire number of pupils in a sdiool building. Another variation in
method may be with the type of preparation the teacher offers the c3 ass
for the study of a film. This varies from no preparation at all to the
careful direction for the stuc^r of the motion picture. Still another
variation may be with the time vihen the film is used. Some films are
used at the beginning of teaching a unit of work or subject primarily
for purposes of motivation or to provide an over-view of the subject.

Other films may "be used as a body of the teaching plan to teach much
of the content ahout the subject. With this plan, teachers frequently
may secure additional projects and assignments for the further study
of the subject under consideration. The film may be used at the end
of a unit of work or subject to have the film serve as a review of the
subject.
Of the possible ways of using educational motion pictures, it is
the purpose of this study to test the relative efficiency of using
educational films by two methods. One of these methods compares the
use of motion pictTires without prepars.tion with the use of motion
pictures with preparation. The second method compares the relative
efficiency of using motion pictures with large groups and small
groups by the intermittent method.

CHAPTER n
Experimental Procedure
A. Scope
The first part of this experiment dates back to the school year
1934-35 and continues over a period of two years, using the eighth grade
pupils enrolled in the South Junior School in Quincy, Massachusetts, dur-
ing the years 1934-35 and 1935-36, The year 1934-35, the entire eighth
grade, composed of about 285 pupils, was taught General Science in the
usual size classroom groups. The motion pictures used in this experiment
were all silent films. The following films are from the Eastman Class-
room Film Cofl^any: "Bacteria*' - "The Blood" - "First Aid—The Control of
Bleeding" - "How Teeth Grow" and "Posture," Another film used - "Carbon
Monoxide—The Unseen Danger" was distributed and produced by the United
States Bureau of Mines. The eighth grade classes in the year 1935-36,
including 272 students, met in the auditorium for one period of Science
instruction. In addition to this one period, each class had a second
period of Science with the usual classroom nuinbers.
The experiment compares two eighth grade classes, the entire eighth
grade class of 1934-35 meeting in small groups with the usual thirty-
five members to the class with the eighth grade class of 1935-36 which
was instructed by the use of films in the auditorium. Both eighth
grades were in the same oommimity, in the same school building, and were
instructed by the same method except that the n\M)er instructed at one
tin» varied. The Intermittent Method was used with both groups.

A second p'-rt of this investigation, vrhich conipj^red the preparation
method vdth the non-preparation method, took place in the school year
1936-37. The nine divisions of the ninth grade, of the South Junior Hi^
School, in Quincy, Massachusetts, took pvrt in this experiment. The
classes met in their normal size groups; the periods were fifty minutes
long; the ninth graders in the South Junior High School had General
Science three periods a week, each period being fifty minutes long. The
two films used in this experiment were sound films, "Plant Roots" and "The
House Fly," each single reel subjects produced by the iirpi Company,

4. Equating the Groups
In equating the groups in the experiment in the years 1934~35
and 1935-36, the following details were taken into consideration.
First, the groups were both in the ei^th grade class and considered
all of the pupils in the eighth grades of both years. Both groups
attended the same junior high school btiildiiTg and the eighth grades used
followed one another. The chance for a change in the social status of
the nei^borhood was small. The arrangement of the classes was not diff-
erent in the two years since the heterogeneous grouping plan was in use.
The Terman Group Test of Mental Ability, Form A, was given and the
I.Q's. obtained. Although the scores made on the tests are arranged
by divisions, comparison in the e3q>erim6nt is being made for the entire
class of eighth grade pupils in the year 1935-36. The same films
were used, the sane tests were given, and the same proced^ire was
adopted. Every care was taken to make the size of the group taught
each year the only different factor in the experiment.
According to Graph XXXVI., Page 159, the mean I.Q. of the
1934-35 group was 102.66, the mean I.Q. of the 1935-36 group was
101.75, or a differaice in the mean I.Q's. of the two groups of
.91, resulting in a critical ratio of 1.28, too small for statistical
significance. Hence, any difference in the results of these two
groups in this experiment can hardly be due to the difference in the
intelligence of the two groups.
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B. METHODS USED
1. Preparation versus Non-Preparation
a. The Three Steps in the Use of Educational Films
STEP I - The Pre-test
The pre-test determines the existing knowledge about the subject
matter of the film.
A good teacher learns where the class is when she starts a new lesson.
This is a good proceedure. It shows the teacher what knowledge the class
has on the subject. It loakes plain the amoimt of teaching necessary.
It may be the class knows all about the subject. Why teach the lesson?
It may be the class knows nothing about the lesson and lacks a sufficient
background to understand the content of the film.
In this research stutty vfliere we are comparing the amount of learn-
ing ^ined as a result of using a certain method, it is most important
to know the starting point. Otherwise the credit for this previously
acquired knowledge or information on the subject would be credited to
the method being tested. Pupils acquire some knowledge as a result of
just living or as a result of previous schooling.
Although there are courses of study planned for the school curri-
culum there is bound to be overlapping of subject matter. This is as
it should be. There is an ever increasing amount of knowledge to be
taught on the same subject with the added maturity of the students.
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STEP II - First Showing Without Preparation
At this step in the experiment the motion picture was merely shown
in the classroom without giving the students any preparation for the
study of the motion picture. They were merely shown the motion picture.
The only preparation which they incidentally received was in the re-
ceiving of the Pre-test vrtiich indirectly may have acquainted them with
the content of the film and what to look for in the First Showing,
Also, the fact was made known that the class would be tested after
the First Showing. In these two respects the First Showing of films
in this experiment may be different from the usual First Showing by
teachers who use films generally without any preparation*
If the results of the test after the First Showing seem to be
higher than would ordinarily be obtained from a First Showing, it is
likely due to the slight preparation inevitable from the above pro-
ceedure.
The real gain in knowledge as a result of using the motion
picture vrLthout any preparation, is not the percentage made by the
scores indicated, but rather the difference of the score made at the
start, from the scores made after the First Showing,
r

STEP in - Second Shovdng with Preparation
To prepare for the study of the two films "Plant Roots" and "The
Hovise Fly," the instructor previewed the films, made careful note of
the content of each film, and with the help of the Teacher's Guide"^
that is made available with the use of these motion pictures, the
instructor prepared a list of Directing Questions to direct the class
in the stuc^jr of the content of the film. The Directing Questions used
for the motion pictures "Plant Roots" and "The House Fly" are given
in appendix A, pages and . From these Directing Questions, an
objective test was made to test the learning which resulted from the
study of the film, first, by merely seeing it and secondly, from
the study of the film with directions. A copy of each test is given
in appendix A, pages and
The general procedure in the third step was to introduce the
showing of the film by relating it to the study of the subject matter
being taught. A list of the Directing Questions prepared for this
experiment was distributed. Vftiile the First Showing of the film was
in a completely darkened room, the Second Showing was made under
^Melvin Brodshaug, Ph.D. and Laura Krieger Eads, Ph.D. in collab-
oration with Clyde Fisher, Ph.D., The House Fly (New York: Erpi Class-
room Films Inc., 1936}
Edgar M. Stover in collaboration with Clyde Fisher, Ph.D., LL.D.,
Plant Roots (New York: Erpi Classroom Films Inc., 1931)
I
conditions which allowed the students to take notes in answer to tha
Directing Questions. The answers to these Directing Questions were
contained in the film. The students knew what they were to be held
responsible for. They were to see the film with something very
definite in mind. The instructor went over these Directing Questions
with the pupils, making sure that they were understood before the
film was shown a second time. The period was fifty minutes long and
was utilized as follows: Five minutes for the Pre-testj ten minutes
for the First Showing of the film; five minutes for the test after
the First Showing; fifteen minutes for the review of the Directing
Questions; ten minutes for the Second Showing; and five minutes for
the Final Test. The experiment itself stopped after the test of the
Second Showing but the study of the subject matter continued with
additional reading, further projects, and class discussions. This
took several additional periods beyond the period devoted for the
experiment itself but in no way influenced the results of the experi-
ment itself.
I
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b. ClassroQin Method versus Auditorium Method
—
Regular Size Classes versus Large Size Classes
The purpose of this experiment was to compare the relative
efficiency in the use of educational films with small groups as com-
pared with the use of educational films with large groups.
DESCRIPTION OF TOE AUDITORIUM MBffHDD OF USING EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Many schools have limited their use of educational films to the
auditorium because of convenience. It is much easier to have one place
for the projector than to have it moved about from class to class. It
is less e^^ensive to darken one room than it is to darken all the class-
rooms. It is less expensive to hire a motion picture for one showing
than it is to hire its use for several days. There is less wear and
tear on the projector and on the film to use the projector and film
once than to use them many times. J-Iany schools have auditoriums that
are used but little. This would be another opportunity for utilizing
the vast amount of space that is idle in many buildings much of the
school time. Possibly because of the above reasons the use of films in
the auditorium is a common practice. Because of the prevalence of this
practice I have assumed as one of my problems testing the value of
using educational films with large groups in the auditorium as compared
with the use of these same fi]jns in the same mnner vdth ordinary size
classes in the classroom.
Since the experimenter was the teacher for both groups; since the
pupils were from the same community and the experiment took place in
two successive years, there is little likelihood of any material change
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in the nature of the coinmunity or in the background of the pupils. The
comparison of the intelligence scores of the two classes as shown in
Graph 36 page 174, shows the two groups to be very similar. The
same films were used and the exact same procedure was followed with both
groups, the only difference being that in the year 1934-35 the grade
was divided into the usual size classes numbering about 25 to 30 pupils,
whereas in the year 1935-36 the class consisted of approximately 300
pupils at a time. This larger group met in the auditorium once a week
and met with the science teacher a second time each week in smaller
regular classroom size groups. Instruction for the purpose of the
experiment, however, was limited to the auditorium meeting with the
1935-36 group, and this class was compared with the regular size class-
room groups for the year 1934-35.
The intermittent method of instruction was used with both groups.
This method of instruction adapts itself well to the use of silent
motion pictures. It is different from the continuous projection method.
By the continuous method of projection we meaa, starting the film in the
projector and allowing the projector to continue until the film has been
cojapletely shown without stopping at ai^ point for any purpose until the
showing of the film is completed. The intermittent method is a stop-
start method. The film is started and after each scene or unit in the
film, the projector is stopped. At this point the students are pro-
vided an opportunity to take desired notes about the content of the
film. V?hen sufficient time is allowed for this note-taking, the pro-
jector is started again and another suitable portion of the film is
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shown, then stopped to perinit additional note-taking. If, at any time,
the instructor goes too far in the showing of a film for any student in
the room, the raising of a hand by a pupil becomes a signal for stopping
the projector. At such a time when the projector is stopped, a student
may raise a question or he may request that the film be repeated for a
certain point to be made more clear. And so in this manner a complete
film is shown slowly and carefully, providing an opportunity for
students to raise questions, allowing the instructor to make some
comments to clear up a point, and the students are provided an oppor-
tunity for taking notes. The hall is illuminated sufficiently to pro-
vide an opportunity for note-taking.
When this method was first tried out in an experimental way be-
fore the study was started, the students disliked this intermittent
method—they have been so accustomed to having the show go on, so
to speak, as it does in the theatre, with a continuous performance.
One film was used with each group by the continuous method prior to
the use of the experimental films. A factual type film was projected
in the v^ay that they were accustomed toj namely, by the continuous
method. An objective test for testing the learidng that takes place
by the showing of this film by the continuous method was constructed
for this experiment. The papers were scored; the marks which
averaged about tvjenty per cent, were returned. The students asked
the question of the instructor—"Are these marks going to be
recorded?" The instructor replied—"\Vhy not?" The students then
commented about as follows: "?Je didn^t know we were expected to

'learn what was in the film; we weren»t prepared to take notes; no oppor-
tunity was allowed for the taking of notes; we didn't understand several
of the ej^lanations ; the film went too fast; we didn't mderstand some o
the vocabulary; we weren't given an opportunity to ask questions; there
were so many ideas it was hard to get them all at once,"
When you turn these negative remarks around into positive statement
you have a series of good suggestions for the use of educational films
as made by the pr^ils. You have such statements as the following: 1,
Have the students understand that they are going to be held responsible
for the content of the film; 2. Require the pupils to take notes and
provide an opportunity for this note-taking; 3. Provide an opportunity
for them to ask questions; 4. Don't show too much of the film at one
time, since too many ideas may confuse the student; 5« Prepare the
class with the necessary vocabulary to understand the film; 6, Allow
the class to discuss the film content; 7« Tell the pupils what to
look for; and 8. Hold the oLass responsible for vrtiat they should be
expected to get from the film.
The Intermittent Method provided an opportunity for accomplish-
ing some of these suggestions ma.de by the pupils*

1. Validity and HellaMlity of a Test
Validity ;
One of the most Important qualities to "be obtained in constructing
a test is validity of the test, or the degree to \diich a test measures
what it is supposed to measure. One may check this validity of a test
hy "both curricular and statistical measures of validity, Ourricular
validity has to do with the careful selection of items which provide an
adequate sanipling of the important topics or facts of the suhject, the
film being the subject in this study. Statistical validity has to do
with the selection and arrangement of these items in such a way that the
results obtained from giving the test indicate whether or not the test
is accomplishing its intended purpose. The methods used to secure this
characteristic are given in the following paragraphs.
3!he steps in validating any test, as given by Each^:
1. Analyze Course of Study.
2. Secure judgments of conipetent persons.
3. Compute the percentage of pupils answering each test
item correctly at successive grade levels.
4. Use experimental methods.
0. M. Hach, The Objective or Hew Type Ibcamlnation (Chicago: Scott
Poresman Company, 1929), p. 29,

Hellabillty :
The second important quality to "be determined in test construction
is reliability. According to Garrett-^ reliability is the accuracy \flth
which a test measures vdiatever it does measure. Provision for validity
in a test takes care of both validity and reliability to a large extent
since the two are so closely related. Reliability is an aspect of
validity which deals with the accuracy of the test as a measxiring in-
strument and that alone. In the actual construction of the tests*
reliability was guaranteed to some extent by constructing the tests so
that they might be scored objectively and by making the saaipling adequate.
It is assumed that the sampling is adequate since the tests are suffi-
ciently long to insure a representative sampling of a short film.
!Che reliability of the scores was determined by calculating the
reliability coefficients and their probable errors. Since there is only
one form for each test, the split-test method was used to compute the
reliability coefficients. !rwo separate sets of scores were made up by
combining alternate items in the test; that is, items 1, 3, 5, 7, etc.,
were combined for one set while 2, 4, 6, 8, etc., were combined for tiie
other set. It is assumed that the halves of the test as made up were
approximately equal in difficulty and content. This correlation gave the
reliability of the half test. The reliability of the whole test was cal-
culated by using the Spearman-Brown^ formula.
^Henry B. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education (iJew York:
Longmans, Green and Company, 1926), p. 118-137.
^Clark T. Hull, Aptitude Testing (Yonkers, New York: World Book
Company, 1928), p. 237,
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rn
rh -
1 plus r(n-l)
In the a"bove fonmila, if the self-correlation of the half test
80 foTind is called rh, suhstituting 2 for n in the Spearman's fomnila,
we calculate the reliability of the whole test (rh) hy the formulak
when n equals the number of repetitions of the test and r equals the
reliability coefficient of the half test found by the self-correlation
method.
The method for computing the correlation coefficients was the one
most frequently used in statistics, the Karl Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient may be computed.
Che method proposed by Hall^ was used in this study. It is easy
to learn, avoids the confusing combinations of plus and minus signs, and
eliminates all errors vdiich may be dae to the grouping of data. The
formula for computing the correlation coefficient is - according to Hall^:
In above formula, column A gives the number of correct responses on
the odd nnnoered iteas* column B gives the number of correct responses
l&arrett, og* cit ., p. 269
^Clark Hull, Aptitude Testing (Yonkers, Hew York: World Book Company,
1928), p. 423.
2r
rh s
1 plus r
Mean (A x B) - (Mean A x Mean B)
r -
^Ibid., p. 422.

on the even numtered test items, colrunn is column A squared, column
B2 is column B squared, and column A x B is column A multiplied by
column B, The means of each column are worked out "by the guessed
average method.
Eeliability coefficients, according to Huch and Stoddard'^, which
are from .80 to .89 are fairly reliable or adequate for individual
measurements.
According to Kelley^, for group-measurement purposes in any
specific subject the minimal satisfactory reliability as measured by
reliability coefficient determined from pupils in a single grade should
be .50.
According to Garrett^, any coefficient of reliability should be
at least ten times as great as the probable error of the reliability
to insure positive correlation.
Such and Stoddard, Tests and Measurements (Yonkers, Few York:
World Book Company, 1927), p. 318.
^Truman Kelley, Interpretation of Educational Measurements (Yonkers,
New York: World Book Company, 1927), p. 29.
•^Oarrett, ©£. cit ., p. 170.

Test for Statistical Significance
Is a difference in mean percentages "between two groups significant
or not? The fact that the means between any groups are not identical
may "be due to chance and may or may not have any statistical significance.
In order to determine whether the means made have any statistical signi-
ficance, the critical ratios of the difference "between the means of the
two groups were computed "by the following procedure:
Pirsti the reliability of the means was computed by using the
formula^
,6745 Standard Deviation (S.D. ) (dist.)
Square Hoot N
Second, the reliability of the difference between the two means was
determined by use of the formula^
PB(DiffJ equals f PSgl 4 ?^^2
- Mean of Group 1
m2 - Mean of Group 2
The critical ratio^ was found by dividing the difference between the
two means by the probable error (PB,d) of the difference between the same
tvo means.
•'"Garrett, o£- jcH,, p. 125.
^Ibid., p. 133.
tennis Cook, Minimum Essentials of Statistics (Uew York: Macmillan
Company, 1936), p. 97.
4
A critical ratio of 4,00 or more Is snfficiently high to
establish the fact that a tme difference in the same direction
exists, and a critical ratio of less than 4,00, that the differ^
ence in means has only relative statistical significance,^
Cook, o£, eit ., p. 97,

C. Preparation of Tests
1. Steps in Validating Tests Used in Tliis Study
In order to have valid tests, the tests should relate to mEterials
considered important and essential. In order to validate the tests
according to this important criterion, the course of study in general
science for the State of Massachusetts, and the course of study for the
City of Quincy were consulted. For a further check vi/ith respect to units
of work to be used in this study, ten of the most generally used textbooks
in general science were consulted. The following books were studied:
Bowden, G. A., Foundations of Science . Philsdelphia: Blskiston, 1931.
Caldwell and Meier, Open Doors to Science . Boston: Ginn, 1927.
Caldwell, 0. V.'., and Ctirtis, F, D., Introduction to Science . Boston:
Ginn, 1929.
Course of Study in Science for Elementary Schools
,
State of Massachu-
setts, 1931.
Hunter, G. '.V., and V.'hitman, Vi'. G., Problems in General Science . New
York: American Book Corapany, 1930.
National Society for the Study of Education, The Thirty-First Yearbook
,
A Program for Teaching Science . Eloomington, Illinois: Public
School Publishing Company, 1932.
Pieper, C. J., and Beauchamp, vl, L., Everyday Problems in Science .
Chicago: Scott, Foresman, and Company, 1925.
Powers, Neuner, Bruner, A Survey of Science . Boston: Ginn, 1934.
Van Buskirk, E. F., and Sioith, Edith L., The Science of Everyday Life .
Boston: Houghton Ilifflin Company, 1930.
Ysi'ood, G. C, and Carpenter, H. A., Our Environment, How V^e Use and
Control It . Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1927.
According to the courses of study and the ten most used general science
books, each of the units presented thrcugh the film technique, were listed
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as important units of v/ork to be mastered by general science classes.
Hence, the tests were valid in th^t they covered important instructional
materials used in schools throughout the country,
A further check on the validity of the tests was the concensus of
opinion among specially trained teachers in the field of general science
that the tests covered a representative sampling of the most important
facts to be mastered by the pupils and a representative sampling of the
film content, A number of general science teachers viewed the films and
gave suggestions for the content of the tests,
A great deal of care was used to insure that the tests covered only
the more essential phases of the units of work presented through the film.
During the school year previous to the experiment, the same films ns
were used in the experLment were used with a different group of ninth grade
general science pupils. Tests were constructed to measure the results of the
fiLTi lessons. The tests used in the experiment are a result of the revisions
made from the reactions of that non-experiiaental group. Generally, on those
test items on which there was a greater percentage of correct answers than
ninety, either a revision of the question was made or the question omitted.
Any test item which was missed by ninety or more per cent of the group was
either revised or omitted. Hence, every test item included on the final
tests seemed neither too easy or too difficult for ninth grade pupils.
«
2. Reliability of Tests
One phase of validity of a test is the reliability of a test. In order
to prove the reliability of the tests used, the reliability coefficients
were computed by the split-test method. Table , Page gives the
reliability coefficients of the tests, together with the probable error of
the coefficients. Mo coefficient of reliability was below .76, while the
highest coefficient was .94. iilach test proved sufficiently reliable for

group testing purposes as used in this study
TABLE
\
Showing the NiMber of Students, Coefficients of Reliability, and the
Probable Errors of the Coefficients, for each Factual Film Test:
NAME OF TEST PJUMBER OF COEFFICIENT PROBABLE
STUDENTS RELIABILITT ERROR
Posture 529 .76 .0294
Control of Bleeding 522 .87 .018?
Bacteria 457 .82 .0242
Plant Roots 252 .94 .0066
The House Fly 231 .88 .0185

CHAPgER III
RESULTS OF EXPEHIMENT
The results of this study are reported in the follovriug pages.
Graphs, indicating the results of the vsrious comparisons, together
with certain interpretations, are used to picture clearly the various
results on the tests constructed for this e:;q>eriment
.
The first series of graphs show the results of the Preparation
versus the H"on-Preparat ion methods, The second series of graphs
show the results of the classroom group versus the auditorium group
vhen instructed "by the Intermittent Method of Film Instruction,

INTERPRETATION OF GRAPHS
A. "Plant Roots", graphs I through IX inclusive. The data in
this section of the study are pictured in numerous graphs, which in
general are read similarly. The following pages present an iaterpre-
tation for each one of the graphs with certain conclusions based upon
the data given and pictured in the graph,
CaiAPH I
According to Graph I, Page 78, whidi pictures the results of
Group 9-1 > on ihe film "Plant Roots," the students knew approximatelir
23 oer cent of the factual material of the film before they ever saw
the film itself, but after one shovdng of the film without any
comment other than the Pre-test itself, the same group knew approxim-
ately 55 per cent of the film content. Then certain facts were
discussed in the classroom by the teacher, after which the same
film was shown again, followed immediately by the same test on "Uie
film content. The gain in mean per cent between the Pre-test scores
and the First Showii^ scores was 32.0, a gain in per cent due to
the contribution of the film itself. The gain in mean per cent be-
tween the First Showing and the Second Showing was 24.8, a gain due
to methodology in teaching with the motion picture.
It seems significant that the film itself contribited so much
to factual leeming, but it is also very significant that, through
certain methods of teaching as used in this study, the gain in mean
per cent from the First ShowiiTg to the Second Showing is as great
as that foiind between the Pre-test and First Showing. According
to the data, to insure more nearly complete mastery of the factual

infornBtion of the film by the students, it is necessary to utilize
the teacher's influence in teadiing and also repeat the film showings.
It seems significant that, after only two showing^ of a film, together
with certain teaching procedures as used in this stu^r, the stixients
in this group scored over 83 per cent mastery of the factual content
of the film. In comparing the mean per cent of the students on the
Pre-test versus the First Showing, on the First Showing and Second
Showing the critical ratios in each case are over 11, more than
STof ficientlir high for complete reliability.
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According to Graph 11, page 81, Gronp 9-2 consisted of 28 stu-
dents, whose mean per cent on the Pre-test was 20,25, whose Eiean
per cent on the First Showing was 47,70, and whose mean per cent on
the Second Showing was 79.50, The data indicates that the grotip
knew atout 20 per cent of the factual content of the film "before the
film itself was shown. The groi:^) gained over 27 per cent more facts
through the film contrihution. But after some period of teaching,
added to the second film showing, the groxip gained oTef 31 per cent
more facts, or almost SO per cent mastery of the factual content of
the film. The differences hetrreen the mean per cents on each of the
three levels pictured in the graph arc sufficiently great for
statistical significance, the critical ratio "being over 12 "between
the Pre-test and the Jirst Sho-s/ing, and "between the Tirst Showing and
Second Shov.ing the critical ratio was over 15, over three times that
needed for statistical significance. A critical ratio of 4 is
sufficient to establish relia'bly that there exists a true difference
in mean per cents "betr;cen the thref steps pictured, always in the
general direction pictured In the graph. The data show that there is
factual learning at each successive level or step in the teaching
process used in this investigation. But to reach any high degree of
mastery of factual information, certain methods or uses of film tea,ch-
ing or presentation are necessary. The students learned from a mere
presentation of the film, "but even more learning was acquired from
.discussion and repeated showings. The degree of mastery of factual

filn naterial depends partly upon the cipthods of film utilization
for instructional purposes*
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QfiAPH 111.
Gra-ph 111, Page 84, shev/G the mean per cents i^ie "by 29 ninth,
grade students on a test covering; the film content and administered
as a Pre-test, First Shov/ing and Second Showing, The ^tov^ made
almost 16 per cent on the Pre-test, indicating that the students
knev/ 16 per cent of the film facts "before the presentation of the
film itself. !Ehe group made over 38 per cent on the First Showing,
a gain of almost 23 per cent over the Pre-test through a mere
showing of the film, a factor which seems to prove the film a
strong device for inparting factxial materials. On the Second
Showing level the gro^jp made a mean per cent of 62, a gf-in of al-
most 24 per cent over the First Showing, due to discussions,
teachings, and a repeated film showing. The ga.in in per cent due
to a repeated showing and teaching procediires v;as greater than the
contrihution of the film itself as indicated "by the gain in mean
per cent from the Pre-test to the First Showing, The comparison
"between the Pre-tost and the First Showing results in a critical ratio
of over 10, while a similar ccrrparison between the First and
Second Shoyrlngs show a critical ratio of 12, Each of these criti-
cal ratios is more than enough to esta'blish the fact of a statisti-
cal significant gain in mean per cent as the group advances from the
Pre-test through the First Showing and on through the Second Show-
ing. The data show that it is statistically worthwhile to proceed
further in the teaching process than through the First Showing, This

group night even "benefit by a Third Showing and more teaching since
obtained only 62 per cent mastery of the factual content of the filn
Plant Soots."
(
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GRAPH IV.
According to Graph IV. page 86, Group 9-4 consisted of 30 ninth
grade students, "whose mean per cent gain from the Pre-test through the
First Showing was 26, 35, or an advance from a mean per cent of 20.15 on
the Pre-test to a mean per cent of 46.50 on the First Showing. The group
knew about 20 per cent of the film material before the film itself was
presented, but gained more than 26 per cent from the mere film presenta-
tion. Because of the contributory factors of discussions, teaching me-
thods and one more film presentation, the group gained in mean per cent
from 46.50 on the First Showing to 63.65 on the Second Showing, or a gain
in mean per cent of 17.15* Each of these gains is statistically worth-
while or significant f s is indicated by the critical ratios, each of which
is several times that needed for statistical significance. For example,
the critical ratio found by comparing the results on the Pre-test and on
the First Showing was 14.10, v^hile the comparison of the scores made on
the First Showing and Second Showing was 9.30, each of these critical
ratios being well over 4, that needed for reliability and statistical
significance. These data show that the teacher's methods plus the film
tend toward a high degree of mastery of factual material by students. The
most significant fact seems to be that the mere showing of a film is not
sufficient to guarantee a high degree of mastery in gaining factual in-
formation. The teacher's part is important in film teaching pedogogy
just as it is in all learning. This finding is important since most film
teaching seems to follow the theory that the film itself is enough to
guarantee learning. Students do learn from mere film presentation, but
teacher aid increases that learning very significantly.
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GRAPH V.
Group 9t5 consisted of 30 ninth grade students. The gain in mean per
cent from the Pre-test to the First Showing was from 18.00 on the Pre-test
to 40,65 on the First Showing, or a total gain in per cent of 22.65. The
per cent scores advanced from A.0,65 on the First Showing to 86.00 on the
Second Showing, or a total gain in mean per cent of 46.65. The signifi-
cant gain from the First Showing to the Second Showing seems quite remark-
able in comparison with the gain indicated by the other bars on the graph.
The group more than doubled its scores on the Second Showing. The stu-
dents knew considerable of the film content before the fi]m was presented
as is indicated by the mean per cent of 18.00 on the Pre-test, The con-
tribution of the film itself was quite substantial as the graph shows with
a gajn in per cent cf 22,65. In advancing from consecutive steps in the
method used in this experiment, there is indicated a substantial gain in
the students' factual information about "Plant Roots." In each case this
gain in percent is statistically significant and reliable as is indicated
by the large critical ratios of 10,5 between the Pre-test and First Showing,
and of 23.70 between the First Showing and the Second Showing. The data es-
tablish the desirability of using films in teaching because of their con-
tributions to factual learning as well as shov^ the need for other methodol-
ogy than a mere showing of motion pictures if a high degree of mastery on
any unit of material is desiredi. With this group in particular, the
teacher's methods of presentation plus the repeated shov/ing of the film re-
sulted in a mean per cent more than double that produced by a mere showing
of the film.
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GHAPH VI.
In this £-roup of ninth £rr-ders were 29 ctudents. On the filn
"Plant Roots" the group scored a mean per cent of 12,85 on the pre-
test, a raean per cent of 43,20 on th? Pirst Shovjing, and a mean per
cent of 61,65 on the Second Shovrinf. This f.roup, according to the
data, knev; less than the other cjroups concerning the film content
"before the presentation of the film lesson, Hov;ever, the previous
knowledge of the facts contained in the picture was, it seems,
sufficiently lar^e to occupy a place in the total learning picture.
The £;ain in mean per cent of 30,35 as the group advanced from the
Pre-test to the First Showing is comparatively large as the graph
shows. To this group the sho^dng of the filn without any comment
produced substantial learning, Hov;ever, with teaching discussions
and a repeated showinf^ of the picture, the group gained in mean,
per cent 18,45 over that scored in the Tirst Shovdng, The data
pictured in this graph indicate the value of the film in classroom
instruction, A comparison between the da,ta of the three tars in
the graph results in a critical ratio of 14,30 "between the Pre-test
and First Showing, and a critical ratio of 7.66 hetv/een the Pirst
Shovdng and the Second Sho^^ring, Sa,ch of these critical ratios is
sufficiently great for statistical significance and reliability. As
is the case with the other groups, this group gained a rather hi^h
degree of mastery of the factual content of the film throufih the
method of instruction used in this investigation. Bach successive
step of the instructional program produced significant fa-ctusl
leami^£S on the unit of vorlz bein^ taught.
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GRAPH VII
«
According to the data presented in this graph, this group consisted
of 25 students whose educational age was the ninth j-^rade. The procedure of
instruction consisted of three major steps, the Pre-test, First Showing, and
the Second Showing. The re.'ailts of the learning achieved on these succes-
sive levels are pictured and tabulated in the graph. The results achieved
on these three levels show a worthwhile increase on mastery of the factual
materials of the unit under study. For instance, from a mean per cent of
17.50 on the Pre-test, the group scored a mean per cent of 42.30 on the
First Showing or a gain in per cent of 24.30 through the contribution of
the film itself on one presentation. The group knew, it seems , a rather
large amount of information about the film unit before the film was pre-
sented. The degree of mastery as indicated by the long bar of the Second
Showing demonstrates the value of teacher participation and class discus-
sion when using motion pictures for instructional devices in the instruc-
tional program of the schools. The gain in mean per cent from the teach-
ing and Second Showing was statistically significant and greater than
between the Pre-test and First Showing, This group gained a high degree
of mastery on the unit of instruction. The critical ratios of 10.30,
and 17.00 respectively are more than sufficient for reliability that there
exists a true difference between the mean per cents of the three successive
steps of instruction and that that difference will always follow the direc-
tion exhibited in the graph. The film "Plant Roots" discusses rather tech-
nical, factual materials, A mean per cent of 77/90 for the class seems a
relatively high degree of mastery for a ninth grade class on such material.
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GHAPH Vlll.
A glance at ^aph 7111, pa-ge 95, exhilDits a lar.f;e ^fain in meeai
per cents as the group advanced toward the Second Showing phaee of
the instructional process. Hov;ever, this 9-8 group of students knev;
only 10 per cent of the factual content of the film prerious to the
film lesson, the lowest per cent scored hy any one of the nine groups
compared in this invest i^ation, A £ain of 28,60 in mean per cent from
advancing from the Pre-test to the First Shov/in^ is si.o;nificant from
the graph picture itself and also statistical significant, resultinc
in a critical ratio of 12.97 between the Pre-test and the First Show-
ing, It seems a tribute to the power of the film that the groi:?)
gained so much information in one ten-minute film lesson, especially
vrhen the film had to stand on its own feet suid make its ovm contrihu-
tion to learning iidthout pr)y teacher comment or class discussions.
With teacher comments and explanations together I'dth. repeated film
presentation, the mean per cent made hy the |:roup on the same test
rose 13,55 per cent points, from a mean per cent of 38,60 on the
Pre-test to a mean per cent of 52,15 on the Second Showing-, The de-
cree of mastery of the factiial content of the unit of vrork of this
group is considerably lower in comparison with the other j^oups. Ilihe
final phase of the teaching process produced a trifle more than a 50
per cent mastery of the film facts. It would seem that a fourth
stage might "be added to the instructional program, namely, a dis-
cussion and teaching period plus a Third Shovrilng of the film. It
would he interesting to see vxhat per cent of mastery could he ob-
tained by this 9-8 group v/ith that addition to the methodology'" used
in this investi.«jation. The gains in mean per cents on the success-

94
ive levels of instruction are statistically significant and re- "
lia"ble.
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.
Grraph IX, Pa,.^e 98 t pictures the results of 28 ninth grade stu-
dents on the film "Plant Roots", The student":) loiev; 13,75 per cent
of the film content "before the presentation of the film. The film
lesson in and of itself resu.lted in a mean per cent of 16,45» The
classroom discussions followed "by a repeated shoT,d.n^ of the motion
picture resulted in a inec?ji per cent of 64,30, or a gain in mean per
cent of 35,50, This group profited significsjntlv during" the dis-
cussion, teaching period, fuid Second Pilm Showing. The ^rain during
the last sta^e of the instructional program restrlted in a per cent
ffain of more than douhle that produced "by the mere shov/ing of the
film vithout "."ny teacher comment or discussion. The length of the
Second Shov/ing "bar on the ^raph shows the si^ificance of the teach-
ing done hetvreen the Jirst Showing sta^-e and the Second Showing- stase
of instruction. The critical ratios of 7,10 and 13.60 "betv/een the
Pre-test and ^irst Shovanp and the -First Shovrine and Second Showing
respectively r-re statistically significant and indicate the existence
of a tri-ie diffeirence in the direction of the last stage of the in-
t
stractional methodolo^'", A coirroar?.tively high degree of mastery re-
sulted from the teaching procedure pnd methodology in using motion
pictures in teaching. middle har of the graph shows the power
of the film ir- impartin;^ fpctupl information. The ctep effect in
the i^raph shovs thr» sifTiificant grovth in fp,ctual learning due to
the method of film teachin^^ techniq_U'^. It vould seen that the gen>-
cral picture in the graph indicat-^s the decirahility of follotdng
some definite filr. technique in attempting; to use motion pictures in
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Jhe instructional procram for the ^reate^'t '^^^icicncy to the ctndonts
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CONCLUSIONS ON FINDINGS ON FUM. " i^LAlviT itoars"
I. The students knew considerable facts about the film materials
before the film lesson was presented. Not one of the groups scored
lower than a mean of 10 per cent on the Pre-test. The hi^est score
on the Pre-test was a mean per cent of 23.50. The range of per cents
on the Pre-test was from 10 per cent to 23.50 per cent. According
to the data and graphs the students knew from one-tenth to almost
one-fourth of the film content before there was any film showing.
This finding indicates that in order to measure the learning throi;gh
any method of teaching, the status or present infoimation which the
students have already ^ould be determined through a Pre-test and
considered in the findings
.
II. A rather high degree of mastery resulted through the three
steps in the ins trtctionfiQ. program. The lowest mean percentage on
the Second Showing was 52.15, while the hi^est mean percentage on
the Second Showing was 86.00. Since all students of all ability
levels are considered and since these percentages are mean percen-
tages, it would seem fair to make the conclusion that the method of
film technique used in this study proved effective as a method for
the presentation of factual materials.
III. The graphs indicate a substantial and statistically
signilaant gain in mean per cents from the Pre-test to the First
Showing, showing the values of the motion picture to factual learn-
ing. This findirg agrees with the findings of previous studies,
IV. The graphs indicate a statistically significant gain in

mean per cents from the First ShoTdn^ to the Second Showing, demon-
strating the desirability of some teaching technique to accoinpany the
film showing, and also the value of repeated film showings with cer-
tain problems to he answered for the students by the film. All groups
gained significantly through teaching and a repeated film showing.

B. "THE MOUSE TLV* - GRAPHS X - X7II Inclusive
&BAPH X
Graph X. page 103, throng Grspla XVII, page 124t snow the results
of eignt ninth grade stxidents on tne tests on the film "The House Hy.
"
According to Graph X. page 103, Group 9-1 consisted of 27 students.
On the Pre-test the gro\3p scored a mean per cent of 15,10, while on
the First Showing tne group scored a mean per cent of 62,85, or a
gain in per cent of 47,95, On the final or Second Showing the groiap
scored a mean per cent of 94,35, or a gain in per cent of 31.50 over
the First Showing. Graph X. proves tiie significance of the film in
iiBparting factual information inasmuch as the bar for tne Pirst Show-
ing is more than four times as long as the bar showing the per cent
on the Pre-test. (Eae gain in per cent from the Pre-test to tne First
Showing was due to the contributions of the film itself as no comments
or teaching intervened between tne pre-test and the First Showing*
Statistically tnis difference in per cent is most significant, re-
sulting in a critical ratio of 21,80» over five times as high as
needed for reliability and significance. On the Second Showing ^ich
followed the First Showing, but only after some teaching was done and
the film lesson repeated, the group scored a mean per cent of 94,35,
or a gain in per cent of 31,50, or a difference resulting in a
critical ratio of 15,00, more than three times that needed for statis-
tical significance. Therefore, graphically and statistically, the
total picture demonstrates the value of the film toward increasing
the factual learning of the students, and testifies to the conclusion

that the picturet plus a teaching and discussion period, plus a re-
peated showing, produced a gain in mean per cent sufficiently great
for complete rella"bility and therefore proving the desirability of
teaching and repeated showing of the film for a high degree of
mastery. It seems significant that this groxip scored nearly 95
per cent on final showing.
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GRAPH XI
Graph XL. page 106, shows that group 9-2, consisting of 30 ninth
grade students scored a mean per cent of 20.35 on the Pre-test, indi-
cating that these students knew before the film presentation about
one-fifth of the facts contained in the film. One showing of the
film without any teaching other than that contained in the film it-
self produced a mean per cent on the First Showing of 72.50, about
three and one-half times that scored on the Pre-test. Certainly,
one showing of the film made important contributions to the factual
learning of the group. Statistically, the critical ratio between
the mean per cents made on the Pre-test and the mean per cent made
on the First Showing was 21,20, a critical ratio more than large
enough for reliability of a true difference between the results of
the students at these two stages of the instructional program.
After a teaching period and a repeated showing of the film the
group scored a mean per cent of 93.35* or a gain over the First
Showing of 20.85 per cent, resulting in a critical ratio of 9.30,
more than enough to validate the results. Both the graphical pic-
ture and the statistical data show the values and contributions to
factual learning of each stage in the instructional program used in
this investigation. The data show the loss that would have resulted
had the instruction ended with one showing of the film without a
further teaching process and a repeated film shovfing. For a high
degree of mastery of the factual film content there are needed some
teaching and discussion periods in addition to repeated film showings.
It would seem that the high mean per cent on the final or Second

Shovring was a proper place to end the instruction on this unit of
material e.s the approach to coraplete or one hundred per cent mastery
was nearly reachedo
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GRAPH XII
According to Graph XII. pa^e 10% Group 9-3 which consisted of
27 ninth grade students in General Science scored on the Pre-test a
mean per cent of 13.05, meaning that the group knew before the be-
ginning of the teaching of the unit almost one-eighth of the facts
presented in the film. After a period of looking st the film with no
additional comment or discussion?^, the group scored a mean per cent
of 62.15, almost five times as hi^ as that scored on the Pre-test,
Statistically considered, this gain in mean per cent resulted in a
cri-ticai ratio of 24.10, indicating the existence of a true differ-
ence between the two groups in the direction of the First Showing.
The rapid rise of the bars in the graph from the first stage to the
second stage, together with the critical ratio, verify the conclusion
that the motion picture is a dynamic device for teaching factual in-
formation. But to end the instruction program without any further
effort to increase the learning of the group would seem unjustified
in the light of the third bar of the graph which shows the rise in
the mean per cent of the ^roup on the Second Shovdng. Before the
Second Showing there was a period of discussion, after which the film
was shown again with a resulting mean per cent of 77.50, or a gain in
mean per cent of 15.35 over the First Showing. Graphically these two
bars differ less than with other groups compared and graphed. Statis-
tically the difference between the First Showing and Second Showing re
suited in a critical r^tio of 6,85, more than enough to justify the
third stage of instruction, at least on the basis of statistical re-
liability, th^t a true difference exists between the two bars or

stages in the direction o? the Second Shoviin^, The group gained a,
lcv:er per cent of mastery than some of the other groups. Perhaps a
period of instruction with a Third Showing might have been sufficient
ly profitable with respect to the factual learning of this group,
particularly if a high degree of mastery is desired.
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GRAPH XIII
In Graph XIII. page llg are pictured the results of group 9-A>
consisting of 26 ninth grade stiidents in General Science on the film,
test "The House Fly." The group scored a .nean per cent of 13.85 on
the Pre-tsst which suggests at least some information about the uiiit
on house flies before the beginning of the instructional program*
After a First Showing of the film, with no other teaching, the group
scored a mean per cent of 68,10, or a gain in per cent of 54«25, more
than five ti-ties as high as was scored on the Pre-test, This differ-
ence in the mean per cents at the first two stages of the teaching
process, evaluated statistically, resulted in a critical ratio of
23,40, very much higher than needed for complete reliability that
there exists a true difference in the direction of the second stage
of teaching, or the First Showing stage. Again, as in the previous
graphs, the general picture exhibited proves the high power of the
motion picture when the pictiare must make its own contribution to
factual learning. After a period of teaching and classroom dis-
cussions which dealt v/ith the fxmdamental facts of the film unit,
the group scored on the same test a mean per cent of 89.60, or a
gain in per cent of 21.50, a worthwhile gain for which to work as
is proved by the critical ratio of 8.00, twice that needed for
statistical significance. The graph would seem to show that com-
plete mastery of the factual materials of any unit is more difficult
to attain in teaching and learning than the attainraent of a fifty
per cent mstery, that is, the law of diminishing returns seems to

Ill
function and progress seeras slower. However, it may be that some of
the last twenty per cent of factual materials learned through the last
stage of the teaching progress here used are fundamental and more
technical or difficult, but yet very important facts to know. Hence,
to have ended the instructiona]. period with a mere film showing with-
out discussions and teachings together with a repeated showing, these
last twenty per cent of facts might have been lost insofar as the
group was concerned. It would be interesting to know if complete
mastery in mean per cent could be derived without using too much
school time.
«
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GRAPH XIV
Graph XIV. exhibits a picture of the resxilts made by Group 9-5
on the film "The House Fly," on three successive instructional levels
or stages. The group consisting of 31 students scored a mean per
cent on the Pre-test of 16. 35, suggesting a considerable amount of
information on house flies before the oresentation of the factual
film. After a ten-aiinute te&ching period during which the film it-
self was the only teach'^r, the group scored a mean per cent of 65.05,
over four times that scored on the Pre-test. V?ithout a single ex-
ception thus far, each group has increased its factual learning very
considerably through a presentation of the ten-minute film lesson, a
result proving again the tremendoi:is influence of motion pictures in
presenting effectively factual materials to classroom groups for in-
structional purposes. Statistically considered, the gain in mean
per cent between the Pre-test and First Showing resulted in a very
high critical ratio of 23.00 in favor of the First Showing. After a
period of instruction and a repeated film presentation, the group
scored a mean per cent of 84.00 on the Second Showing, or a gain in
per cent over the First Showing of 18.95. In order to determine the
significance of this gain in per cent, that is, to ascertain whether
the gain was accidental or not, the critical ratio was computed,
with a resulting critical ratio of 8,60, over twice that needed to
establish the complete reliability that there is a true difference
between the mean per cents of the First Shov/ing and Second Showing
in the direction cr in favor of the Second Showing. Hence the gain,
statistically considered, is worthwhile and proves the necessity

of some teaching process in addition to film demonstration in order
to promote a high decree of mastery on factual jnaterials. Merely
showing motion pictures in classroom situations may result in some
learning but if a Pre-test is given to guide students in their
study of the picture, the learning is increased very much as is
proved by the graphs presented. Then a period of discussion and
teaching vd.ll increase learning toward a mastery of this unit of
work.
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Crrapn XV, page 118, pictures tne results made "by 32 nlntn grade
students in General Science on a factual information test administered
at tnree distinct stages of tne instructional unit on "Tne House Fly."
According to the graphical data the group acnieved a mean per cent
on the Pre-test of 11.36» that is, a little over one-tenth of the
factual film content was already known by the group before tne in>
structiozial period began. Even as low a percentage as ten would seem
sufficiently inrportant to warrant the iniportance of considering what
a certain grovp brings to a unit of work in determining the type
and amount of instruction needed. After the motion picture on house
flies was studied through one snowing, the groiip had gained 53.00
per cent more facts, or had scored a mean per cent of 64,85 on the
Jirst Showing, over five times that made on the Pre-test, a gain
most significant in proving the tremendous advantage of the motion
picture for instructional purposes. The critical ratio between the
the Pre-test and the Tirst Showing was 32.50, very high, and suggests
complete reliability that a film showing will increase the factual
learning of any group of students on a new unit of work. The tnird
stage of the teaching process resulted in a further gain in learning
to a mean per cent of 87.00 on the Second Showing, or a gain in per
cent over the Pirst Showing of 22.15. As to whether or not this
gain was significant was deteimined by coioputing the critical ratio
between the two stages of instrtictlon. According to the critical
ratio, w&ch was 10.30, the gain was significant eoid worthwhile and

reliable. A mastery* with respect to the mean per cent of any groiip,
of 87 per cent seems a reasonal)ly high degree of mastery of factual
information for any group. To have ended the instruction period
witn a Pre-test and First Showing period, wnich is even more than
many teachers have, as a Pre-test is seldom given, wo\xld have resulted
in a 22 per cent loss in factual information on the unit of worlE
heing taught.
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CTUIPH XVI
Graph XVI. page 12X, shows in picture form by means of comparative
lengths of the bars, the scores in mean per cents made by 29 ninth
grade General Science students on three distinct stages of the instruc-
tional technique. IVhat students bring to a unit of instruction was
thought to be an important considerationj hence, a Pre-test was given
to ascertain the students' present status with respect to the factual
content of the film lesson. This test indicated that the group knew
18.55 per cent of the materials on vAiich they were tested before any
other teaching was begun. This 18,55 per cent needs to be considered
im the total findings if a true oicture of the learning achieved
through any one method is to be presented. One showing of the
picture for a ten-minute period resulted in a mean per cent on the
First Showing of 65.80, or a gain in per cent of 47«25, a very
significant gain due to one mere film presentation. The critical
ratio, the criterion of statistical significance and reliability,
was computed, resulting in a critical ratio of 17»90, proving this
gain was statistically significant as a glance at the graph would
also demonstrate. After a teaching period, followed by a repeated
showing of the film, the group scored a mean per cent of 90.25, or
a gain of 24.45 over the First Showing. The significance of this
gain was determined statistically, resulting in a critical ratio of
11,40, vdiich insures significance and reliability. To have ended
the film lesson at the end of the first two stages of the teaching
plan would have left the group with an achievement or mastery of

65«80 per cent of the factual materials on which it was tested, but
with teaching and discussions and study guide questions, together
with a repeated film screening, the group achieved a mastery of 90.25
per cent of the factual materials on which it was tested. The con-
clusion seems self-evident—if a high degree of mastery is desired
certain definitely, well-planned techniques of film presentation
need to be utilized .
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GRAPR JMll
Graph XVII, page 1PM, presents the findings with respect to the
mean per cents p^sAe by group 9-9 on the film "The House Fly". The
group, consisting of twenty-nine ninth grade students in General
Science scored a mean per cent of 20.95 on the Pre-test, showing that
the group knew many facts contained in the film before the film screen-
ing. After the film lesson the group scored a mean per cent of 56.80,
or a gain in per cent of 35^ 75. Applying the test for statistical
significance, the critical ratio computed was 9.50, greater than that
needed for reliability and significance. In every one of the nine
cases or groups involved in this investigation, the showing of the
film has contributed to increased factual 3 earning to an extent most
significant graphically and statistically. Again in percentage of
over two and one-half times that made on the Pre-test is a significant
testimony to the value or contribution of the motion picture to learn-
ing. Between the First Showing and the Second Showing there was a
period of teaching and classroom discussion, after which a presentation
of the film was made a second time. This teaching process resulted
in the group* s scoring a mean per cent of 78,00 on the Second Showing,
or a gain in per cent of 21,20 over the First Showing. Both graphic-
ally and statistically, this ^in in percentage was worthwhile and
significant. The confutation of the critical ratio between the two
stages of instruction resulted in a critical ratio of 7.30, more
than enough for reliability and significance. The graphical results
for the group shows less gains in per cent as the group advanced

from the Pre-test through the Second Showing. The Pre-test mean per
cent is relatively higher in comparison with the First Showing and
Second Showing. The degree of mastery is less than with some of
the other groups (perhaps these factors could be accounted for by
giving more detail concerning the group itself.)
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G52TERAL COiTCLUSIOlIS DRAW FROM THE RESULTS
ON THE riLII "THE HOUSE PLY"
I. The lowest pre-test neaji per cent \;as 11.85, vzhile the hi^h- '
est mesji per cent on the pre-test vra.B 20. Z5. G-enerally, the students
know a considerahle amoitnt of facts ahout house flies before the film
lesson, a factor accounted for in part "by the fpmiliarity with the
house fly. The ran^re from a. hit over ten per cent to a hit over twenty
per cent raade on the pro-test proves that students did have some hasic
fs.cts "b^^fore the stridy of the unit.
II. Films contribute substantially to factual 1 er.rning, a fact
proved by the great incres-se in T!:ean per cents from the pre-test tc
the First Sho\ang. This percentage increase in the First Shov/in^
at its lov/est '.-.'as over two and one-half times that scored on the pre-
test, vhile at itf highest it was over five times that made on the
pre-test. This is significant v.'hen the total shov/in^^; tine between
the pre-test cj^.cf First Showing consumed but ten minutes.
III. For a hish degree of mastery of factual material thron.sh
film techniques, there should be a pre-test to determine not onlv
what students alread,y knov; but also to give the students study ^ide
questions for -f^urther discussi'^n and study. There should accompan;/
film technique or teaching a period of classroom discussions v.'ith the
teacher a vital p?.rt of this activity. In no one case v;as the gain
in mean per cent of the Second Shov;ing over the First Showing too

little for statist ical and graphical significance. On the av.ra^e
the eirht ^roTt.p<5 vrould hr„ve lost a iDit more than 20 per rent of the
facttjuil film content had the filn teachin;^ enc'ed with the first
showing. This finding is verj irirportant, especially since so nanv
teachers are still sho^'dng motion pictvires v/ithout any plan in the^'r
lesson pi".'"" to ;^.iide the students in the st^it^y ?f the film, 0?he
film itself cannot, a'' thp rf^pn^.ts ^.h^^'^'', produce sufficient mastery
on the part of stvic!.&r.ts, hut must he correlatRd with the teacher's
influence and skill,
IV. In general, the film techniqiie used in this study produced
relatively lil^h cie-^roe of ns.^-'^'^r'^, ra'n^-'^g; from a mean per cent of
77.50 for group 9-3 at the lowest, and 94.35 for ^r^up 9-1 at the
hi«;hpst. This finding- seems veTj sif^ni-''^ rant, especially since
there are the mean per cents of the tota,l g-roup consisting of all
levels of mental chility as they would 3,ppear in a clessroo^i of
students not selected homogeneously on the "basis of intelligence.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS ACCORDING TO LEVELS OF MENTAL ABILITY
In order to determine the general picture of the results made by
the nine groups according to levels of mental ability on the two films
"Plant Roots" and "The House Fly", eac*i student was grouped according
to his mental ability or I.Q., in one of three main classifications.
Those with I.Q»s. over 110 were grouped in the High Ability Group;
those with I.Q's. from 90 tO 110 inclusive were grouped in the Middle
Ability Group. Those with I.Q*s. of 90 and below were in the Low
Ability Group. This grouping is in accordance with the general
practices of statisticians in dealing with psydiological or education-
al research where results are desired according to levels of mental
ability. Graphs X7III. through XXIII. exhibit pictures of the resiilts
of the students on the film tests on the films "Plant Roots" and
"The House Fly" classified according to the three levels of mental
ability. The graphs indicate the results made on the Pre-test, First
Showing and Second Showing through bars for each result.
1
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According to Graph XVIII. page 130, the High Ability Group con-
sisted of 53 ninth grade students in General Science who were studying
the unit on "The House Fly." On the Pre-test this High Ability Group
scored a mean per cent of 21»85, showing that the group had already
obtained about one-fourth of the facts on which it was tested before
the film lesson. After one showing of the film without comment other
than that contained in the film itself, the group scored a mean per
cent of 76.95, or a gain in per cent of 55.10 over the Pre-test. This
finding demonstrates that the motion picture in and of itself makes
significant contribution to the factual learning of superior students.
Statistically considered the critical ratio between the Pre-test and
First Showing was 31«30, almost eight times that needed to prove the
reliability of this finding. Graphically, the contribution of film
materials to increases in factual learning are outstanding. On the
Second Showing the group scored a mean per cent of 96.65, or a gain
in per cent of 19.70 over the First Showing. This gain in per cent
is noticeable on the graph and statistically resulted in a critical
ratio of 12.40, more than sufficient for complete reliability. With
the superior students, the film technique accoxi^?lished a very high
degree of mastery approaching complete mastery. But even with
superior students over 20 per cent of the factual materials were
learned through some definite teaching procedures involving classroom
discussions. It seems significant that the High Ability Group led
the other tw) groups in mean per cents made on the Pre-test, First
(
Showing, and Second Shovdng, but gained smaller amounts in advancing
from Pre-test to First Showing than did the Middle Ability Group as is
demonstrated through the Critical Ratios and also by the mean per
cent gains.
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CTIAPH XIX
Graph XIX, page . '133> pictures the restilts made on the film test on
"The House Fly" of 116 ninth grade students classified in the Middle
Ability Group levels On the Pre-test the group scored a mean per cent
of 18.10, a substantial score but less than was scored by the High Ability
level on the same test. On the First Showing test the group scored a
mean per cent of 67.30, or a gain in per cent over the Pre-test of
59.20, with a critical ratio of 38.00. The High Ability Group made a
higher mean per cent on the First Showing, but not a higher gain in per
cent, and a slightly less gain with respect to critical ratios than the
Middle Ability Groi^j made. On the Second Showing the Middle Ability
Group scored a mean per cent of 91»35> or a gain of 24.05 per cent
over the First Showing, The Middle Group made a larger gain in per
cent and also a larger gain with respect to critical ratios between
the First Showing and Second Showing than was scored by the High Ability
Group. As vsed in this study, the Middle Ability Group profited more
from the teaching and discussion period than the High Ability Group.
But with respect to the gains in per cent from the teaching and
discussion period, the Middle Group as was the case with the High
Ability Group, made a substantial gain both graphically and statistic-
ally. The Middle Group also obtained a high degree of mastery on the
Second Showing but 5 P«r cent lower than was scored by the High Ability
Group.

Generally, both statistically and graphically the pictures of both
levels of mental ability are quite similar, with total mean per cents
of the High Ability level someif*hat higher than was made by the Middle
Ability level, but with critical ratio gains varying somewhat.
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GRAPH H
Graph XX. page 136, pictures the resxjlts made by the Low Ability
Group of 61 ninth grade students on the film test on the film "The
House Fly." The scores in mean per cents made by the group on the
Pre-test, First Showing and Second Showing, are somewhat lower in all
three tests, than was made by the High and Middle Ability Groups. On
the Pre-test the group scored a mean per cent of 14«70, indicating
that the group knew already a substantial amount of facts about house
flies before the beginning of the instructional period. On the First
Showing the group scored a mean per cent of 63«70, or a gain in per
cent of 49*00, resulting in a critical ratio of 31«40 between the
two stages. This gain in per cent was a few per cent points lower
than was gained hy the High and Middle Ability groups. However, the
critical ratio of 31.40 is a trifle higher than 31«30 that made by
the High Ability Group. This smaller gain in mean per cent resulting
in a larger critical ratio could be due to error in grouping raw
data, thus creating a large probable error and reducing the critical
ratio which is found by finding the difference in the two means and
dividing that difference by the square root of the sum of the
probable errors squared, or the probable error of the difference
P.E.d. The Low Ability Group gained a worthirtiile, statistically at
least, amount of factual materials from a showing of the film. On
the final or Second Showing the group scored a mean per cent of
86.65> or a gain in per cent over the First Showing of 22.95, re-
sulting in a critical ratio of I3.4O. The Low Ability Group gained
more from the discussion period than was gained by the High Ability

Group, but a few per cent less than was gained by the iliddle Ability
level. But in each of these cases the difference is very alight.
T/ith students of low ability the discussion and teaching period is
needed as 22.95 per cent of factual learning would have been lost
had the film lesson ended with a First Showing stage. The method of
film usage developed in this study was effective with all levels of
mental ability.
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GRAPH m
Graph XXI. page 138 , exhibits the results of the High Ability
Group of 63 ninth grade students in General Science on the film test
on the film "Plant Roots." On the Pre-test the group scored a mean
per cent of 24.00, or almost one-fifth of the possible total score,
indicating that the High Ability Group was quite well informed about
plant roots before the unit of instruction began. On the First Show-
ing the group scored a mean per cent of 55.85, or a gain in per cent
of 31»85, resulting in a critical ratio of 18. 70, high enough for
statistical significance. The showing of the film contributed sub-
stantially to factual learning. On the Second Showing the group
scored a mean per cent of 83.95, or a gain in per cant of 28.10, re-
sulting in a critical ratio of 18.80. With this group and film the
discussion and teaching period made a relatively large contribution
to the factual learning of the group. The method developed for this
study was most effective in aiding or increasing the factual learning
of the High Ability Group.
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GRAPH mi
Graph XXII. page 141, pictures the results of the Middle Ability
Group of 128 ninth grade students in General Science on the film tests
on the film "Plant Roots," On the Pre-test the group scored a mean
per cent of 18,50, or 5 '50 per cent lower than was scored on the
Pre-test by the Hi^ Ability group. The mean per cent made by the
group on the First Showing was 43.40, or a gain in per cent over the
Pre-test of 24.90, resulting in a critical ratio of 22.90, more than
enough for reliability and significance. The High Ability Group scored
on the First Showing a mean per cent of 55.85, or 12.45 per cent higher
than the 43.40 mean per cent scored by the Middle Ability Group. After
a teaching and discussion period the Middle Ability Group scored a
mean per cent of 74«55* or a ^in in per cent of 31«15 over that
scored on the First Showing, resulting in a critical ratio of 22,90,
more than sufficient to insure that a true difference exists between
the First Showing and the Second Showing in the direction of -Uie
Second Showing. The teaching and discussion period was effective
with the Middle Ability Group, as is indicated by the large mean gain
in per cent a^ the gro\ip advanced from the First Showing through the
Second Showing. The results demonstrate the need for additional in-
struction other than a Pre-test and one film presentation. Had the
instructional period ended immediately after the First Showing, the
Middle Ability Group would have achieved an average per cent of
76.95> or just above passing. V/ith the additional instruction period
and a second film showing the groiQ) scored a high degree of mastery

140
or 74«55 per cent. It seems very worthiiriiile to continue the instruc-
tional program for inore nearly complete mastery.
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GRAPH XXIII
Graph XXIII, page 143, presents in bar graph form the results of
the Low Ability Group , consisting of 60 students in General Science,
on the film test on the film "Plant Roots." The group scored a. mean
per cent of 18.25 on the Pre-test. After the screening of the film the
group scored a mean per cent of 37»50, or a gain in per cent of 19»25,
resulting in a critical ratio of 12.30. On the Second Shovdng the
mean per cent made by the group was 65.90, or a gain of 28.40, resulting
in a critical ratio of 15.00. The gain in per cent made by the Low
Ability Group in advancing from the First Showing to the Second Show-
ing was slightly higher than that made by the High Ability Group and
lower than the Middle Ability Group. The mean per cents made by
the Low Ability Group are lower in every case than those made by the
other two ability groups. With each of the ability groups, the teach-
ing period, plus a repeated showing, produced significant factual
learning gains with each of the three ability levels. A mean per cent
of 37.50 made on the First Showing was still too low for a passing
grade. It seems significant that the method used here produced a
low passing grade for the average of the low ability group, the group
almost sure to fail a unit of wrk with traditional methods. Students
with I.Q»s. below 90 are usually considered real school problem cases.
But this method of teaching brought the mean per cent of such a group
to 65.90, passing or near passing*
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" GENERAL CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE RESULTS MADE BY THE ABILITY LEVELS
I. The hi^er mean per cents are always made by the higher ability
levels of students. In this study, the High Ability led both the other
groups in mean per cent at each one of the three stages of instruction,
namely, the Pre-test, First Showing, and Second Showing. This finding
agrees and confirms the conclusions of other studies.
II. With respect to gains in mean per cents there is some variable
results as the groups advanced throygh the three stages of the instruc-
tional program. In "Plant Roots" the greatest gain from the Pre-test to
the First Showing was made by the Hi^ Ability Group followed by the
Middle Group, and lastly by the Lower Ability Group. In the film "Plant
Roots" the greatest gain from Step Two to Step Three was made by the
Middle Ability Group, followed by the Lower Ability Group, then by the
High Ability Group in that order. In the film "The House Fly" the
greatest gain in Step Two was made by the Middle Group followed by the
High Ability Groi^), then by the Low Ability Group. In Step Three, the
greatest gain was made by the Middle Ability Group, follovred by the
Low Ability Group and lastly by the High Ability Group.
III. The amount and nature of gain and the direction of this gain
in mean per cent seems to depend upon several factors, the level of
mental ability, the nature of the film content, and the method of in-
struction used.
IV. In every case investigated in this stu<^ there was produced
a significant rise in the mean per cent through the instructional period
and a repeated showing. The method also produced a significant degree
of mastery with all three groups.

?, The mction picture proved a strong device for imparting
factual learning. This finding agrees with the findings of previous
studies.
VI. Each group pre-tested scored a substantial mean per cent on
the Pre-test, proving a pre-test consideration quite necessary.
1
INTERPRETATION OF GRAPHS GIVING THE RSSULT OF THE CLASSROOM
VERSUS TKE AUDITORIUM GROUPS
GRAPH XXIV
Gr^h XXrV. page 147 , shows the results made on the film, "How
Teeth Grow" by the 1934-35 and 193 5-36 groups of the ninth grade
studerte, each consisting of 238 students and 229 students respectively.
The 1934-35 group scored a mean per cent of 61,05 on the final test,
while the 1935-36 group scored a mean per cent of 39.00 on "Uie same
test. The difference between the two means of 22.05 results in a
critical ratio of 19.40, almost five times that needed for complete
reliability. As in all instances of this study, the classroom group
led. the auditorium .^up with a statistically significant difference.
It is significant to note that the degree of mastery of 39 per cent
seems quite low for group 1935-36, However, the 1934-35 group scored
a rather lew mean per cent of mastery of 61.05, Perhsps the film was
too technical for eighth grade students or the film may have been too
familiar to the students to motivate the students towards greater
effort with respect to their achievement. Classroom technique seems
to have been more effective method insofar as this study is concerned.
It should be pointed out that the film was a silent film as were all
the films in this section of the study.
(;
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According to Graph XXy page 149, the 1934-35 group consisting of 253
Btudents scored a mean per cent of 50,00 on the film test on the film
Tne Blood . Group 1935-36 consisting of 274 students made a mean per cent
of 44,38 on the sane test. Group 1934-35 led group 1935-36 with a diff-
erence in mean per cent of 5,62« resulting in a critical ration of 5,9,
more than sufficient for complete reliability and significance. As In
previous instances, the 1934-35 grotip was superior to the 1935-36 groi:^)
and this superiority was sufficient for statistical significance. Again
the method used with the 1934-35 group proved its superiority over the
method used with the 1935-36 group, indicating that the classroom film
technique proved more effective than the auditorium technique, or the
classroom seems the "best place for group teaching. On this test, neither
group achieved a very high degree of mastery, neither grot:p scoring over
fifth percent on the final test. This film is rather technical in its
content and may have been a "bit difficult for the eighth grade group as
the final test results might indicate, The degree of mastery on any film,
so it seems at least, is dependent to a large extent upon the factual film
content. With the same methodology used in all the films, and with the
same students involved, and taught by the same teacher, nevertheless, the
degree of masteri"- varies with the different films used. On all the films
used in this study the final test results were higher than that achieved
on this film. Naturally, the difficulty of the various films used varied
with respect, at least, to the students' background and training.
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According to Graph XXVI page 151, the 1934^35 group of ninth grade
general science students consisting of 259 students scored a mean per
cent of 76.78 while a similar group of ninth grade 1935-36 sttidents in
general science consisting of 253 students scored a mean per cent, on the
film, Control of Bleeding , of 72,82, or 3,96 per cent points lower than
the first group. This difference resulted in a critical ratio of 4,27,
or enough for complete reliability that a true difference greater than
zero exists. In this instance the 1934^35 group or the Classroom tech-
nique group led the 1935-36 group, or the Auditorium technique group, with
a difference in mean per cent which is statistically significant.
According to this finding. Students of the same social "background,
in the same school grade, and mentally equated, given the sajne training,
will achieve a higher degree of mastery if such instruction is presented
"by the teacher in the regular classroom rather than, in the auditorium
with a large group of students. Ho pre-test data are available for these
two groups on the filn , Control of Bleeding . Again, both groups achieved
a rather high per cent of mastery on the final tests. Both groups were
taught by the intermittent method of film instruction, (Jaite a number
of both groups obtained a perfect score on the factioal film test, 33 of
the 1934-35 group, and 7 of the 1935-36 group. In both groups the dis-
tributions are skewed towards the top of the distribution as might be
e:npected.
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Graph XXVll pa^e 153, gives in visual form the resiilts made "by 273
ninth grade students in general science in group 1934-35, and 256 ninth
grade students in general science in group 1935-36 on the film test on
the film on posture. According to the graph data, the 1934^35 group
scored a mean per cent on the final test of 70,88, while the 1935-^36
group scored on this same test a mean per cent of 69,67, resulting in a
difference in mean per cent between the two groups of 1.21 in favor of
the 1934-35 group. The prohable error of this difference is ,636. The
critical ratio is 1.90, too small for coEiplete statistical reliability.
This critical ratio of 1,90 means that the chances of a true difference
greater than zero between the two mean per cents are 90 chances in 100,
which is not conrpletely reliable, but which seems to show a real trend
or tendency, jLs were the findings with all groups compared, the 1934^
35 group, or the groiip exposed to the classroom technique, led the groi^)
taught through the auditorium technique. However, in this instance, the
difference is not large enough for conrplete reliability or statistical
significance. With respect to the degree of mastery on the film test,
as was the case with all the findings in this investigation, the students
obtained a relatively high degree of efficiency or mastery. According to
this graph, both the classroom and auditorium use of films produced fact-
ual learning. However, it must be remembered that in both classroom and
auditorium technique, study guide sheets were given, based on the film
content. Discussions were allowed through use of the "start and stop"
or intermittent method of film instruction.
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Grraph XXVlll page 156 shows the results nade "by 262 ninth grade
students in the 1934-35 group, aJid 255 ninth grade students in the
1935-36 group on the film test on Carhon Monoxide* No pre-test scores
are available, hence only the final test results are given, According
to the graph the 1934-35 group scored a laean per cent of 77,25 on the
final test, while the 1935-36 group scored a mean per cent of 63.15 on
the final test. It is assumed that the two gxoxtps knew ahout the same
amount relative to the content of the film "before the film lesson pre-
sentation since "both groups were from the s ame community, were in the
same school grade, studied the same units of work in the same school and
under the same teacher. Mentally, the mental test results indicate no
statistically significant difference "between the two groups. Therefore,
any tru^ difference in the mean per cents of this group is due to some
definite factor or factors other than those already mentioned.
The difference "between the two mean per cent of the two groups is
14.10 per cent. The pro"bahle error of this difference is ,892. Dividing
the difference in mean per cents hy the pro"ba'ble error of this difference
results in a critical ratio of 15,8, or almost four times that needed to
indicate complete relia"bility of a true difference greater than zero and
always in favor of the 1934-35 group.
The conclusion from the data is that the 1934-35 group led the 1935-
36 group with a statistically significant difference in mean per cent.
This difference was due to difference in film technique or methodology.
From the data of the graph it may "be concluded that the method of film
instruction used in teaching the 1934-35 group produced a greater degree of

laastery with respect to factual learning than was produced through the
method used with the 1935-36 group. Since the fundamental difference
in methodology was classroom instruction and film presentation with the
1934-35 group as cocipared with the auditorium film lesson covering the
same study guide questions on the same film content, it would seem that
in the light of those findings, the results are significant in favoring
the classroom film technique over the auditorium film lesson. The nat-
ural plax:e for instruction has "been the classroom, a factor which seems
significant with respect to the findings.
The degree of mastery achieved by the two groups seems to coaipare
favorably with the general findings of the entire study with respect to
the degree of mastery on the various films used in this investigation.
Through "better methods of film usage the effectiveness of films is
increased significantly.
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On the film, Bacteria , according to Graph XXIX page 158 a group
of 1934-35 ninth grade students in general science consisting of 246
students scored a mean per cent of 83, 35, vdiile a similar group of
ninth grade students in general science during 1935-36 scored a mean
per cent of 83.19 on the same test. The resulting difference in mean
per cent of the two groups is .16, resulting in a critical ratio of ,25,
which is too small for statistical significance. However, it does nean
that there are 57 chances in IOC that there exists a true difference
greater than zero. This is slightly dore than a fiftv-fifty chance and
hence, no conclusion can "be cade with respect to the superiority of one
group over the other.
However, a very high degree of mastery resulted for both groups.
A degree of mastery over 80 per cent would seem sufficiently high to
attest to the success of the methods used in stimulating the factual
learning of students. Even though the difference in mean per cent
"between the ti70 groups is too small for statistical significance, never-
theless, the 1934-35 group, or the Classroom group method produced a
somewhat greater gain than the Auditorium method which used the same
intermittent method.
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GRAPH XXX
The comparison between the mean gains in per cent made by the
1934-35 and the 1935-36 groups shows, according to Graph XXX, page
16C^ the superiority of the 1934-35 group with respect to the mean
gains achieved from the fi]l.m technique. The resulting critical ratio
is over tv/ice as large as that necessary to indicate complete re-
liability of a true difference in favor of the first group. Graph
XXXIII, page 165, shows these two groups to be very nearly equal
with respect to the mean per cents made on the pre-tests. There-
fore, any difference in mean gains is not due to some radical
difference in the initial stages of the learning status of the
groups compared, but seem to be due to the instructional program.
The classroom technique mithod seems to show its superiority, both
with respect to mean trains and to the degree of mastery on the
final film tests.
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Graph XXXI
According to G-raph XXXI, page 162, the 1934-35 group led the 1935-
35 group with a 4,1 superiority in percent with respect to the mean
gains made on the film, Bacteria. The mean gain for each group was
found ty finding the difference "between the pre-test scores and the
final test scores and then computing the means of these differences. The
Criticsd ratio resulting from the difference "between the two means "be-
tween groups 1934-55, and 1935-36 was 5,38, or great enough to indicate
as true difference greater than zero in favor of the 1934-35 group. The
1934-35 group, or the classroom technique group led the 1935-36, or the
auditorium technique gvovf) with respect to mean gains from the pre-test
to the final test, and in the degree of mastery o"btaincd on the final
test. This finding shows the superiority of the classroom technique
over the auditorium technique. It should "be noticed that each group
gained 3u"bstantially in factual learning from the methods used.
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Graph XXXII page 164 shows a picture of the comparative mean
gains made by groups 1934-35 and 1935-36 in the film "The Blood."
The first group proves again its superiority over the second groi:^)
with a difference resulting in a critical ratio of 7 •90, large
enough for complete reliability. The 1934-35 group proved its
superiority with respect to mean gains in per cent and also with
respect to the degree of master^'- on the final tests. This superior-
ity was achieved in spite of the fact that the 1934-35 group was
inferior in its achievement in the pre-test. This finding would
seem to strengthen materially the conclusion that the classroom
technique used with the 1934-35 group was superior to the auditorium
technique as used with the 1035-36 group.
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Pre-test data on the film on "Posture" indicate, according to
Graph 2XXIII, page 166, a very slight difference between the two
groups. A critical ratio of 2,98 is only relatively significant.
Again the 1935-36 group led the 1934-35 group on the pre-test
achievements. Hence, the superiority of the 1934-35 group cannot
be due to a greater knowledge of the film content before the initial
film "oresentation. On the final tests the 1934-35 group was
superior, and also with respect to mean gains in per cent. The
data presented here seem to demonstrate the -superiority of the
classroom technique over the auditorium technique. On all final
tests the classroom technique group achieved a higher, in most
cases statistically significant, over the auditorium technique
group.
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Interpretation of the Findings of the Classroom
Method versus the Auditorium Method
The resiilts are statistically significant in favor of the class-
room showings. This does not say that the xise of films in the
auditorium is not worthwhile • This study does show that the results
obtained in the classroom with these films by the Intermittent Method
are constantly better than the results obtained in the auditorium
when all other controllable factors are equal.
The story-type film that requires less preparation and carries
its own plot may lend itself very well to audit oriijm use. The use
of educational films to adalt audiences for adult education or for
mass education with less expected efficiency might be well carried
out in the auditorium instead of in individusd classrooms with the
usual nunfcer of about 35 students. V/e need further studies in
methods of using educational motion pictures in adult education to
tell us the expected efficiency we might realize by using films with
adult groups.
In analysing the possible reasons why the auditorium use of
educational films by the same method was not as efficient as the
classroom use of the same film by the same method, the experimenter
may point to the factor that in the auditorium one teacher tried to
do the work of eight teachers with the resulting inefficiency that
would be expected from such a task. The discipline in the auditor-
ium was never as good as it was in the classroom. Even with the
advanced assignment of specific seats and every care taken to
eliminate discipline problems, the attitude of the pupils in the

auditorium was different than is usually observed in the same pupils
in the classroom. There seams to be a carry-over of the theatre at-
mosphere to the school auditorium. It was difficult to keep the
pupils from talking to one another. The pupils were not as comfort-
able in their note-taking while sitting in auditorium seats without
desks as they were in the classroom. The auditorium is frequently
used for entertainjiient purposes and may proji^t a different attitude
on the part of students than is usual in the classroom. The
auditorium is not the accepted place of serious learning for pupils.
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Graph XXXIV
The assunrption was made that the two groups of students used in
this part of this investigation knew, previous to the study, appro2>-
imately the sane amount of facts ahout the film content, Pre-test
data were available for the film on Bacteria. According to Graph XXXIV,
page 170 the 1935-36 groxip led the 1934-35 group with a difference res-
ulting in a critical ratio of 3,90, relatively significant. In every
instance, the 1934-35 group led the 1935-36 group, both in its mean
gains in per cent, and in the degree of mastery achieved on the final
tests. The superiority of the 1934-35 grotip is very unlikely to ta due
to superiority on the pre-test as this graph indicates. The findings
pictured here would seem to strengthen the conclusion that the techni-
que used with the 1934-35 gror:^ was more effective than the one used
with the 1935-36 group.
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GRAPH XXXV
Graph XXXV, page 172, presents the pictiire obtained from compar-
ing the results of the two groups on the pre-test of the film "The
Blood." According to this data both groups were fairly well equated
with respect to their knowledge on the film content previous to the
film lesson. However, the difference in mean per cents made by the
two groups resylts in a critical ratio of 6.70, more than enough to
establish the existence of a true difference greater than zero. The
1935-36 siroup led the 1934-35 group on the pre-test, but on the final
test and with respect to mean gains achieved, the 1934-35 has led in
every instance. This finding strengthens the conclusion that the
classroom technique v^as superior to the auditorium technique,
particularly when it produced a greater mean gain in per cent on the
part of the group which in the beginning knew the le ss about the
film content.
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GRAPH IXXMJ
One of the important considerations of this studs'- is to have as
nearly as is possible equated groups with respect to mental ability
level. Graph XXXVI, page 174, shows a comparison of the mean I.Q's.
for groups 1934-35, and 1935-36. The graph indicates clearly the
closeness between the two groups in their mean I.Q's. The critical
ratio between the two groups is 1,28, or too small for any high de-
gree of reliability that there exists any true difference between
the two groups in their mental ability. It seems important to point
out that the two groups used in this study were equated with respect
to mental ability, and that each of the groups consisted of average
students with mean I.Q's. just about average or at the hundred
marie. Hence, any differences in achievement between the two groups
is not likely due to the fact that one group was markedly superior
to the other in mental ability, or to the fact that both groups
consisted of superior students. The two groups seemed to be average
Plinth grade groups as one might expect to find in any city school
system where students were not classified according to homogeneous
groupings.
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CHAPm IV
SIM/AHY AND CONCLUSIONS
This stucjy set out to compcire the relative efficiency of two
methods of using Educational Films
:
1« The preparation versus the non-preparation
method
2. The classroom group versus the auditorium
group using the Intermittent Method.
In testing the relative efficienqr of the non-preparation and
preparation methods, three steps were established in the teaching
of ninth grade General Science classes.
Step one was a Pre-test
Step two was a First Showing of the film without
preparation
Step three was a Second Showing of the same film
after the class was prepared for its study with a
list of directing questions
In testing the relative efficiency of teaching a classroom
group versus teaching an auditorium group with the Intermittent
Method the study attenpted to determine if the size of the class
influenced the resulting learning. Nine eighth grade regular size
classroom groups each taught individually were compared with nine
eighth grade classroom groups taught as a single unit in the
auditorium. The individual classes comprised the eighth grade of
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the year 1934-35* The Auditorium group consisted of the class
1935-36. The study utilized the generally used statistical
procedures.
The following conclusions are dictated by the experimental evi-
dence: -
I. Viithin the scope of this investigation the size of the class
or group being taught affects the learning achievement of the students.
In every instance of this e3q3eriment , the same methodology produced
a higher degree of mastery vdth the small, or classroom group.
II. The Pre-test results show the necessity of a consideration
of what pupils know relative to an instructional unit, previous to
the instructional period, if one wishes to measure the actual amount
of learning due to any one methodology.
III. The Educational motion picture proved to be an effective
instructional device for increasing factual learning. This con-
clusion confirms the findings of other investigations.
IV. The hi^er ability groups achieved the greatest scores in
the three steps of the instructional method; i.e., the hi^er ability
groups achieved the higher mean per cent on the Pre-test, First
Showirg and Second ShowiiTg. The middle intelligent groups achieved
a higher mean per cent than the low ability groups on the Pre-test,
First Showing and Second Showing. The low ability group in some
instances gained a higher mean per cent than either of the other
higher ability levels.
V. In no instance in this study did the method of merely show-
ing a film give a satisfactory learning resvilt to warrant stopping

the instructional period at this step,
VI. In all inebances in this experiment the ajnount of time spent
in Step Three of the instructional plai i^iiich directed the students'
stuc^y of the film with directing questions brought significant learn-
ing results.
VII. As a limitation on this study, it should be noted that
the subjects studied were problem and appreciation subjects, while
the testing done was factual or drill type testing. Factual
knovdedge can be tested most easily, but may not be as important
as other possible outcomes in the teaching of problem and apprecia-
tion units, ConclusioDiS in this study are limited to the results
of testing for factual knowledge.

F. Problems for Future Research
As a result of a review of the literature, an acquaintance with
the problems in the field of Visual Education, and of this investiga-
tion, the writer lists the following problems for future research:
1. What are the factors making up educational motion pictures
that cause some films to be more efficient in their teaching than other
films?
2. What school topics lend themselves for motion picture
production.
3. Yvhat school topics are desirable for the production of
sound motion pictures,
4» There is a need for a measuring device to determine the
affect motion pictures have upon the emotions of students.
5. There is need for setting up standards for research in
the study of methods to make valid comparisons of one study with pre-
ceding studies.
6. How much teaching efficiency should be sought with the
use of motion pictures?
7. At what point does the law of diminishing returns begin
to function.
8. What is the possible efficiency of showing films to
adult audiences?
9. What is the optimum time for the use of a film in the
teaching of a lesson? Does this vary with the make-up of the film?
10. In the use of films with large groups is the possible

^eacher econojny sufficient to offset the loss in teaching efficiency?
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DIRECTINO QUESHONS FOR THE STUBl OF THE MOTION PICTURE
"PLANT ROOTS" 1 REEL SOUND ERPI
!• What ave the three essential parts of a self-sustaining
plant?
2* What two purposes do plant roots serve?
3* In what way are the leaves helpful to plants?
4* In what way is the stem helpful to plants?
5. Define a tap root and give an exan^jle of one.
6» Define a facicled root and give an example of one,
7. Define a fibrous root and give an example of one,
8. In what direction do main roots grow?
9« At what portion of the main root does the most rapid
growth take place?
10, '^fiha.t purpose is served by the root cap?
11, How does the growing root react to bright light?
12, How does the growing root react to being placed in a
horizontal position?
13, How does the growing root react to rock in its path of
growth?
14« How does the growing root react to a substance like
copper?
15» How does the removal of the root cap affect the ability
of a plant root to avoid a poisonous substance like
copper?
16. What purpose do large main roots serve?
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-.17. '/That is the name of the living substance flowing
through root hairs?
18. What is the name of the process "by which root hairs
absorb food and water from the soil?
19» How are carbohydrates manufactured in the plant?
20« Define the terms annual, biennial, and perennial.
i
DIRECTING QUESTIONS FOR THE STUDY OF "THE HOUSE FLY" 1 REEL SOUND
ERPI
1. Why is the house fly an objectionable visitor?
2. Vliliat is meant by the life cycle of the house fly?
3. Of what importance is a knowledge of the life cycle of any
insect?
/f. What are the four stages of the life cycle of the house fly?
5. V/here does the house fly lay its eggs?
6. About how many eg)-;s are laid in a cluster?
7. How many clusters of eggs are laid by each female house fly?
8. How long does it take for the eggs to hatch?
9. How long are the larvae?
10. On what do the maggots or larvae feed?
11. How do maggots react to sunlight?
12. How long does the insect spend in the larvae stage?
13. How long does the insect usually spend in the pupa stage?
14 » How does the insect spend the winter?
15. How does the insect work its way up through the soil?
16. How many eyes does the house fly have?
17. How does the housefly eat solid food?
18. What two diseases are usually carried by the house fly?
19. What three ways may we use in the home to control the insect?
20. What may the community do to control the house fly?

2. FILM TESTS
iI
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TEST OF FILM "PLANT ROOTS" 1 REE3L SQTM)
ERPI COMPANY
1. The three essential parts of a self sustaining plant are:
1.
2.
3.
2. ViJhat two purposes do the roots serve:
1.
2.
3. The leaves are helpful to the plant because they
4« The stems are helpful to the plant because they
5» Define a tap root and give an example of one:
6. Define a practical root and give an example of one:
7. Define a fibrous root and give an example of one:
8. Main roots grow in what direction:
9» The most rapid growth of the main root is at what part
10. The root cap serves what purpose:
11, The growing root reacts to bright light by
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12. The growing root reacts to being placed in a horizontal position
by
13. The grovdng root reacts to rocks in its way by
14« The growing root reacts to a poisonous substance like copper
by .
15. If the root tip is removed and the growing root meets a substance
like copper •wrtiat would be the result
________________________________
16. What purpose do large main roots serve:
17» The name of the living substance seen flowing in root hairs is
18. The name of the process by which the root absorbs food and water
from the soil is
,
19. Carbohydrates are manufactured in the following way:
____________
20. Definte: annual:
biennial:
perennial
:

TEST OF FIDI "THE HOUSE FLY" 1 REEL SOUND
ERPI COMPAT^Y
1. The four stages of the life cycle of the house fly are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
2. The house fly usually lays its eggs in
3. The number of eggs in each batch laid are
4* The number of batches of eggs usually laid by each female
are
5» The length of time it takes for the eggs to hatch is
6. The length of time the insect reiuains a maggot is
7. The length of time the insect remains a pupa is
8. Yihat two diseases are aJ-inost always spread by the house fly:
1.
2.
9. What three things can you do in the home to help control the
house fly:
1.
2.
3.
10. The most important single method of controlling the house fly
is:
i
TEST OF FI121 "BACTERIA" 1 REEL SILENT
EASTMAN CLASSROOM FILM
(Fill in the blanks vrith words selected from those in parentheses)
1. Bacteria are the smallest ^known. (Anijoals, Plants,
Fish)
2. Individual bacteria ^be seen with the naked eye.
(can, cannot)
3. Colonies of bacteria can be seen with the naked
eye. (sometimes, always, never)
4. Bacteria grow most rapidly in: 1. 2.
3. places, (warm, moist, sunshine, dark, dry, cold.)
5. Bacteria increase under proper conditions.
(rapidly, slowly)
6. Bacteria may be by great heat, (increased,
killed, split in two)
7. Bacteria are fomd (only in air, almost every-
where, nowhere, except in water.)
8. \'lben a substance contains bacteria it is said
to be sterile, (many, no, some.)
9. Most bacteria are (harmful, harmless, helpful)
10. Only a few bacteria are (harmful, harmless, help-
ful)
11. There are three common shapes of bacteria called "Cocci",
"Baccili," and "Spirilla." Can you label these pictures?

12. Bacteria in good drinking water are (hamful,
harmless, helpful)
13. Bacteria which change cider to vinegar are (harm-
ful, hp.rniless, helpful)
14. Usually the bacteria in the air are (harmful,
har.TLLess, helpfxal)
15. Bacteria which cause disease to spread are (harmful,
harmless, helpf\il)
(Apnly what you have learned and mark these statements true or false )
16. We shovild let sionlight shine into our homes as much as possible
in order to reduce the nuniDer of bacteria
.
17. There are naturally some bacteria in our food, .
18. V/e want as many bacteria as possible in our food. .
19. Even though your hands look clean they should be washed before
handling food. .
20. Flies carry bacteria. .
21. Md-lk should be kept in a cold place because bacteria multiply
rapidly there. .
22. We should avoid putting pencils, fingers, and other objects in
our mouths becavise of the bacteria on these objects,
.
23. We can make water sterile by boiling it. .
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24. It is necessary to have drinking water ster-iJ.e.
25. We are continuollv siirroimded by countless nurnbers of bacteria
most of which are either harmless or helpful,

ANS^VERS TO TEST ON IkIOTION PICTURE "13ACTERIA"
1. Plants
2. Cannot
3. Sometines
4. Warn, moist, dark
5. Rapidly
6. Killed
7« Almost everywhere
8. No
9. Harmless
10. Harmful
11. -Bacilli SpirDJLla Cocci
12. Harmless
13. Helpful
14. Harmless
15. Harmfull
16. True
17. True
18. False
19. True
20. True
21. False
22. True
23. True 24. False
198
25. True
II
i
TEST OF Fmi "THE BLOOD" 1 REEL SH.]'":^:?
SAST:vIAN CLASSROOM FILM
(Fill 5n the correct word or words in the spaces provided)
1. The blood is separated into plasma and bloodcells by a machine
called
.
2, The olasma cOiHes to the because it is
3. The appearance of pla-^ma is
4. The percentage of water in plasma is
5. The percentage of solids in plasma is
6. The percentage of salts in nlasma is
7. Proteins dissolved in the plasma can be separated froa it by
8« The salts are obtained from the plasma by
9» In preparing a sample of the blood cells, the structure of the
ce.lls is made more plain by
_____________________________________
lO- The most numerous of the bleed cells are the
11. The red blood corpuscles are made in
12. The doctor mfl,kes use of the red blood corpuscles as an
indicator of
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13. Ether is used to separate from the red blood cor^^uscles a f=ub-
stance called .
14. Red blood corpuscles are useful for
15. Some white blood corpuscles are useful for
16. Platelets are useful for
17. People who haven't enough red blood corpuscles are called
18. The average niiinber of red blood corpuscles in a cubic inlj.liineter
of blood is about
.
19. The average number of white blood corpuscles in a cubic millimeter
of blood is about
.
20. The blood serves as a in the
body.
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ANSl'ffiRS TO QUESTIONS ON FIIM "THE BLOOD" 1 REEL Sn.ENT
EASTIAAN CLASSROOM Fllii
1. Centrifuge
2. Top Lighter
3. Light or watery
4. 90 per cent
5. 10 per cent
6. 1 per cent
7. Heat
8. Evaporation or heating
9. Staining
10. Red blood corpuscles
11. The red marrow of the bones
12. Health
13 * Hemoglobin
14. Carrj'-ing Oxygen
15. Killing bacteria
16. Clotting the blood
17 . Aneniic
18. 5,000,000
19. 5,000
20. Carrier

TEST OF FILM "CARBON MONOXIDE — THE UNSEEN DANGER"
(1 REEL SILENT) U. S. BUREAU OF MINES
Name three characteristics of the gas Carbon Monoxide:
1.
2.
3.
How was the garage door shut?
?/hat coiomand did the boy give his mother v*ien he discovered
his father overcome by gas?
VJhat three things did the boy do?
1.
2.
3.
Wnen the doctor was called, what order did he give the mother?
How long was the oxygen inhalor used?
____________________
After the father was revived, the doctor advised the following
treatment
What two things saved the father?
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9. List two "don'ts" in the handling of an automobile to prevent
being overcsome by Carbon Monoxide gas:
1.
2.
10. List three other possible ways of beins overcome by Carbon
Monoxide gas:
1.
2*
3.
1
ANSWERS TO TEST ON MOTION PICTURE "CARBON IiONOXIDE~THE UNSEEN DANGER»»
1. Colorless, odorless, tasteless.
2. Wind.
3. Get a doctor quickly.
4. Opened the doors, took father out, and applied artificial respira-
tion,
5. Call the Fire Department and ask for an oxygen inhaler.
6. 30 minutes.
7. Put to bed, kept quiet and warm.
8. Immediate discovery and prompt action.
9. Never run engine in closed garage;
never get under car when engine is running.
10. Broken rubber tubing:
gas heaters in small rooms
j
food boiling over on gas stoves.
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TEST OF FILM "FIRST AID" ~ GCNTROL OF BLEKDIMG" (|- REEL SILW)
EASTMAN CLASSROOM FILM
1. In which blood vessels does the blood flow away from the heart:
2. The blood flows steadily and slowly through the
3. The blood flows in pulses through the
4. Describe the place where you would apply pressure in case of
artificial bleeding
5. On what parts of the body may the tourniquet be applied effective-
ly?
6. If a tourniquet is used, what precaution is necessary?
7. What two steps do you take to control venous bleeding?
8. In what position should the arm or leg be to help stop venous
bleeding?
9. In any case of serious bleeding how should the patient be kept?
10. In which blood vessels does the blood flow toward the heart?

(Answer the foUoindng questions by placing the corresponding number
on the diagram to the right on the spot where you would apply
pressure to stop Weeding at the point mentioned in each question)
11. To control arterial bleeding for wound in lower
arm,
12. To control arterial bleeding on the side
of head,
13. To control arterial bleeding on the
face.
14. To control arterial bleeding around
the shoulder,
15. To control arterial bleeding from
the leg.

ANSl'ffiRS TO TEST ON MOTION PICTUItE "FIRST AID—CONTROL OF BLEEDING"
1. Arteries.
2. Veins.
3. Arteries.
4. Between the v.ound and the heart.
5. Arras and legs.
6. Must be loosened about every 15 or 20 minutes.
7. A sterile compress bandaged over the wound and manual pressure
applied over the wound outside the bandage.
8. Should be raised.
9. Quiet and warm.
10. Veins.

TEST OF FUM "HOVJ TEETH HRCW" 1 REEL SILENT
EAST?/IAN CI,ASSROOM Fllill
1. The three uses of teeth are:
a.
b.
c.
2. The two sets of teeth are called:
b.
3. How many teeth are in the first set:
4. How many teeth are in the second set:
5. The teeth vrtiich have a sharp cutting edge used to cut food are
called:
6. The teeth having pointed tusks used to hold food for tearing are
called:
7. The tfleth having broad, roughed surfaces for grinding food are
called:
8. The part of the tooth which is outside the gums is called the:
9. The part which fits into the socket in the bone that is covered
by the gum tissues is called:
10. The end of the root is called:
11. The place of un.5.on between the crown and the root is known
as:
12. The surface of the tooth which is used for cutting or grinding

is knovoi as:
13. The enamel which covers the crown is composed of
14. The dentine vriiich makes up the bulk of the tooth is:
15. The cementum which covers the root is bone-like in structure and
is:
16. The nerves and bloodvessels are located in:
17. The proper food should be rich in:
a.
b.
c.
IS. At what age do you begin to get temporary teeth?
19, At what age do you begin to get permanent teeth?
20. At "v^iat age do you stop getting permanent teeth?
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AmmS ID QUESTIONS CN FID,! "HOv TEiLTH OROV;" 1 REEL SILENT
EASTMAN CLASSROOM FILM
1. a. Helps chew food
b. Aid clear speech
c. Helps give form to the face
2. a. Temporary
b. Permanent
3. Twenty
4. Thirty-two
5. Incisors
6. Cuspid or canine
7. Bicuspid and molars
8. The crown
9. The root
10. The apex
11. The neck
12. The inciscel edge
13. 2/3 inorganic or mineral — 1/3 organic or animal
14. 1/3 mineral or inorganic — 2/3 animal or organic
15. 2/3 mineral or inorganic — 1/3 animal or organic
16. Center of the tooth
17. Calcium Vitamines Phosphorous
18. Five months
19. Five years
20. 17 - 26

TEST OF FILM "POSTURE" 1 liEEL- SILENT
JiAST>vlAM CLASSROOM FIM
FALSS (If a statement is correct underline T, if false under-
line F)
F In sitting the hips must be put well back in the chair so
that the vieight of the trunk and head can be properly
supported,
F If your shoulders are straight, the muscles are in balance.
F ¥/hen you are ready to make an extreme effort, the body is
not in perfect poise.
F For a good standing position hay« the feet slightly apart
and toes pointing straight ahead.
F In good posture the chin, abdomen, and toes are in a
vertical line,
F The straighter your shoulders, the less air you can breathe
into your lungs,
F Posture reveals character.
F In writing the body should bend from the hips,
F Slouchiness is a good habit,
F The value of good posture is seen in appearance, health,
and athletic accomplishment.

MATCHING
spirometer straight back bone
sagging abdominal muscles good lungs
even shoulders Helen Wills
tennis p]-ayer Pershing
expanded chest measures breathing
a general faulty elimination
COMPLETION
1. The best kind of shoes to wear are those with heels.
2. An athlete has posture.
3. A way to test good posture is to see whether you can carry a
on your head.
4. Carrying heavy things always by the same hand makes the shoulders
5. In good standing position the ankle, knee, hip, shoulder, and
are in a vertical lino.
i
ANSVffiRS TO TEST ON MOTION PICTURE "POSTURE"
1. True
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. False
6.. False
7. False
8. Tnie
9. False
10. True
HATCHING
1 3
2 5
3 4
4 6
5 1
6 2
COIiCPLETION
1 . low
2. good
3. bean bag
4. uneven
5. ear

3. RAW SCORES BY GROUPS

MOTION PICTURE "PLANT ROOTS'
TABLE OF I.Q'S. AND
Number I.Q. PRETEST
SCORES
JL
o 12Q 2'?
q 1?7J-< I 10
1.
CJ 60
A\3 121
7
f
121 20
o 120 ^0
o7
J-v/ J—LO
1. 1. n ftL I.O
1 2 117 32
13 114 kO
14 113 21
15 109 20
16 108 0
17 108 3
18 107 20
19 101 49
20 101 5
.E II
' 1 REEL SOUND ERPI COMPANY
SCORES FOR CLASS 9-1
1ST. SHOWING 2ND. SHOVING
SCORES SCORES
57 90
55 90
37 80
75 85
77 100
60 85
52 85
70 95
50 85
37 90
60 95
77 95
75 80
46 65
72 80
42 85
45 95
51 95
76 90
40 52
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- 21 99 35 50 87
22 99 32 72 90
23 95 0 51 90
24 91 10 30 75
25 89 10 50 75

TABLE III
MOTION PICTURE "PLANT ROOTS" 1 REEL SOUND ERPI COMPANY
TABLE OF I.Q'S. AND SCORES FOR CLASS 9-2
Number I.Q. PRETEST 1ST. SHOV/ING 2ND. SHOWING
SCORES SCORES SCORES
1 148 20 65 90
2 144 40 80 95
3 133 29 57 80
4 132 20 33 80
5 129 15 50 90
6 127 37 65 90
7 126 35 40 85
8 123 27 55 75
9 123 10 52 95
10 120 10 57 87
11 117 30 45 85
12 116 30 80 85
13 115 13 35 70
14 113 37 37 82
15 109 0 37 67
16 107 37 45 65
17 104 17 30 80
18 104 15 50 82
19 103 27 62 90
20 102 0 25 70
21 101 7 57 72
I
22 97 23 42 82
23 96 20 50 62
24 94 25 47 75
25 90 12 30 85
26 89 24 45 90
27 84 22 65 90
28 75 37 40 75

TABLE IV
MOTION PICTURE "PLANT ROOTS" 1 REEE. SOUND ERPI COivIPANy
TABLE OF I.Q'S. kW SCORES FOR CLASS 9 -3
Number I.Q. PRETEST 13T. SHOWING 2ND. SHOl'ilNG
SCORES SCORES S(
1 122 27 57 87
2 119 17 52 92
3 112 17 72 80
4 111 1 40 65
5 105 20 43 85
6 105 10 15 67
7 99 17 47 70
8 99 27 45 90
9 99 15 32 65
10 98 8 35 65
11 97 40 55 65
12 96 55 40 65
13 94 7 32 55
14 90 5 42 67
15 89 7 32 45
16 87 32 52 95
17 87 32 40 77
18 86 10 45 75
19 85 7 37 52
20 85 13 32 85
21 84 5 35 70
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22 78 0 45 85
23 78 10 25 67
24 77 12 35 90
25 78 7 27 60
26 106 0 10 55
27 97 5 30 87
28 93 35 60 90

TABLE V
MOTION PICTURE "PLi^J^T ROOTS" 1 RERI. SOUND ERPI COLff'ANY
TABLE OF I.Q»3. AND SCORES PGR CLASS 9-4
Number PRETEST
SCORES
1 130 36
2 120 28
3 119 17
4 112 6
5 110 25
6 109 25
7 107 15
8 106 42
9 105 5
10 104 37
11 104 37
12 100 17
13 100 27
14 99 7
15 98 10
16 98 17
17 98 37
18 94 30
19 94 26
20 94 0
1ST. SHO?:iNG 2ND. SHOWING
SCORES SCORES
60 83
52 75
55 82
50 52
47 70
40 50
40 60
60 67
35 47
50 75
42 60
55 72
50 62
25 45
65 77
57 83
47 65
53 75
45 52

21 94 15 42 60
22 93 32 45 52
23 91 10 70 75
24 91 20 48 67
25 90 25 47 55
26 88 8 40 63
27 83 37 45 57
28 82 26 47 72
29 24 40 65
30 no 10 40 45
i
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TABLE VI
MOTION PICTURE "PLANT ROOTS" 1 REEL SOUND ERPI COMPANY
TABLE OF T n»3. AI^JD SCORES FOR CMSS 9-5
Number I.Q. PRETEST
SCORES
1ST. SHOWING
SCORES
21^. SHOWING
-L 17X f A.5 72
2 128 15 65 Qfi
126 15x^ 50
u 7 37> * 87
c
p 1
0
LCit+KJ QO
A 27 50
7 108 16 Q5
107 27 A.7 Q2
q7 107 1?x<. 37 Q57?
1 nJLv/ 1 07 1 7 1,9 7J
1 OA <-? QO
12 106 32 Q2
13 105 10 82
u 105 35 67 90
15 104 1 50 95
16 103 20 50 95
17 102 16 30 90
18 101 37 52 95
19 101 15 50 80
20 101 8 37 100

21 100 45 55 72
22 100 54 47 87
23 98 32 50 90
24 97 32 32 77
25 94 14 37 75
74 e? o(
27 94 15 42 100
28 91 12 22 55
29 82 17 45 95
30 76 10 25 80
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TABLE VII
MOTION PICTURE "PLANT ROOTS" 1 REEL SOUND ERPI COMPANY
TABLE OF I.Q'S. AND SCORES FOR CLASS 9-6
Number I.Q, DETEST 1ST. SHOVING 21© . SHOVING
SCORES SCORES SCORES
1 142 15 47 60
2 139 17 65 85
3 125 17 62 62
4 123 5 50 67
5 123 6 55 70
6 123 30 40 65
7 118 32 50x^ 62
8 113 20 45 65
9 111 5 40 62
10 109 10 AO 50
11 108 37 70 85
12 101 10 40 82
13 99 5 50 65
14 96 10 47 60
15 95 5 65 75
16 95 13 37 55
17 93 25 47 75
18 92 3 17 17
19 92 5 42 70
20 91 32 37 45
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21 88 10 55 57
22 86 30 52 65
23 83 20 15 77
24 82 5 25 62
ft*?op on
26 83 n 37 52
27 101 15 45 52
28 114 10 57 87
29 98 3 25 45
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TABLE VIII
MOTION PICTURE "PLANT ROOTS" 1 REEL SOUND ERPI COMPANY
TABLE OF I.Q'S. AND SCORES FOR CLASS '9-7
fumber I.Q. PRETEST 1ST. SHOVaNG 2ND. SHOl
SCORES SCORES SCORE
1 139 37 65 95
2 123 35 52 75
3 115 27 42 90
4 114 10 50 80
5 113 15 55 90
6 108 15 50 70
7 108 5 35 90
8 107 12 30 77
9 106 5 42 90
10 104 10 17 87
11 104 15 32 85
12 104 10 40 80
13 102 25 47 72
14 101 40 65 87
15 101 0 45 60
16 97 0 35 70
17 QO 27 60 85
18 92 20 30 67
19 88 30 37 85
20 87 50 70 77
I
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21 86 3 47 57
22 85 37 60 77
23 80 10 10 82
24 73 15 42 75
25 96 25 35 77

TABLE IX
MOTION PICTURE "PLANT ROOTS" 1 REEL SOUND ERPI COMPANY
TABLE OF I.Q«S. AND SCORES FOR CLASS 9-3
Number I.Q, PRETEST 1ST. SHOWING 2m, SHOWING
SCORES SCOP.ES SCORES
1 123 6 72 40
2 117 8 60 37
3 112 3 48 60
4 94 17 37 60
5 93 5 37 65
6 93 5 57 87
7 92 12 42 40
8 92 20 42 60
9 92 10 38 40
10 91 10 28 55
11 91 31 60 80
12 90 15 55 75
13 89 7 52 35
14 89 10 35 62
15 86 1 30 57
16 86 20 32 52
17 85 5 20 50
18 82 6 8 17
19 81 6 3S 45
20 80 15 40 47
1i
21 80 1 38 50
22 78 0 10 42
23 75 8 15 47
104 5 40 47
25 97 32 52 70
26 75 10 35 40
27 105 15 52 70
28 86 20 35 62

TABLE X
MOTION PICTURE "PIANT ROOTS" 1 HEEL SOUND ERPI COMPANY
TABLE OF I.Q'3. AND SCORES FOR aASS 9-9
Number I.Q. PRETEST 1ST. SHOV/ING 2ND. SHOWING
SCORES SCORES SCORES
1 116 45 47 82
2 105 10 23 45
3 103 26 27 75
4 103 5 52 77
5 101 35 56 75
6 101 27 40 75
7 96 3 18 35
8 96 3 20 60
9 94 15 35 67
10 93 3 22 47
11 93 0 32 80
12 93 3 30 65
13 91 5 25 60
14 90 0 25 50
15 87 15 30 65
16 87 7 20 45
17 84 5 5 45
18 82 22 40 95
19 81 10 40 62
20 79 13 35 62

xu 45
HAfo 5U 85
4f
24 75 7 30 67
25 76 20 15 57
26 71 7 25 75
27 66 25 33 75
28 113 28 60 85
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liCTION PICTUEE "THE HOUSE HY" 1 EEEL SOUHD EEPI COUPAFY
MLE 0? I, and SCORES FOR CLASS 9-1
lifumTD^r PRETEST 1ST. SttoV,1WC- 21©, SHOWIHG
SCORES SCORES sees
2 129 13 75 100
<j 127 20 35 100
4 123 23 46 73
5 123 18 80 100
6 121 15 70 100
7 121 0 85 100
8 120 7 80 100
9 119 16 85 100
10 118 20 75 100
11 118 20 75 100
12 117 18 77 100
13 114 18 41 100
14 113 3 67 100
15 109 13 58 100
17 108 8 51 80
19 104 20 55 100
21 101 33 56 100
22 101 23 65 100
23 99 28 85 100
24 99 6 70 100
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^AELE XII
MOTION PICTUEE "TH32 HOUSE ilY« 1 EEEL SOUBD EHPI GOLIPAITy
•TABLE 01 1, q}Z m) SCOESS FOE CLASS 9-1
NimT^er PEESTSST 1ST. SHOWINO 2NI). SHOWIN&
SCOEBS SCOEES 3C0EES
25 95 11 55 100
27 91 15 86 100
28 90 3 33 58
29 89 17 50 100
30 10 40 100
31 107 5 55 100

JUASLZ XIII
UOTION PICTUEE "TEE HOUSE JIY" 1 HEEL SOUKD EEPI COLI^
TABLE 0? I.^»S AND SCOHES FOE CLASS 9-2
1.%. PEETEST
SC02ES
1ST, sHoraa
SCOHES
21TD,
S
1 148 48 100 100
2 144 7 80 100
3 132 30 90 100
4 129 23 65 100
5 127 46 85 100
6 126 43 100 100
7 123 50 100 100
8 123 13 65 100
9 120 10 85 100
10 117 21 81 90
11 116 40 95 80
12 115 30 70 100
llo If ox o\j
14 112 25 71 80
15 109 0 85 100
16 107 15 41 86
17 104 8 53 90
18 104 35 80 100
19 103 10 51 100
2a 102 45 65 100
ti
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TABLB XIV
MOTION PICTUBE "THE HOUSE iI,Y»« 1 EEEL SOUHD BEPI COMPLY
.TABLE OF I.Q,«S AHD SCOESS 3X511 CLASS 9-2
Hiunber PRETEST 1ST. SHOWING 21ID. SHOV/IUa
SCOSES SCORES SCORES
21 101 2 75 100
22 103 10 45 60
23 97 43 75 100
24 104 2 65 100
25 94 15 38 100
26 96 20 61 100
27 90 10 73 100
28 89 13 90 100
29 75 5 85 100
30 84 10 70 90
I
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TiBLE XV
MOTION PICTURE "THE HOUSE JLY" 1 HEEL SOUOT? EEPI COMPANY
'TA3LE Off I.<i.»S A13D SCOBES JOE CLASS 9-3
NumlDer P2ETEST 1ST. SHOOTS 2ND. SHOWING
SCOEEIS SC02ES scon
z 122 . 7 71 80
2 119 32 70 80
3 112 15 70 80
4 111 45 80 100
5 105 8 71 80
6 105 0 46 80
7 99 16 60 70
8 99 10 65 75
e A 99 20 61 100
10 98 12 85 100
11 97 20 55 80
12 96 13 65 90
13 95 10 40 55
14 94 16 90 100
15 92 9 70 80
16 90 21 80 80
17 90 38 43 63
18 89 6 55 60
19 87 13 70 75
20 87 10 55 100
(i
{
i
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TABLE XVI
MOTION PICTUEE "THE HOUSXi ilix" 1 EBPI_ SOUKD
TABLE OF I*^,'S AM) SSOaEIS K>E CLASS 9-3
Hunter !.(;.
SCOBES
..1ST, SH07/ING
SCOEES
2*ilJ» ba.\jWLli\jr
SCOBES
21 86 0 51 90
22 85 6 60 85
23 85 9 60 80
24 84 0 55 70
25 78 5 51 55
26 78 SO 80 70
27 77 12 56 80
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TABLE XVII
MOTION PICTUBE "TEE HOUSE FLY" 1 EEEL SOUHD EEPI COJflPAITY
TABLE OJ I.(i,»S Al© SCOEES FOE CLASS 9-4
Stmber PEETEST
SCOEES
1ST. SH0\7ING
SCOEES
2ND, SH(
SCOEES
1 130 12 87 100
2 120 19 67 90
3 119 9 85 90
4 112 15 75 IX
6 109 40 35 80
7 107 10 80 70
10 105 26 41 100
11 104 10 80 90
12 104 13 85 100
13 100 20 95 90
14 100 15 75 80
16 98 31 90 90
17 98 10 45 80
30 90
19 94 2 50 90
20 94 6 75 95
21 94 15 65 85
22 94 11 70 100
23 93 15 75 100
24 92 20 70 85
26 91 8 55 100
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TABLE XVIII
MOTION PICTUEE "THE HOUSE 11Y« 1 REEL SOUIE) EPPI COMPMY
TABLE OP I.Ci.'S AKD SCOEES KlP. CLASS 9-4
NumlJer I ,(4. PBllSSJBS* XSx. SHOWING 2W, SHOWING
SCOEES SCORES SCOBES
28 88 6 55 70
29 83 10 82 90
30 82 15 80 70
31 15 61 70
32 6 60 80

TABLE IX
MOTION PICTUEE "THE HOUSE ?LY« 1 EEBL SOUHD SRPI COMPAtTY
TABLE 01 I,Q..»S AKD SCOBES FOR CLASS 9-5
T n XSu* oXiVJitXXSu' 2nd, SH
scores scores SCOT
1 142 30 66 86
2 128 18 90 100
3 126 10 75 90
4 113 16 75 90
5 114 18 61 86
6 108 10 75 100
7 108 40 80 100
8 107 22 51 95
9 107 10 61 81
10 107 10 75 100
11 106 16 51 96
12 105 13 51 100
13 105 23 65 100
14 105 3 55 86
15 104 3 71 100
16 104 17 45 fu
17 103 15 25 70
18 102 23 75 90
19 101 30 71 80
20 101 20 100 100
21 101 23 80 100

TABLE XX
MOTIOE PICTUEE "THK HOUSE HY" lEEEL SOUMD EEPI COLIPAOT
-TABLE OP I.^. «S Aim SCOBES FOR CLASS 9-5
Nmter BEETEST I'ST. SHOWING 21©. SH07.1KG
SCOEES SCOEES SCOBES
22 100 30 25 70
23 100 18 81 100
24 98 20 75 90
25 97 13 55 86
26 94 18 81 81
27 94 15 45 100
29 92 20 90 100
30 91 10 45 80
31 82 32 65 100
32 76 10 68 76

,
TABLE XXI
MOTIOU PICTUES "CHS HOUSE 3XY« 1 Sm SOWD EEPI COMPAKY
SCOHES iXJR CLASS 9-6
l.q.
scosss
l^T,SHO;nNG
SCOEHS
2ND,
SCO
1 142 16 75 90
2 139 10 100 100
3 125 14 80 100
4 123 5 45 100
5 123 25 70 90
6 123 15 60 80
8 113 11 55 100
9 111 10 80 80
10 109 13 65 90
11 108 10 38 80
12 108 23 80 100
13 104 5 100 80
14 T 102 104 53 70 100
15 101 10 70 90
16 99 10 60 90
17 96 16 70 80
18 95 13 70 90
19 95 15 25 30
21 93 7 55 100
22 92 5 90 100
1I
i
TASL^ XXII
MOTION PICTUBE «THE HOUSE FLY» 1 SEEL SOUITO ERPI COMPANY
TABLE OF I,Ci, AND SGOEBS FOR CLASS 9-6
JfuiaTjer I.Q^ PEETEST Ut SHOWING 2nd. SHOUTING
scores scores scores
25 92 7 85 100
24 91 16 65 95
25 88 5 50 80
26 86 10 75 80
27 83 13 50 100
28 83 13 60 90
29 82 13 55 90
30 16 61 80
31 5 60 70
52 1 16 55 90
33 10 70 80
34 16 75 90
ii
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TABLE mil
MOTION PICTUEE «THE HOUSE FLY" 1 SOUND EEPI COllP^
OF I.Q^'S AND SCOSES FOE CLASS 9-7
Stunt er
X: 139
P2ETSST
SGGEES
1ST, SHOWING
SCOESS
65
2ND. SHOWING
SCOESS
100
2 123 75 100
3 115 65 100
4 114 65 100
5 113 48 100
6 108 65 100
7 108 51 100
9 107 78 100
10 106 88 100
11 105 78 100
12 104 45 100
13 104 55 90
14 100 60 100
15 102 51 100
16 101 51 100
17 lOi 56 100
18 100 60 100
20 97 55 80
21 92 75 100
22 88 43 96
23 87 16 61
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TABLE ZXIV
i^OTION PICTUfiE »"CHE HOUSE 51.Y« 1 EBEL SCUUD EHPI 0Q13E>^
OF l,Qi,*S AKD SCOESS TOR CLASS 9-7
Humter I.q^ PRETEST 1ST, SHOWING '21©. SHOWING
SCORES SCORES SCORES
24 86 28 80
25 85 38 100
25 80 61 100
27 73 71 90

fABLE XXV
telON PICTUHE "THE HOUSE FLY" IBEEL SOUND EEPI
i?A2LE OF I.Ci,«S AND SCOEES K)H CLASS 9-8
NujnTDer I; ^. J'EETEST
SCOPES
1ST. SHOWING
SCOEES
2X«D« si
SCORES
I 123 25 83 100
2 117 13 56 90
Z 112 45 81 96
4 96 26 55 90
5 94 10 60 100
6 93 35 60 65
7 93 15 90 100
8 93 28 55 90
9 92 0 75 100
10 92 33 80 76
n 92 20 75 100
12 91 20 73 90
13 91 0 86 100
14 90 10 73 90
15 89 22 75 91
IS 89 10 70 90
17 86 6 40 90
18 86 46 70 90
19 85 10 33 96
20 82 2 60 95

;eabl2 XXVI
Hg^nOV. PICTUEE "THS house FLT" 1 HEEL SOUHD SEPI COITAIT
SABLE OF I.i^'S SC0S3S K5E CLASS 9-8
PRETEST
SCORES
iSTt SHOWING
SCOHES
2ND, SHOWING-
SCCI22S
£1 81 10 85 100
22 80 0 55 95
23 30 10 51 80
25 75 IS 85 100
27 0 61 76
28 38 70 100
29 63 70 80
30 45 75 100
31 11 30 100
1
2UB
TiLBLS XXVII
MOTION PICTimS "OHE HOUSE 51Y« 1 EE3L SOUND EEPI COMPAITT
jTABLE OF I.(i.»S AND SCOEES IX)S CLASS 9-9
Kvmber I.Q^ PSETEST 1ST. SHOmO 2 NL. SHOTTINC-
SCORES SCOSES
1 116 25 55 100
2 T 105 30 69 60
3 103 48 85 80
4 103 23 70 90
5 102 SO 80 90
6 101 9 55 90
7 8 65 80
8 96 2 21 70
g 96 ?0 76 100
10 94. 1 fi 80
11 1 1 80
1? 0-7 au 70 90
13 93 5 0 40
14 91 18 61 85
15 90 3 55 70
16 87 11 75 90
17 87 10 45 70
18 84 12 65 60
19 82 6 85 80
20' 82 0 44 56
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T^BLE XXVIII
MOTION PICTURE "TKS HOUSS H.Y" 1 REEL SOUND ERPI COHPAJIY
of i.q.ls and scores for class 9-9
,J»EETEST
SCOEBS
1ST. SHOWING
SCORES SCOI
21 81 30 76 96
22 79 5 21 100
23 79 10 28 70
24 78 14 64 76
25 78 21 55 75
27 75 6 33 61
31 75 18 81 86
32 68 5 65 90
53 30 76 100
T
CORHSLAnON WORK SHEET

CORRELATION WORK SHEET
Test Test
Papers Scores Preliminary Computations for r
A B
2
A
2
B AxB
1« 3 4 9 16 12
2. 5 5 25 25 25
3. 7 5 49 25 35
4. 6 7 36 49 42
5. 7 7 49 49 49
6. 4 4 16 16 16
7. 6 6 36 36 36
8. 4 5 16 25 20
9. 5 6 25 36 30 -
10. 5 4 25 16 20
11. 7 5 49 25 35
12. 6 7 36 49 42
13. 6 6 36 36 36
14. 4 6 16 36 24
15. 5 5 25 25 25
16. 7 7 49 49 49
17. 6 6 36 36 36
18. 5 4 25 16 20
19. 6 6 36 36 36
20. 7 7 49 49 49

21. 7 7 49 49 49
22. 5 5 25 25 25
23. 4 7 16 49 28
24. 7 5 49 25 35
25. 6 7 36 49 42
26, 4 5 16 25 20
27. 6 7 36 49 42
28* 6 6 36 36 36
29. 5 6 25 36 30
30. 6 7 36 49 A2
31. 5 5 25 25 25
32. 3 5 9 25 15
33. 3 3 9 9 9
34. 4 3 16 9 12
35. 6 7 36 49 42
36. 4 6 16 36 24
37. 3 2 9 4 6
38* 4 5 16 25 20
39. 5 2 25 4 10
40. 5 5 25 25 25
41. 5 6 25 36 30
42. 6 6 36 36 36
43. 6 7 36 49 42
44. 3 4 9 16 12
45. 2 3 4 9 6

46. 4 4 16 16 16
47. 5 7 25 49 35
48. 7 7 49 49 49
49. 7 7 49 49 49
50. 4 5 16 25 24
51. 4 6 16 36 24
52. 6 4 36 16 24
53. 7 6 49 36 42
54. 5 7 25 49 35
55. 5 4 25 16 20
56. 5 6 25 36 30
57. 3 2 9 4 6
58. 5 7 25 49 35
59. 5 6 25 36 30
60. 4 5 16 25 20
61. 5 6 25 36 30
62. 3 3 9 9 9
63. 3 2 9 4 6
64. 7 6 49 36 42
65. 7 4 49 16 28
66. 5 6 25 36 30
67. 7 7 49 49 49
68. 7 7 49 49 49
69. 7 7 49 49 49
70. 3 4 9 16 12
71. 7 7 49 49 49

72. 6 5 36 25 30
73. 5 6 25 36 30
74. 7 "7 49 49 49
75. 6 6 36 36 36
76. 5 5 25 25 25
77. 4 4 16 16 16
78. 6 6 36 36 36
79. 6 7 36 49 42
80. 5 7 25 49 35
81. 5 6 25 36 30
82, 6 4 36 16 24
83. 4 6 16 36 24
84. 5 5 25 25 25
85. 4 3 16 9 12
86. 5 6 25 36 30
87. 6 5 36 25 30
88, 6 3 36 9 18
89. 6 5 36 25 30
90. 5 5 25 25 25
91. 5 6 25 36 30
92. 6 6 36 36 36
93. 7 7 49 49 49
94. 5 5 25 25 25
95. 5 5 25 25 25
96. 4 3 16 9 12
i
97. 7 5 49 25 35
98. 4 5 16 25 20
99. 7 3 49 9 21
100. 6 4 36 16 24

COF-RELATION YjORK SHEET
Test Test
Papers Scores Preliminary Computations for r
A B AxB
Mean 5.26 5.39 30.15 31.60 30.20
ColUitin A contains the number of rights of the odd numbered
questions.
Column B contains the number of rights of the even numbered
questions.
NOTE: Coefficient Correlation Formula
Mean (AxB) -(Mean A times Mean B)
r- 5 2 2 2
" Mean (A'^) - Mean (A) times Mean (B ) - Mean (B)
_
30.20
_
( 5.26 times 5.39)
30.15 - (5.26)^ times 31.60 - ( 5-39)^
or .78 (half-test)
2.39
r (whole test) equals 2 ( .78) or .87
1 plus ,78
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TERMAN CROUP TEST OF
MENTAL ABILITY
For Grades 7 to 12
Prepared by Lewis M. Terman, Stanford University, California
EXAMINATION: FORM A
1. Name
First name Last name
2. Boy or girl Grade High or Low
3 . Age last birthday Date of birthday
Month Day Year
4. Name of city (or county)
5. Name of school
6. Name of teacher
7. Date of this examination 19
Month Day Year
Do not turn the page until you are told to.
Test Score Remarks or Further Data
I. Information
2. Best Answer
3. Word Meaning
4. Logical Selection
5. Arithmetic
6. Sentence Meaning
7. Analogies
8. Mixed Sentences
9. Classification
10. Number Series
Total
Copjrright 1920 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights resened . printed in v.SJl, tgtma : A-S9
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
" ' FORM A
TEST 1. INFORMATION
Draw a line under the ONE word that makes
the sentence true, as shown in the sample.
Sample. Our first President was
Adams Jefferson Lincoln Washington
1 Coffee is a kind of
bark berry leaf root i
2 Sirloin is a cut of
beef mutton lamb veal 2
3 Gasoline comes from
grains petroleimi turpentine seeds 3
4 Most exports go from
Boston San Francisco New Orleans New York . 4
5 The number of pounds in a ton is
1000 2000 3000 4000 5
6 Napoleon was finally defeated at
Leipzig Paris Verdun Waterloo 6
7 Emeralds are usually
blue green red yellow 7
8 The optic nerve is for
seeing hearing tasting feeUng 8
9 Larceny is a term used in
medicine theology law pedagogy 9
10 Sponges come from
animals farms forests mines 10
1 1 Confucius founded the religion of the
Persians Italians Chinese Indians 11
12 The larynx is in the
abdomen head throat shoulder 12
13 The piccolo is used in
farming music photography typewriting 13
14 The kilowatt measures
rainfall wind-power electricity water-power. . . . 14
15 The guillotine causes
death disease fever sickness 15
16 A character in " David Copperfield " is
Sindbad Uriali Heep Rebecca Hamlet 16
17 A windlass is used for
boring cutting lifting squeezing 17
18 A great law-giver of the Hebrews was
Abraham David Moses Saul 18
19 A six-sided figure is called a
scholitmi parallelogram hexagon trapezium ... 19
20 A meter is nearest in length to the
inch foot yard rod 20
Right
FORM A
TEST 2. BEST ANSWER
Read each question or statement and make a cross
before the BEST answer, as shown in the sample.
Sample
Why do we buy clocks ? Because
1 We like to hear them strike.
2 They have hands.
X 3 They tell us the time.
1 Spokes of a wheel are often made of hickory because
1 Hickory is tough.
2 It cuts easily.
3 It takes paint nicely.
2 The saying, " A watched pot never boils," means
1 We should never watch a pot on the fire.
2 Boiling takes a long time.
3 Time passes slowly when we are waiting for something.
3 A train is harder to stop than an automobile because
1 It has more wheels.
2 It is heavier.
3 Its brakes are not so good.
4 The saying, " Make hay while the sun shines," means
1 Hay is made in summer.
2 We should make the most of our opportunities.
3 Hay should not be cut at night.
5 If the earth were nearer the sun
1 The stars would disappear.
2 Our months would be longer.
3 The earth would be warmer.
6 The saying, " If wishes were horses, beggars would ride," means
1 Wishing doesn't get us very far.
2 Beggars often wish for horses to ride.
3 Beggars are always asking for something.
7 The saying, " Little strokes fell great oaks," means
1 Oak trees are weak.
2 Little strokes are best.
3 Continued effort brings results.
8 A steel battleship floats because
1 The engines hold it up.
2 It has much air space inside.
3 It contains some wood.
9 The feathers on a bird's wings help him to fly because
1 They make a wide, light surface.
2 They keep the air off his body.
3 They decrease the bird's weight.
ID The sajdng, " A carpenter should stick to his bench," means
1 Carpenters should not work without benches.
2 Carpenters should not be idle.
3 One should work at the thing he can do best.
1 1 The saying, " One swallow does not make a summer," means
1 Swallows come back for the summer.
2 A single sign is not sufficient proof.
3 Many birds add to the pleasures of summer.
Right X 2= Score
TEST 3. WORD MEANING
FORM A
When two words mean the SAME, draw a Hne under "SAME."
When they mean the OPPOSITE, draw a Une under "OPPOSITE."
Samples
fall —
north
II
12
14
15
comfort— console . .
.
waste— conserve . .
monotony— variety
quell — subdue
major— minor
boldness— audacity
exult— reioice
10 debase
approve—
amateur—
evade— sh
tart— acid
veto
16 concede— deny .
17 tonic — stimulant
18 incite— quell . . .
19 economy— frugali
20 rash — prudent . .
21 obtuse— acute . .
22 transient — perma
23 expel — eject . . . .
24 hoax— deception
26 wax— wane
27 incite — instigate
28 reverence— veneration
29 asset — liability
30 appease— placate . . .
.
Right Wrong
.
same
same — opposite
same— opposite I
same — opposite 2
same — opposite 3
same 4
same— opposite 5
same— opposite 6
same — opposite 7
same— opposite 8
same
same— opposite 10
same— opposite II
same— opposite 12
same — opposite 13
same KJ L/ L/WO L L T A
same — opposite 15
same — opposite 16
same — opposite 17
same— opposite 18
T n
same — opposite 20
same — opposite 21 -
same — opposite 22
same— opposite 23
same 7 A
same— opposite 25
same — opposite 26
same — opposite 27
same — opposite 28
same — opposite 29
same — opposite 30
. Score
TEST 4. LOGICAL SELECTION
FORM A
In each sentence draw a line under the TWO words that tell what the
thing ALWAYS has. Underhne TWO, and ONLY TWO, in each line.
Sample. A man always has
body cap gloves mouth money
1 A horse always has
harness hoofs shoes stable tail i
2 A circle always has
altitude circumference latitude longitude radius 2
3 A bird always has
bones eggs beak nest song 3
4 Music always has
Ustener piano rhythm soimd violin 4
5 An object always has
smell size taste value weight 5
6 Conversation always has
agreement persons questions wit speech 6
7 A banquet always has
food music persons speeches toastmaster 7
8 A pistol always has
barrel bullet cartridge sights trigger 8
9 A ship always has
engine gims keel rudder sails 9
10 A debt always involves
creditor debtor interest mortgage payment 10
11 A game always has
cards contestants forfeits penalties rules 11
12 A magazine always has
advertisements paper pictures print stories 12
13 A musemn always has
animals arrangement collections minerals visitors 13
14 A forest always has
animals flowers shade underbrush trees 14
15 A citizen always has
country occupation privileges property vote 15
16 Controversy always involves
claims disagreement dislike enmity hatred 16
17 War always has
airplanes cannons combat rifles soldiers 17
18 Obstacles always bring
difficulty discouragement failure hindrance stimulation . . 18
19 Abhorrence always involves
aversion dislike fear rage timidity 19
20 Compromise always involves
adjustment agreement friendship respect satisfaction . . 20
Right
TEST 6. ARITHMETIC
FORM A
Find the answers as quickly as you can.
Write the answers on the dotted lines.
Use the bottom of the page to figure on.
1 How many hours will it take a person to go 66 miles at the
rate of 6 miles an hour ? Answer
2 At the rate of 2 for 5 cents, how many pencils can you buy
for 50 cents ? Answer .
3 If a man earns $20 a week and spends $14, how long will it
take him to save $300 Answer
.
4 2X3X4X6 is how many times as much as 3 X 4 Answer
.
5 If two pies cost 66 cents, what does a sixth of a pie cost ?
Answer
6 What is i6f per cent of $120 ? Answer
7 4 per cent of ^1000 is the same as 8 per cent of what
amount.? Answer.
8 A has $180, B has f as much as A, and C has ^ as much
as B. How much have all together ? Answer
9 The capacity of a rectangular bin is 48 cubic feet. If the
bin is 6 feet long and 4 feet wide, how deep is it ? Answer
10 If it takes 7 men 2 days to dig a 140-foot ditch, how many
men are needed to dig it in half a day ^. Answer
.
11 A man spends \ of his salary for board and room, and |
for all other expenses. What per cent of his salary does
he save ? Answer.
12 If a man runs 100 yards in 10 seconds, how many feet
does he run in i of a second Answer
.
Right
.
X 2 = Score
FORM A
TEST 6. SENTENCE MEANING
Draw a line under the right answer, as shown in the samples.
[ Is coal obtained from mines ? Yes No
Samples \
[ Are all men six feet tall ? Yes No
1 Does a conscientious person ever make mistakes ? . . . . Yes No i
2 Is an alloy a kind of musical instrument ? Yes No 2
3 Is scurvy a kind of medicine ? Yes No 3
4 Are mysterious things often uncanny ? Yes No 4
5 Are destitute persons often subjects of charity ? Yes No 5
6 Are anonymous letters ever properly signed ? Yes No 6
7 Is the mimeograph sometimes used by stenographers ? . Yes No 7
8 Is a curriculum intended for horses ? Yes No 8
9 Are proteids essential to health ? Yes No 9
10 Does " perfunctory " mean the same as " careful " ? .
.
Yes No 10
11 Are premeditated deeds always wicked ? Yes No 11
12 Do alleged facts often require verification ? Yes No 12
13 Are sheep carnivorous r Yes No 13
14 Are aristocrats subservient to their inferiors ? Yes No 14
15 Are venerable people usually respected ? Yes No 15
16 Is clematis sometimes cultivated ? Yes No 16
17 Are ultimate results the last to appear ? Yes No 17
18 Are cerebral hemorrhages helpful to thinking ? Yes No 18
19 Are all people religious who have hallucinations ? Yes No 19
20 Are intermittent sounds discontinuous ? Yes No 20
21 Are sable colors preferred for nations' flags ? Yes No 21
22 Does social contact tend to reduce eccentricities ? .... Yes No 22
23 Are tentative decisions usually final ? Yes No 23
24 Is rancor usually characterized by persistence ? Yes No 24
Ri^ht Wrong Score
TEST 7. ANALOGIES
Ear is to hear as eye is to
c ! table see hand playSamples { tt * • u j u —Hat IS to head as shoe is to
arm coat foot leg
Do them all like samples.
1 Coat is to wear as bread is to
eat starve water cook i
2 Week is to month as month is to
year hour minute century 2
3 Monday is to Tuesday as Friday is to
week Thursday day Saturday 3
4 Tell is to told as speak is to
sing spoke speaking sang 4
5 Lion is to animal as rose is to
smell leaf plant thorn 5
6 Cat is to tiger as dog is to
wolf bark bite snap 6
7 Success is to joy as failure is to
sadness luck fail work 7
8 Liberty is to freedom as bondage is to
negro slavery free suffer 8
9 Cry is to laugh as sadness is to
death joy coffin doctor 9
10 Tiger is to hair as trout is to
water fish scales swims . . ; 10
11 I is to 3 as 9 is to
18 27 36 45 II
12 Lead is to heavy as cork is to
bottle weight light float 12
13 Poison is to death as food is to
eat bird life bad 13
14 4 is to 16 as 5 is to
7 45 35 25 14
1 5 Food is to himger as water is to
drink clear thirst pure 15
16 b is to d as second is to
third later fourth last 16
1 7 City is to mayor as army is to
navy soldier general private 17
18 Here is to there as this is to
these those that then 18
19 Subject is to predicate as noun is to
pronoun adverb verb adjective 19
20 Corrupt is to depraved as sacred is to
Bible hallowed prayer Sunday 20
FORM A
Right
FORM A
TEST 8. MIXED SENTENCES
The words in each sentence below are mixed up. If what
a sentence means is TRUE, draw a Hne under " TRUE." If
what it means is FALSE, draw a line under " FALSE."
f hear are with to ears true false
Samples \
i eat gunpowder to good is true false
1 true bought cannot friendship be true false i
2 good sea drink to is water true false 2
3 of is the peace war opposite true false 3
4 get grow they as children taller older true false 4
5 horses automobile an are than slower true false 5
6 never deeds rewarded be should good true false 6
7 four hundred all pages contain books true false 7
8 to advice sometimes is good follow hard true false 8
9 envy bad greed traits are and true false 9
10 grow an than strawberries oak tree higher true false 10
11 external deceive never appearances us true false 11
12 never is man what show a deeds true false 12
13 hatred bad unfriendliness traits are and true false 13
14 often judge can we actions man his by a true false 14
15 in are always American cities born presidents true false 15
16 certain always death of cause kinds sickness true false 16
17 are sheet blankets as as a never warm true false 17
18 never who heedless those stumble are true false 18
Right Wrong Score
FORM A
TEST 9. CLASSIFICATION
f I bullet cannon gun sword peVcil
Samples { ^
. .
I. 2 Canada Chicago China India France
In each line crosfi out the word that does not belong there.
Cross out JUST ONE WORD in each line.
1 Frank James John Sarah William i
2 Baptist Catholic Methodist Presbyterian Republican . . 2
3 automobile bicycle buggy telegraph train 3
4 Collie Holstein Shepherd Spitz Terrier 4
5 hop run skip stand walk 5
6 death grief picnic poverty sadness 6
7 bed chair dish sofa table 7
8 hard rough smooth soft sweet 8
9 mechanic doctor lawyer preacher teacher 9
10 Christ Confucius Mohammed Moses Caesar 10
11 butterfly hawk ostrich robin swallow 11
12 cloth cotton flax hemp wool 12
13 digestion hearing sight smell touch 13
14 down hither recent up yonder 14
15 anger hatred joy pity reasoning 15
16 Australia Cuba Iceland Ireland Spain . . 16
17 Dewey Farragut Grant Paul Jones Schley 17-
18 give lend lose keep waste 18
Right
TEST 10. NUMBER SERIES
FOAM A
f
Samples <
5 lo
20 18
IS
16
20 25
14 12
JO
In each row try to find out how the numbers are made up,
then on the two dotted lines write the TWO numbers that
should come next. i
1st Row
2d Row
3d Row
4th Row
5th Row
6th Row
7th Row
th Row
9th Ro^,
8 7 6 5 4
8 13 18 23 28
III 12 12I I2i I2|
886644
I 2 4 8 16 32
4354657
16 8 4 2 I i
9 12 13 16 17
15 16 20 24 25 29
loth Row 31.3 40.3 49.3 58.3 67.3 76.3
iitn Kow
1 2th Row
1
25
3 4 6 13

FRBQUERCT DISTRIBUTIOWS

I'requency Distrioi-'tionp of Class 9-1
Motion Picture "The House Fly" 1 reel Sound erpi
Pre- test rirst Shovin-'^ Second Showing
SteT) Step J'requcv.cy Step FreauGnc''
Prequer.cy Inter-wil Interval
36-40 1 oo— ViJ 1 96-100 24
31- "5 1 81-85 3 91- 95 0
25-30 1 76-80 5 86- 90 0
21- P3 2 71-75 2 81- 85 0
16-20 10 66-70 3 75- 80 1
11-15 4 61-65 1 71- 75 1
6-10 4 56-60 2 66- 70 0
1- 5 4 51-55 4 61- 65 0
0 45-50 o 56- 60
41-45 1
35-40 1
31-:^5
1^27
Mean - 15.10
Si/nna Z 8.^5
Mean =-62.85
Si.<^.r', — 14.50
PEm I 1.88
Mean = ^^."5
Si£-ma= '7.'^^
PTDrn = .03

T't»(3 '-''1 r>'0 r-T T]' T c- (- V •'">-- +, T o" '^^ c" r: Q_'^
Motion Picture "xhe Ho\ise iPly" 1 reel Sound erpi
Pretest First ^hov/ing ^ficond ^ho^.-n.ng
Step Frequency' Step ^remiency Step Freqixency
Interval Interval Interval
4S-50 3 95-100 96-100 22
41-45 3 91-. 95 1 91- 95 0
3^^-40 1 86- 90 2 86- 90 4
31-35 1 81- 85 6 81- 85 0
26- '^0 2 76- 80 2 76- 80 3
21-25 3 71- 75 4 71- 75 Q
16-20 -22 66- 7^ 2 6P- 70 0
11-15 4 61- 65 5 61- 6'=^ 0
6-10 7 56- 60 0 56- -.0 1
1- 5 4 51- 55
0 0 4G- 50 0 11=20
41 - 4^5 o
rT=30 35- 40 1
1T=50
Mean = 20.35 Mean = 72.5 Mean - . Qr. 'jc
Si-r- ; 12.5 16.0 Sigma. - ".10
PEni = *1.52 PEm —
*-
-1.93 PEm ^ 1.14

•* Frequency I'isti-i'btit 3. on of Cl4i.ss 9-3
Motion Picture "i?!ie House Plv" 1 reel Sound erpi
Pre-• test ITirst '^'ho'.dnsII Second ''-^hov/inf:
Step . cv §teT> Step Pro q1-» j^yi Q*^'
InterveJ. Interval Interval
41-45 1 86-90 1 96-100 5
36-40 1 81-85 1 91-95 0
31-35 1 76-80 rf 86-90 o
26-30
.
0 71-75 2 71-85 1
21-25 1 66-70 4 76-80 10
16-20 4 61-65 3 7?-75 2
11-15 5 56-60 4 66-70 r?'
5-10 10 51-55 b 61-65 1
1- 5 4 46-50 1 56-60 1
41-45 1 51-55 2
11^27 36-40 1
K = 27
N =27
Mesji Z 13 .05 Mscn 6? .15 Mean - 77.5
Si^ma = 10 .10 Sigma 12 .10 Sifma - 12.55
PEip. = -l PEtt. T 1 .55 PEm := li.63

Frequenc^r DiPtrlDv.tion of Claf^s 9-4
Motion Picture "^The Houce IPlj" Ireel Sound cr-oi
Pre-test ^irst Showing Second, ^ho^n.np-
Step yreque"icy Step •f'rec'iiency S 4'
Interval Interval T "n 4- ci T*Trc> 1X J J. V J. V r^JL
36-40 1 91-95 1 96-100 7
ol-oo 1 86-90 2 91- 95 1
P6-30 2 81- R5 3 86-90 8
21-' ^5 0 76-80 4 81-85 2
16-20 71-75 4 76-80 4
11-15 9 65-70 3 71-75 0
6 -10 9 51-65 2 65-70 41-5 1 55-60 1
51-55 2 V. =26
N -26 46-50 1
41-45 2
36-40 0
31-55 1
11 =26
Mean - 15 .85 Mean = 68.10 Mean - 89 . 6n
Si^ma - 8 .40 oifrma r 15,35 Sigma r 10.10
PEm - +1 .13 PEm - i2.03 PEn z 11.76

Frequency DistrilDution of Class 9-5
Motion Picture "The House Fly*' 1 reel Sound erpi
A re— -1- ao -1-VeS Xi First Shoving
btep s reauency Step Preqv.enc^^
Interval Interval Interva.l
rjn A noo— TX 96-100 1 yo— ±uu I'i
1 91- 95 0 91-95 1
26-20 .3 86-- 90 2 86-90 8
21--25 4 81- 85 2 81-85 3
IS- 20 11 76- 80 2 76-80 3
11-15 3 71- 75 8 71-75 0^^
5-10 6 66- 70 2 66-70
1- 5 2 61- 65 4
56- 50 1 II -31
11= Zl 46- 50 0
41- 40 3
36- 4-0 0
31- 35 .. 2
H =31
Mean = 16.35
Sigma = 8.10
Pib. ---••l.oo
Mean = 55.05
Sijnna - 15.5
PEm =fi.85
Mean - 84.0
Si;9ma - 9.65
Fife z^l-l''

262
Freqixency Dis-trilration of Class 9-6
Motion Picture "The lions e Ply" 1 reel Sound!. erT)i
Pre- Test First ^howi Second ^^hovdn,^
Step requency Step Frequency Step Freciuency
Intervc1 Interval Interval
31- o5 1 96-100 2 96-100 10
26-30 1 91- 95 0 91-95 1
21-25 1 86-90 1 86-90 10
16-20 6 81- 85 1 81-85 0
11-15 9 76- 80 3 76-80 10
b-10 9 71- 75 3 71-75 0
1- 5 5 66- 70 6 66-70 1
61- 55 /
N = no 56- 60 5 11-32
51- 55 3
46- 50 1
41- 45 1
36- 40 1
31- 35 1
N = 32
Mean - 11.85
Si^ma s 7.00
PEra = t.834
Mean - 64.85
Sigma - 14.8
PEm - 11.78
Mean « 87
Sijf.ma ar 8.7
PEm =1 1.04

263
^'reoxiency -^distribution of Class 9-8
Motion. Pictixre "'•"•'he HouR^ i'ly" 1 reel Sound erpi
Pre- test First Sho\'inf^ Second Shov;in|g
Step Frequency Ster> Prequenc/ Step Prentiencv
Interval Interval Interval
46-50 3 85-90 2 96-100 13
41-45 1 81-85 4 91-95 3
36-40 1 76-80 2 86-90 8
31-35 2 71-75 5 81-85 0
26-30 2 66-70 5 76-80 4
21-25 2 61-65 1 71-75 0
lG-20 2 56-60 3 66-70 0
11-15 4 51-55 4 61-65 1
6-10 7 45-50 0
1-5 5 36-40 1 IT - 29
31-35 2
F = 29
H = 29
Mean :: 18.55
Sigma - 14.75
PSn - il.85
Mean * 65.8
Sigma = 14.95
PEm = j:i.87
Mean r 90.25
Sigma - 8,70
PEm r *1.05

S'requencv Distribution of Olaps 9-9
Motion Pi cture "ihe House ^ly" 1 reel Sound eroi
Pre- test Pirst ShovTini;; Seconrl . Shov.'in-'^
Step ?reouency Stet) 5^'reouency Step l''rec'ienc2''
Interval Interval Interval
31-35 1 81-85 , 3 95-100 5
??6-30 4 76-80 3 91.-95 0
21-P.5 3 71-75 86-90 7
16-20 5 66-70 4 81-35 . 1
11-15 4 61-65 . 5 76-80 5
5-10 6 56-60 0 71-75 1
1-5 6 51-55 4 66-70 4
46-50 0 61-65 1
• IT = 29 41-45 3 56-60 o
36-40 0 51-55 0
31-35 1 46-50 0
26-30 1 41-45 0
21-25 2 55-40 1
16-20 1
N = 29
IT = 29
Mea^ = 20,95
Si^^ma = 9 .15
P2m = t 1 II
Mea^ - 56 . 80
Sif^ina =18.80
P3m -± 2.35
Mean =78.
Sigma = 14.5
PEm = 1.82
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The acceptance of the educational motion picture as a means of instruction
is noted by the following facts : ( 1 ) the increased number of projectors owned
by the schools; (2) the greater number of producers of educational films; (3)
the ever-increasing number of motion pictures suitable for school purposes;
(4) the growing number of educational motion picture film libraries; (5) the
introduction of courses in Schools of Education to prepare teachers for the
use of Teaching Aids and to prepare administrators for the management of
Departments of Teaching Aids. Probably the greatest single reason for the
growth in the use of the Educational Motion Picture is the proof of its value
made evident by the many research studies.
Of the many unsolved problems in educational practice relating to the
use of the motion picture in instruction, that of methodology is now ripe for
discussion and research. Every teacher using motion pictures uses them some-
how, or by some method. The methodologies in using films vary widely with
different teachers, with types of equipment, with types of films, and with the
subjects and students being taught. The two methods most commonly used by
teachers today are : The Non-Preparation Method and The Auditorium Method.
The subject of methodology with which this study is concerned, is h.
fundamental problem relating to any instructional material. This investigation
takes the form of a statistical analysis of the learning achieved by two methods
of instruction through the medium of the motion picture as measured by
objective, factual tests based upon the film content. It differs from other studies
in that it discusses two distinct methods of film technique, showing the com-
parative results achieved by equated groups through each of the two methods.
The scope of the experiment included approximately 800 students from
grades eight and nine. The material of instruction pertained to General
Science in the eighth and ninth grades. Where group comparisons were made
the groups were equated socially, educationally, and mentally. The experi-
mental period extended over three years.
Five silent motion pictures were used from the list presented by Eastman
Teaching Films, New York. Two sound films from Erpi Classroom films were
used. One silent reel from the United States Bureau of Mines was shown.
Objective tests, each based upon the content of one film were constructed and
used, first as Pre-tests, and then as First Showing Tests and Second Showing
Tests. Previous to the period of the experiment, the same films were used,
after which tests were given to measure the learning. The tests used in this
study were the results of the preliminary tests after revision, addition, and
omission of test items.
Statistical procedures were used to validate the tests and determine their
reliability. Whether any difference in mean per cents between any two groups
was reliable or statistically significant was determined by use of the critical
ratio, the statistical criterion of reliability.
The purpose of this study was to investigate, ( 1 ) the relative effectiveness
of the Intermittent Method of film technique with regular size classroom
groups, as compared with large size or auditorium groups, and (2) the com'
parative efficiency of film lessons with the T^on'preparation Method and film
lessons with the Preparation Method. By the Intermittent Method as used
here with silent films is meant the stop-start method, allowing students to take
notes, ask questions and contribute discussions during the film showing. By the
Preparation Method, as used in this study, is meant a ihrecstep method,
namely, ( 1 ) a Pre-test without any previous preparation by the group to learn
what the students knew about the subject matter of the film before seeing the
film, (2) a First Showing of the film without any preparation for the study of
the film and (3) a Second Showing with preparation for the study of the film
based upon a list of questions directing the students in their study of the film.
The first part of the study compared relative efficiency of the use of films with
large groups when compared with small groups, both taught similarly.
The second part of the experiment compared each group with its own
achievement on each one of the three successive steps of the instructional period.
The following conclusions are dictated by the experimental evidence.
TABLE I
Showing the Mean Per Cents Made on the Final Test by the Classroom Groups
(1934-35) and the Auditorium Groups (1935-36) on each Film Test.
NAME OF FILM MEAN PER CENT BY GROUPS
CLASSROOM GROUP AUDITORIUM GROUP
1934-35 1935-36
"How Teeth Grow" 61.05 39.00
'The Blood" 50.00 44.38
"Control of Bleeding" 76.78 72.82
"Posture" 70.88 69.67
"Carbon Monoxide" 77.25 63.15
"Bacteria" 83.35 83.19
TABLE II
This table summarizes the data showing the scores made in Mean Per Cent
by each group at the Three Levels of the Instructional Period with the film
"Plant Roots":
GROUP MEAN PER CENT MADE
First Step Second Step Third Step
Pre-test First Showing Second Showing
9-1 23.50 55.50 83.30
9-2 20.25 47.70 79.60
9-3 15.95 38.78 62.00
9-4 20.15 46.50 63.65
9-5 18.00 40.65 86.00
9-6 12.85 43.20 61.65
9-7 17.50 42.30 77.90
9-8 10.00 38.60 52.15
9-9 13.75 30.20 64.80
TABLE III
This table summarises the data showing the scores made in Mean Per Cent
by each group at the Three Levels of the Instruction Period with the film
"The House Fly":
GROUP MEAN PER CENT MADE
First Step Second Step Third Step
Pre-test First Showing Second Showing
9-1 15.10 62.85 94.35
9-2 20.35 72.50 93.35
9-3 13.05 62.15 77.50
9-4 13.85 68.10 89.60
9-5 16.35 65.05 84.00
9-6 11.85 64.85 87.00
9-8 18.55 65.80 90.25
9-9 20.95 56.80 78.00
TABLE IV
This table summarizes the results with respect to the learning of each mental
ability group at each of the Three Levels of the Instructional Period with the
film "The House Fly":
Showing the Mean Per Cent Made at Each Level of the Instructional Period
by Each Group:
ABILITY GROUPS MEAN PER CENT MADE
First Step Second Step
Pre-test First Showing
High Ability I. Q. 1 1 1 up 21.85 76.95
Middle Ability 90-110 18.10 67.30
Low Ability 90 and below 14.70 63.70
Third Step
Second Showing
96.65
91.35
86.65
TABLE V
This table summarizes the results with respect to the learning of each mental
ability group at each of the Three Levels of the Instructional Period with the
film "Plant Roots":
ABILITY GROUPS
High Ability
Middle Ability
Low Ability
MEAN PER CENT MADE
First Step Second Step Third Step
Pre-test First Showing Second Showing
24.00 55.85 83.95
18.50 43.40 74.55
18.25 37.50 65.90
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are dictated by the experimental evidence
:
I. Within the scope of this investigation the size of the class or group
being taught affects the learning achievement of the students. In every instance
of this experiment, the same methodology produced a higher degree of mastery
with the small, or classroom group, than with the auditorium group.
II. The Pre-test results show the necessity of a consideration of what
pupils know relative to an instructional unit, previous to the instructional
period, if one wishes to measure the actual amount of learning due to any one
methodology.
III. The Educational Motion Picture proved to be an effective instruc-
tional device for increasing factual learning. This conclusion confirms the
findings of other investigations.
IV. The higher ability groups achieved the greatest scores in the three
steps of the instructional method; i.e., the higher ability groups achieved the
higher mean per cent on the Pre-test, First Showing and Second Showing.
The middle intelligent groups achieved a higher mean per cent than the low
ability groups on the Pre-test, First Showing and Second Showing. The low
ability group in some instances gained a higher mean per cent than either of
the other higher ability levels.
V. In no instance in this study did the method of merely showing a film
give a satisfactory learning result to warrant stopping the instructional period
at this step.
VI. In all instances in this experiment the amount of time spent in Step
Three of the instructional plan which directed the students' study of the film
with directing questions brought significant learning results.
As a main contribution, this study indicates to teachers that one of the
present common practices of using educational motion pictures by merely
showing the film Without Preparation of the class for the study of the motion
picture is not an efficient method. To improve the efficiency in the use of
educational films one of the methods proven to be efficient is the Preparation
Method which prepares the students for the study of the motion picture by
the use of directing questions.
This study further shows that by comparison the use of educational mO'
tion pictures is not as efficient with large groups in the auditorium as it is with
small groups in the usual classroom.
As a limitation on this study, it should be noted that the subjects studied
were problem and appreciation subjects, while the testing done was factual or
drill type testing. Factual knowledge can be tested most easily, but may not
be as important as other possible outcomes in the teaching of problem and
appreciation units. Conclusions in this study are limited to the results of testing
for factual knowledge.
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